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MODERN GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
to be heard in our new Demonstration room

Pickup. A lightweigh miniature
moving iron Pickup, of high fidelity characteristics.
1. Connoisseur

Average output from secondary of Transformer 7 volts.

Uses H.M.V. silent Stylus or the equivalent "Connoisseur " needles. Also suitable for use with special
thin

thorn needles. Sold complete with input
Transformer
£3 18 9
2. Rothermel " Senior " Crystal Pickup. A recognised
standard of comparison for Crystal Pickups. Frequency
range 50-7.500 cis. Average output 1.5 volts. For
standard needles
£2 16 3
3. Lexington " Senior " Moving Coil Pickup. Advanced
modern design, incorporating ingenious semi -automatic

6. Wearlte Type 207 Midget Transformer Ratio 60/1.
A very useful step-up Transformer, for moving coil
Pickup work. Its small size facilitates short wiring in
Amplifier

15

0

7. Wilkins & Wright " Equalizing " Input Transformer for use with Wilkins & Wright type " N "

Moving Coil Pickup. Incorporates compensating network (sold complete with Wilkins & Wright Type " N "
Pickup)
Wilkins & Wright " Scratch Filter." A useful low-pass

Filter. the top limit being adjustable between 3.5 to

superb

8.5 kc 's (similar in appearance to Equalizer) £1 16 8
8. Lexington " Junior " Moving Coil Pickup. Of
similar and general design to the " Senior " model, but
without auto -insertion mechanism. Made especially to
take miniature needles, " H.M.V. Silent Stylus." etc.

" W. & W. Ministyle," complete with " Equalizing

9. B.T.H. Magnetic Pickup. An excellent general
Purpose moving -iron Pickup, with built-in Volume
Control, output approximately 7 volts. Takes all
standard size needles
f1 13 11
10. Sound Sale Non -Magnetic Torn -Tables. Cast in

insertion and rejection of sapphire needles. Given a
good Amplifier and Loudspeaker, reproduction is

£6 14 6
4. Wilkins & Wright Type "N" Moving Coil Pickup.
First-class design and engineering. Combines high
fidelity with robust construction and reliability. Needle
pressure adjustable to 1 oz. Uses miniature needles
such as " H.M.V. Silent Stylus," " Connoisseur."
Transformer "
£7 0 7
5. Lexington Input Transformer. In mu -metal box for
efficient screening. Made especially for Lexington

" Senior " and " Junior " Pickups, and also recommended for use with home-made or experimental
Moving Coil Pickups

£1 14 2

14

SOHO

£4

4

8

aluminium alloy with stroboscopic markings for

78 R.P.M. Size 12 in. diameter weight 3 lbs. 6 ozs.

Replaces the normal steel turn -table on your motor, and

eliminates magnetic pull from modern OTC Pickups

£1 15 0
Rubber Mats, 12 in. diam., for use with non-magnetic
or original turn -tables
7 6

STREET,

OXFORD

STREET, LONDON,

W.I

Telephone: GERRARD 2089. Shop Hours : 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sou. 9 a.m.-I p.m.
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Meet us at

RADIOLYMPIA
OCT I - I

I

STAND No. 113
The 50 -range Model 7 Universal
AvoMeter, the pioneer of the compre-

range of "Avo" precision
instruments, is the world's most
widely used combination electrical
measuring instrument. Fully descriptive pamphlet available on application
hensive

to the

Sole

facturers :-

ecAzec-,

eaderg-4y

2e/Srigne/n

Proprietors and Manu-

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
WINDER HOUSE

DOUGLAS STREET

LONDON5WI

TELEPHONE: V ICTORIA3.04/9

A
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NOW IS THE TIME
To consider whether your present gear is capable of dealing with the overcrowded conditions which
have become a permanent feature of the ham bands. For instance, are you pinned down to spot crystal frequencies

on your Tx, when a move of a few Kc/s would get you in the clear f We make just the job for this --a small
Franklin Oscillator Unit which forms the basis of a first-class V.F.O. The price is E3.14.0 complete with valve.
Our list M.5 deals with this. We make a Complete V.F.O., of course, at E14.10.0, or a model with 5 watts output
at £15.10.0. List M.I gives all the details. 5, 10 and 20 meter Convertor. With gang -tuned R.F., mixer and
oscillator stages, with I.6 Mc/s I.F. output, using plug-in coils. In addition, this can be used with other coils to
cover additional V.H.F. bands if required. The price is £13.10.0 complete and list M.6 gives the details.

CONSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE

We also specialise in the production of highly finished

special equipment made to your own specification, including transmitters, power packs, etc., and we shall be very
glad to forward you a quotation on receipt of details.

B.C. 312 and B.C. 342 RECEIVERS.-We can undertake the modification alignment and calibration of these fine
receivers for a moderate charge, including provision for the fitting of an S meter, etc.
LIST TR2 covers all our standard lines of transmitters, power supplies and general equipment, with brief details
of each.

RAM TRANSMITTER, Type 21.-40 watts, with built-in power pack, coils and valves. List M.2 Price f32.10.0

RAM TRANSMITTER, Type 41.-25 watts.

List M.4. Price £6.10.0.

RAM TRANSMITTER, Type 41P.-As above, but with power pack. Price E12.10.0.

gadiocraft Ltd
II CHURCH ROAD. UPPER NORWOOD
LONDON, S.E.I9 'Phone: LIVingstone 4787

G400, G8ID, G2FPP, G3PS.

NOTE-We have absolutely no connection
with any other firm trading under the
same or similar name as ourselves.

DEPENDABILITY

Is
Reception conditions range from excellent to very poor ;

signal strength from strong to very weak, and to cope
successfully with all such conditions yoti need a pair of highly
sensitive and dependable headphones. If you want maximum

reception results you should insist that your local dealer
supplies you with a pair of the rightly famous S. G. BROWN
headphones. Sea, land and air W/T operators, servicemen,
experimenters and radio amateurs all vouch for their
dependability

TYPE

"F"

(Featherweight)

25/ -

Descriptive Brochure " S.W." gives details of full range.
Prices from 25/- up to 105/- for Moving Coil Type K.
Brochure " S.W." sent on request.

Type"F"
'Phone : ACOrn S021

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3
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Testimonials from users of the N EW1

EDDYSTONE. RECEIVER 640
A Communication Receiver specially designed for Amateurs
Ref. I96/W.-" It proves to be a most remarkable receiver and you are to be congratulated
on

set."

producing

such

an

outstanding

Ref. I96/B.-" The model

Ham '

of DX has been worked and the receiver has given
complete satisfaction."

Ref. 196/SW.-" We have had nothing but

praise for the crystal gate. We are particularly
' 640 ' comes fully

up to the standards required for a Communications Receiver. Especially on the
' Ham ' bands, we are able to separate stations working almost on top

of each other. The signal to noise
ratio is extremely good. You are to
be warmly congratulated on the pro-

duction of a very fine model."

pleased with the operation of the noise limiter, as we

are in an extremely noisy locality."
Ref. I36/.1.-" We compared
general sensitivity, selectivity and

Meet us at

RADIOLYMPIA

OCT I -I1
Stand No. 230

Ref. 2I6/N.-" The Receiver performed very

measured

ease of control with two highly rated
U.S.A Rx. '640' compared more than
favourably with either models. Noise

level for a given signal was much
lower in either case and the
carriers of very weak signals were

satisfactorily-an outstanding feature being the

in several instances slightly superior."

very low signal to noise ratio. Selectivity is excel lent and the crystal filter well worth while. Plenty

the performance being excellent in every way."

Ref. 276/.I.-" Your claims are fully justified,

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET-OR ORDER

FROM YOUR LOCAL EDDYSTONE AGENT

STRATTON & CO. LTD.
EDDYSTONE WORKS, ALVECHURCH ROAD, BIRMINGHAM

Which Switch is the right Switch.
.

.

.

is it Rotary or Push-

button or Slider ? Is it
wanted for circuit selection, band selection, tap
switching ? Is it for a new
design or in quantities for
a well proved circuit ?
Whatever it is - the
answer is always OAK !
The basic design of all
Oak switches is one of
strength and efficient functioning, including such exclusive features as the
double -contact clip, and

the

floating

rotor

ensuring self -alignment
of each section.
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley,Yorkshire I A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., Feltham, Middx.
(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)

(Sub. Licensees of N.S.F.)

The only Manufacturers of Oak Switches under Patent Nos. 478391 & 478392
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Here It Is!

1947

The Radiovision

PR ESELECTOR
You

really

must have this highly

efficient RF amplifier ahead of your
receiver. The results will amaze you.
2 High Gain stages using EF50's with regeneration. Iron cored coils. 5 switched
bands 9-90 metres.
Direct reading dial.
Built-in power pack.
Illustrated Brochure from
And the price --Only £13.13.0 (less valves).

RADIOVISION (Leicester) LTD.

58-60 RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER
Phone :

20167

AN AMERICAN PUBLICATION
The

leading monthly magazine for
Amateurs and Short -Wave Listeners.
The Radio Amateurs' Journal
35c

LARGE INTERESTING ISSUES
t CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLES

" INSIDE THE SHACK "
A WORLD REVIEW "CQ-DX "
MANY PHOTOS & DIAGRAMS
VHF -UHF NEWS
RX AND TX DESIGN
We have made arrangements with the Publishers of
this famous American magazine to post copies direct

to you for 12 months for 17/6.
POST ORDER FORM with remittance of 17/6 to:-

DALE INTERNATIONAL Publications Ltd.,
105 Bolsover St., London, W.I. 'Phone MUS 1023.
NAME
ADDRESS

Please write In BLOCK letters.
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VALLANCE'S

EST. 1929

RECOMMEND THESE

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AMATEUR CRYSTALS

LABGEAR LINES

AMPLE DRIVE
LOW DRIFT
STABLE OPERATION
ACCURATE FREQ. CAL.
DUSTPROOF HOLDERS
ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
A SUPERB CRYSTAL GIVING EVERY SATISFACTION

Precision components for the experimenter and

transmitter.

TX CONDENSERS
4,000 v. Peak working.
100PF single, 50/-. 50PF
single, 35/-, 50 x 50PF, 55/-.
1,500 v. Peak working. 50PF single, 14/6. 75 x 75PF,
24/6. 50 x 50PF, 22/6. 100PF single, 17/6.

INDUCTANCES
Single ended :

OBTAINABLE THROUGH YOUR DEALER
AT 32/6 (ADD 7/6 FOR SPECIFIED FREQ.)
ALSO CRYSTALS FOR FILTERS,
SINGLE-BANDPASS
AND FREQUENCY REFERENCE
UNITS
(LET US KNOW IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY)

51/53 GREENWICH CHURCH STREET,
LONDON, S.E.I0
GRE. 1828

UNSURPASSED
for SHORT WAVE WORK

Single ended with Push Pull double
fixed link :
ended :
60 m/c., 6/6
60 m/c., 7/3
60 mtc., 6/4
28 m/c., 7/6
28 m/c., 9/3
28 m/c., 8/4
14 m/c., 8/6
14 m/c., 10/3
14 m/c., 9/4
Push-pull double -ended with fixed links
60 m/c., 8/1
28 m/c., 10/I
14 m/c., 11/1
Base for above (mycalex), 5/-.

P.A. COILS, ISO watt
Plug in types all double -ended, complete with centre
adjustable link coupler :
28 m/ c., 20/14 m/c., 25/6
7 m/c., 30/6
Base for the above with swinging coupling -arm, 20/-.

FOUR BAND ISO WATT COIL TURRET
Turret Switch only, with coil bases, 62/6.
28 m/c. Inductance, 11/- with link.
14 m/c. Inductance, 13/- with link.
7 m/c. Inductance, 14/6 with link.
3.5 m/c. Inductance, 16/6 with link.
Price complete with four inductances, f5/17/6.

TX CHOKES
R.F.C.I Inductance, I mh. 350 ma. 4 ohms., 6/..
R.F.C.2 Inductance, 3 mh. 350 ma. 7 ohms, 7/6.

MIDGET ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS
Size r high by 2' wide by 3' deep, finish black cra ckle
bracket assembly. Direct calibration 6.3 v., I5 MES
indicator bulb. Types available :

WI/160.

WI/7.
WI/14.
WI/28.
W1/60.

1.5-4.5 m/c.
4.5-12 m/c.
12-26 m/c....
23-38 m/c....
45-65 m/c....

17/6
16/6
15/11

15/6
15/6

Please send your orders and enquiries for our
Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones simply

annihilate distance. Perfect in tone. Really
comfortable in wear. British made. All

good dealers 30/- or direct

supsassimansvz
TZLEPRONES.

22 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.I
HOLborn 6936

immediate attention. We despatch goods where ever possible the day we receive your order.
These are securely packed against damage, and
can be sent C.W.O. or C.O.D. whichever suits
you better. When sending C.W.O. please Include
sufficient for packing and postage.

VALLANCE'S
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I. Phone :29428/9
Staff Call Signs :
G2HHV, G8SX, G3ABD, G3AHV, G3BDD
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BARNES RADIO & WHOLESALE

Q.C.C.

(Dept. S.M.)
Crystal monitors in cabinet (less crystals),

TYPE PS

dozens of parts on 3 v. floated chassis,
transformers, etc., 19/6 ; Jones plug/
socket pairs, fully shielded, 15 amp., 2,-;
Toggle switches from dismantled new
gear, S.P.S.T., 1/9 ; multi -range meter
units, easily adapted, comprising 2-rn tc.
2" meters mia and vo;ts, switches etc.
(new), 39/-; SM dials (A.M.), 2 knobs,
scale, -1" coupling, 5/3 or I0/- pair ;
Robust 50 m'a chokes, 4,'-; Power units
fully smoothed, 1230 v. 200 m 'a, input
24v., built to last, 53,6; Porcelain curved
resistors, 12 ohm 3 amp., charging, etc.,

QUARTZ

1/- each ; Transmitter low power P.A.
coils, set of 3, 20 170 metres, 3 6 ; meters

2" m/c, 2 m/a boxed, 21/. ; Power units,
fully smoothed and weatherproof, 200 v.
50 ma and 13 v., input 24 v., 32/6

Many other lines for constructors and
transmitters.
Send 21d. S.A.E. for latest interesting lists

to :-

CRYSTAL

UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal

is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with

standard
in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The PS unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles

per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency. and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic In the Tritet circuit.
Available with fundamental frequencies In the 1.7, 3.5
and 7 Mc. bands for fundamental operation or frequency multiplying to any higher frequency band.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0-025%.
PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
El /1716
in the above bands ...
Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
EI/12/6
but taken from our stock ...

Please note that all the leading dealers in amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:

2 Elmdale Road, Penn,
WOLVERHAMPTO N

E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, G5MA., W.J.

Thompson, G2MR.), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
MALden 0334
Telephone
MALDEN, SURREY.

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.

27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
Electrolytics, 8MF, 170v 2/3; BMF 450v 3/3;
50MF, I2v 1/9.

Ex -Army No. 38 Set.

5 -Valve Trans-Rec.,

Range 74-9 Mc/s, complete with 2v valves and
junction box 45/-; 3 spare valves in metal case,
10/-; Rod aerials, 2 sections in case 7,6.

Mains Trans., 230v 50 c/s Primaries.

Secs.

300-0-300v 200mA, 5v 3A, 6.3v 4.5A, 22'6.

Smoothing Chokes, 2.5H 200mA, 7/6, 400mA
2500 20H, 18/6.
Mansbridge Condensers,

I

MF 350v, 8d, IMF

MUS 9188

Metal Rectifiers, 12v IA Bridge Type 4/6. 250v
H.W. 60mA 416.
Headphones. Moving Coil, slightly used, 10/6 pr.
Single Ear Pieces, balanced armature type 1/6 each.

5W Vitreous Resistors, Wire ended, 450, 4700,
IK, 2.7K, 3.9K, 4.7K, 6.8K, 82K, 22K, 27K, 1/,
IOW Vitreous Resistors, 5011, 2500, 50011, IK,
I -2K, 1/6.

20W Vitreous Resistors with clips 1200, 200n,
2K, 8K, 2/-.
Ceramic Condensers, 2pF, 6pF, 10pF, 20pF,
25pF, 50pF, 100pF, 6d.

1000v I /3, IMF 3020v 3/6, 2MF 300v 1/-, 4MF 600v

Silver Micas, Most values 10-6600pF, 6d.

Power Units with Rotary Trans and Carbon

350v, 7d.
Mica Condensers. .0001-2-3-5 4d., -001-2-4-5 Sd.,
01 6d., 005 1,000v wkg. 7d., .0001 3,000v wkg. 9d.

4/6, 4MF 1500v 5/-, -25MF 400v Sd., 2000v 1/9,
2500v 2/-, -5 1200v If-. All Working V.

Pile V Reg. Input 24v, Output 300v 30mA, 6.5v

3 5A. 15/-; with I2v in will give 200v 35mA.
Telescopic Aerials, 103' extended, 15' closed,
useful for car aerials, dipoles, etc., 9/-.

Ex-R.A.F. Visual Indicators in Bakelite case,

containing 2 Weston Moving Coil Meter movements, 300 microamps F.S.D. 6/11.

H.F. Chokes, U.S.W. 1/-, SW/MW on ceramic

Tubular Condensers, 1000v WKG .001, '002,
-005, 'Cl, 6d. .02, .04, 350v, 6d. .05 500v 6d.,
1

Ex -Army Throat Mikes, 3/6 pair.

Volume Controls, Wire Wound. 3 watt, no
switch. 20011, 4000, 50011, IK, 2K, 10K, 20K,
50K, 216 ; 2 gang 500/5000, 3/6 ; SK/50K, 3/6 ;

2W 300 miniature, 2/-; 5000 15 watt, 4/-;
50K 10W, fully shielded, precision type, 7/6.
Volume Controls Carbon, no Switch. 10K,

former, 1/6.

20K, 50K, 100K, 500K, I M, 2/ ; 2 gang, I M/ I M, 3/6.

Air Dielectric Variable Conds., 30PF I" spindle

Trimmers. Ceramic, 1/15 PF, 6d ; U.I.C. type

II-, 50PF Diff., Ceramic Base I" spindle 2/-. 50PF
Straight Ceramic Base 2/-.
Switches, 3P 3W Ceramic Wafer 3/6. 4 Bank
Switches, with 9" Locator, 2i" spindle, 3 Wafers
2P 4W, I Wafer IP 4W, 6/6. Single Bank IP 3W,
119, IP 9W 2/6. Two Bank IP 6W 3/-, 2P 5W 3/6.

Tuning Condensers. 2 gang, .0005 MF, 11/6,
single 3/25PF, 4d. ; double, I5/45PF, 6d.

Valveholders. 51. British, 4P UX, Mazda Oct'
Amph, 6d. ; Int Oct, Pax, 6d. ; Amph 8d. ;
British 7P, Porc. ad. ; EF50 types, Pax 6d. ;
Micalex 1/

;

Ceramic 1/6.

Power Carbon Mikes. SW in handle, 6/6.
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ALL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR
I. Six wavebands cover

6. Up to I volt output of
400 c/s available, for

brated in frequency.
3. R.F. output controlled

7. Main filters are fitted
reducing direct radia-

attenuators.
4.400 c/s internal oscillator provides 32 per cent
modulation if required.

8. Operates from 110 or
200-250
volts
A.C.

from 100 kc/s to 46 mc/s.
2. Scale directly can-

by coarse and fine

5. Unmodulated or exmodulated
ternally
R.F. output available.

mains, 40-100 cycles.
9. Dimensions : 121in. x

Price £1 5 . 10 0

Quick Delivery
Hire Purchase Price £17 .16 .6
El . 10 .2 down,
II payments of El . 9.8.

Electrical Instruments Ltd.

Taylor

411-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Grams: "Taylins" Slough
Tel: Slough 213111 (4 lines)

PROMPT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Modulation :-

UMI (30 watts audio), 54/-; UM2 (60 watts audio),

72/6 ; UM3 (125 watts audio), 90/-. Mains
425-0-425v I50m/a, 5v 3A, 6.3v 4A, 70/- 500-0-500v
I50m/a, 5v 3A, 6.3v 4A, 75/- 650-0-650v
'
200m/a,
82/6 ; 750-0-750v 250m/a, 109/6
'
;
1250-0-1250v
300m/a, 172/6 ; 2000-0-2000v 350m/a, 259/.
Filament :-2.5v 10A, 38/6 ; 5v 4A, 31/6 ; 6.3y 4A, 31/6 ;

4v 6A, 31/6 ; 75v 5A, 37/6 ; 5v 3A, 6.3v 4A, 38/6,
4v 2.5v, 4v 6A, 38/6.
WODEN CHOKES. Swinging 5/25Hy :-150/
15m/a, 33/6 ; 250/50m/a, 45/- ; 350/50m/a, 5816 ;
500/70m/a, 87/6. Smoothing :-12H 60m/a, 23/- ;
I2H 150m/a, 31/6 ; I2H 250m/a, 56/- ; I2H 350m/a,
102/- ; 12H 100 m/a or 60H 50m/a, 33/- ; 20H
60m/a, 28/9 , 20H 150m/a, 41/6, 20H 350m/a, 140/-.

FIXED CONDENSERS. 1000v wkg. :-0.5mfd,
2/-; Imfd, 3/- ; 2mfd, 4/6 ; 4mfd, 8/6 ; 8mfd, I5/- ;
4mfd :-800v, 5/- ;

tion to a minimum.

8in. x 6in. deep.
Weight about 101bs.
Taylor Model 65B is a reliable and accurate mains operated portable Signal Generator. It is designed
for all general Radio frequency and Audio frequency
tests on Radio receivers or amplifiers.

for'
Please:.write
technical brochure.'

WODEN TRANSFORMERS.

Audio tests.

1500v, 11/6 ; 2000v, 15/- ; 8mfd

750v, 8/6.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. .068" Air gap :-

Eddystone 533, 60 plus 60pF, E2.14.0 ; Cyldon TRST
100pF, 23/-; TR300 300pF, 27/6 ; TRI5OpF, 20/-.
0.082" Air gap :-TRMSS 60 plus 60pF, 30/- ; TRMSS
100 plus 100pF, 37/6, new type Eddystone 612, 50 plus
50pF, 32/6.

R.F. METERS. Thermo couple 2r square flush

fitting, brand new Ex -Govt. Full scale. 5 amps, 15/6.
CRYSTAL MIKES. DI04, 0.5.0 ; Table stand with
suspension ring for DI04, £2.8.0 ; Floor stands with
ring for D104, E3.8.0. Both stands chromium plated
and adjustable.

COMMUNICATION

RECEIVERS.
504, 08.18.7 ; Eddystone 640, 651.0.7.

Eddystone

SOUTHERN RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

85 FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS
Telephone : Salisbury 2108.

MORSE CODE
TRAINING
Candler
Training has
The

System of Morse Code
been demonstrating
its

value for the past 35 years.
Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course (JUNIOR for
Beginners-ADVANCED for Operators) is arranged in a series of 10 progressive lessons which
practical.
They
are fascinating, instructive and
teach you the most vital principles of telegraphing
technique, the fundamentals of successful, efficient,
accurate and speedy Receiving and Sending of the
Morse Code.

RADIO AMATEURS AND
W/T OPERATORS
are invited to send for the
CANDLER " BOOK OF FACTS

"

It gives full details of all courses. Sent free.
No obligation.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(55S.W.)

121

Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
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CLYDESDALE The Radioman's Shop
FOR BARGAINS AND NOW!
A FULLY MOBILE AND SELF-CONTAINED
PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT
The Ex. Royal Navy

LOUD
HAILER
Parmeko 432

In new condition

for only £25 each, plus I5/- part carriage anywhere in the U.K.
COMPRISING :
High Output Amplifier, output 15 watts, valves EF36, ECC3I, two EL35 or equivalents.
Mic and Gram inputs, combined fade -over control, plus other features.

Moving Coil Hand Microphone, with remote control H.T. Economy switch ;

a

definite current saver.

Projection type Loudspeaker, pressure operated, 10 ohms input.
Accumulator, 12 volt, 72 a.h. cap., with leads and Instruction Book,
supplied in special packing case. Tested in operation before despatch.
SPECIAL
A Kit of Spares available, as an extra, for each equipment. 8 valves, two EF36, two
ECC3I, four EL35 or equivalents, L.S. diaphragm assy., switch, condensers, etc., etc.,
for only 70/- per kit. Carriage free. Only supplied with Loud Hailer.

Circuits Available : R.I116 Rx. 2/3. RI155 Rx. 1/3. RI155 AC Power Unit. MCRI Rx.
2/9. TI 154 Tx. 2/3, all post free.
SEND NOW FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED LISTS

WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

CLYDESDALE COSUPPLY
LTD

2 BRIDGE STREET

-

GLASGOW

C,5

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9

VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND. ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
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YOU AVOID WASTE. The three cores of
flux in Ersin Multicore Solder ensure flux
continuity, and eliminate solder lengths
without flux.

YOU SAVE TIME. The three core construction of Multicore provides thinner
solder walls and gives more rapid melting
of the solder, thus speeding up soldering
operations.

YOU ENSURE SOUND JOINTS.

Ersin

Multicore Solder with correct soldering
technique avoids dry or H.R. joints.
Catalogue

see.
Pie.

Alloy

C 16014
C 16018
C 14013
C 14018

A

APPr°L lengthh

Tie/Lead11. ii9.6 '
60/40
60/40
46/60
40/60

per carton

List price
arton

(persubjcect)

s.

44 feet
114 feet
27 feet
60 feet
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AERIAL WIRE
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MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET,
LONDON, W.I.
Tel.: REGent 1411

Five Fine Offers !
EX -ARMY No. 22 SET

Transmitter and receiver combined. Range
2 to 8 Mc/s (35 to 150 metres). This is a
powerful set and operates on R/T, C.W. and
M.C.W. Amazing value. Price, complete
with 13 valves, combined head -set and mike,
16.19.6. Power Pack for operating the above
from I2v Battery, 11.19.6, or complete

Cut to lengths suitable for Amateur require-

R
L

12 S.W.G. 100 ft. 9/6 ; 140 ft. 13/6

E

£7.19.6, carriage free.

S

(Walkie-Talkie). Complete with valves, two
throat mikes, two pairs phones, junction box,

ments.

14 S.W.G. 75 ft. 5/6 100 ft. 7/3 ; 140 ft. 9/6

Coaxial Feeder, 80 ohm, low -loss
Twin Feeder, 80 ohm, polythene

...
...

Enamelled Copper Wire in I lb. Coils.

1/5 yd.
8d. yd.

12 and
2/4 ; 20

S4 S.W.G., 2/2 : 16 and 18 S.W.G.,
S.W.G., 2/5 ; 22 and 24 S.W.G., 2/6.
U.H.F. Valves. 9001. 6AIL5, 616, I5/- each.
9002, 12/10. Ceramic Bases for above, 1/6 each
Aerovox Oil Filled Condensers, 2 mfd, 1,000 volt
working ...
3/- each

Transmitting 'Keys.

Best

construction and

finish.

5/6 each
Please inc.ude stedent for postage.
WE STOCK EDDYSTONE RAY MART, HAMRAD

AND LABGEAR COMPONENTS

New Eddystone Communications
Receiver is now available for demonstration
and we shall be pleased to book your order for
The

haversack, sectional aerial, range 7-4 to 9

B
T
N

"omit PAirens.Scunnus 01S6

grey steel case, size 9 x 10 x 8 ins. Splendid
bargain.

To callers, 45/-, or 7/6 extra for
pack,

U.S. Navy Indicator, No. AN/APAI, with

C.R. Tube and II valves. Callers, 84.10.0, or
carriage free E4.17.6.

This,

44 WIDMORE R° BROMLEY, KEN

vibrator, brand new, in

PERFORMANCE METER No. 2
For A.C. mains 230v operation, complete
with these valves : 2, EF50, I, EC52, I,
5Z4G, I, EASO. I. Y63, Magic Eye. This
instrument is brand new and built into a
carriage and packing.
with
power
MCRI
Receiver,
phones, etc., E8.5.0, carriage free.

now available and gives full details of our entire
together with our current list of communications
receivers and second-hand equipment will be
sent on request to A.C.S. RADIO

CLASS D WAVEMETER
Complete with crystal, valve and vibrator,
transit case, £3.19.6, carriage paid.

Our new Component Catalogue "S.M." is
accessories.

Mc/s, 14.5.0, carriage paid.
spare valve and

early delivery.

range of Radio parts and

EX -ARMY No. 38 SET

RI147 UHF Receiver, with 7 valves, 39/6,

0
LTD.

carriage free.
We stock full range of Standard Components,
etc. Send for our List No. SM for details and
prices.

Britain (Radio), Ltd., Radio
, London, E.C.2.
House, Wilson S

Charles

(Phone : BIS2966)
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.,
All Post Orders To: JUBILEE WORKS, 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.
(Amherst 4723)
LONDON, E.S.
Callers To: 169 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 (Central 2833)

OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All
enquiries must be accompanied by a 21d. stamp.

cent. to read 10/50/100/250/1,000 v., 7/6 the set.
Bridge type meter rectifier, 10/-.

DENSERS, with miniature stand-off insulators and
fixing clips. 2mfd., 1.000 v.w., 2/6 or 20/- per dozen ;
2 mfd. 600 v.w., 1/9 each of 14/. per dozen.

RADIOGRAM CABINETS. Dignified appearance
and good workmanship. Size : 314 in. high, 181 in.
deep. 33 in. wide, French polished, veneered walnut.
Price £26. Also available complete with electric

FIRST GRADE OIL FILLED PAPER CONMIDGET RADIO KIT. -Complete with drilled
chassis, valves and loudspeaker, only cabinet required, medium and long wave T.R.F. Size 10 in. x
6 in x 6in., 4 valves, inc. rect., tone control, A.C./

D.C. operation, 200/250 v. Circuit and construcPrice, including tax,
tional details supplied.
£7/7/0. Cabinet, if required, 25/- extra.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v.. output
180 v., 30 m/a. 4 v. 2-3 a. with 19 volts input, output
is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on D.C. mains
as L.T. Charger. With small conversion could

operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over £5.
Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 in. x 8 in. x
21 in., 7/- 12 in. x 9 in. x 21 in.. 7/9 : 16 in. x

8 in. x 25 in., 8/6 ; 20 in. x 8 in. x 24 in., 10/6;

22 in. x 10 in. x 24 in., 13/6.

VIBRATOR POWER PACKS. Input 6 v. 11 a.,
output 150 v. 25 m/a. in steel case, with complete
smoothing. Size 6 in. x 5 in. x 21 in.. 40/...
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Available in " Drop
through" or above chassis mounting. Input
200/230/250 v., 50 cycles. Output 300/300, 250
m/a., 4 v. 3-5 a., 6.3 v. 5-7 a.. 6.3 v. 1-2 a.. 35/-.
ELECTRIC MOTORS. Ex -Govt. Rotary Trans-

formers easily adapted to run as A.C. or D.C.

motors for 200/250 v. mains. 5,000 revs. 'It. h.P.
Excellent as sewing machine, fan motors. etc. Price
h.p. 30/,
15/-. Larger model, 5,000 revs.
VIBRATOR PACKS. With complete smoothing.

12 v. input. output 150 v., 40 m/a. Contained in

neat steel case, and is combined with a single valve
amplifier. (No valve supplied). Price, 35/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Government surplus,
super quality. All 230 v. input.
Type 2.-40 v. 2 a. (Excellent for rewinding). 15/-.
Type 3.-500-0-500. 150 m/a., 4 v. 21 a., 4 v. 1 a..

4 v. 5 a..

35/-.

Type 4.-865-0-865 v. Tapped at 760 and 690 v.

500 m/a. Complete with L.T. trans. for rect. heaters
4 v. 3-sa. twice. Price £5.

Type 5.-450-0-450. Tapped at 300 v., 150 in/a.,

4 v. 3-5 a., 4 v. 3-5 a., 30/-.

High-grade
SHORT WAVE CONDENSERS.
Ceramic insulation. Super Midget type. Single gangs available in 10, 20, 50, 75. 100 pf. (20 and

motor with auto stop, £30/3/9, or with electric
motor, auto stop and magnetic pick-up, 132/13/4.
Ditto with Rothermel Crystal Pick-up, 135/2/1, or
with 8 record -mixer changer, £45/7/6.
METERS. A huge purchase of military surplus

meters allows us to offer the following bargains. All
meters are by the best makers and are contained in
bakelite cases. Prices are about one -quarter of
original cost.
Ext.
Price.
Range. Diam. Res. Fitting. Type.
7/6
34 in. 15K Flush M.I. A.C.
300 v.
12/6
Proj. M.C. D.C.
500 mA. 3 in.
250/250
mic/A.
40 v.
24 a.
4 a.
3 KV.
20 a.
40 a.
25 a.
25 a.
25 a.

2 in. 100 Flush M.C. D.C.
2 in. 8 K Flush M.C. D.C.
Flush Thermo. H.F.
2 in.
Port. H.W. H.F.
21 in.
34 in. 1 meg. Flush M.C. D.C.
Flush M.C. D.C.
2 in.
2

34 in.
34 in.

---

Flush M.C. D.C.
Flush M.C. D.C.

Proj. M.C. D.C.

7/6
7/6
7/6
3/6
20/7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

Flush M.I. D.C.
34 in.
FERRANTI 1 MILLIAMP METERS, 34 in. ex-

ternal diameter, flush mounting, with self-contained
Westinghouse bridge rectifier. Scale marked 0-10
volts with fifty divisions, fitted in well -made wooden

box 6 x 5 x 5 in.

35/-.

D/C TO A/C CONVERTERS. Input, 18/24 v. D/C,
Output, 230 v. 50 cycles 100 watts, £5.

POWER PACKS. Input, 210-240 v. 50 cycles. Output 250 V. 80 m/a, 6.3 v. 3-5 a. Fully smoothed.

Contained in substantial screening box, with full

wave valve, £2/10/.
2 -VALVE SHORT-WAVE BATTERY KIT. A
complete kit of parts for a 2 -valve receiver, covering
15-600 meters. including valves, coils, drilled chassis,

H.T. and L.T. dry batteries to last approximately 6
to 12 months. A pair of double headphones and full
instructions. Price 13/10/-. An extra coil can be
supplied, covering 600-1,900 metres at 4/-.
SUPERHET MIDGET RADIO KIT. A complete
kit of parts for a 5 -valve superhet. Covers 16-50 and
200-557 metres. AC/DC 200-250 v. 6K8, 6K7, 6J7.

75 DS. can be supplied with double spindle for

25A6. 25Y5, Size : 10 x 6 x 6 in. Completely
drilled Chassis. Price, Including tax. £8/5/-.

ganging.)

25/- extra.

Price 2/6.
2 -GANG, in 4-8. 9.6, 27.1, 50, 75 p.f. Price 5/-.
2 -GANG. Full-size, 160 p.f. Price 5/-.
AIR-DIELECTR1C CERAMIC TRIMMERS, 25.
50, 60 p.f. Price 1/-.
VIBRATOR TRANSFORMERS. Input 12 v.
Output 300 v., 100 m/a. with buffer condensers,
17/6. Synchronous Vibrator for same. 12/6.
500 MICROAMP METERS. Moving coil, 2 in.

diameter, flush mounting, available by the following
manufacturers : Met -Vick 500 ohms. Ferranti 79
ohms. Weston 116 ohms. Either type 21/-. Special

The following accessories are available to convert the above meter into

quotations for quantities.

a inultimeter. Five multipliers plus/minus 24 per

An attractive bakelite cabinet can be supplied at

RECORD PLAYING DESKS. Consist of a
super quality electric gramophone motor for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, with 12 in. turntable,
speed regulator, automatic start and stop, and
high grade magnetic pick-up mounted on strong
aluminium frame. Size 14 x 124 x 3 in. Price

£919/0 Available with Rothermel crystal pick-up.
Price 110/0'0.

AUTOMATIC RECORD PLAYING DESKS.
Consist of an eight record mixer -changer with

reject and repeat mechanism and high grade
magnetic pick-up. Mounted on strong aluminium
frame. Price £21.
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(A) Moving Coil Headphones. Made to strin-

Dummy Load Lamps,

4 -pin valve holder contact pins, 20/10/50 ohms,

gent Government speciWorld
by
fication

3/6 each, post free, 6 for
I8/- post free.

Famous Make.

Low resistance with ear pads and headband. Per

pair I5/- post free, or 3
pairs 40/- post free.

P05f ree

I'

1

PER PAIR.

4

Coil, 0 to

es:

ampere

Rotary Con vertors, 11/200
volts, 70 milli-

PER SET

amperes.
New
and unused in

maker's cartons,
17/6 post free.

Pest

Free...'

sets 55/- post free.

3 SETS

WIRELESS

I

meter, 31" dial. New and
unused in maker's sealed
carton, 301- post free.

P2

(B) Moving Coil
Headphone
and
Moving Coil M icrophone Sets, by
same maker. Per set
21/- post free, three

Moving

Metro -Vick

3 Pairs

4555/-

INSTRUMENTS

(LEEDS)

54 - 56 THE HEADROW,
LEEDS, I.

LTD.

The Labgear
PRE -SELECTOR

CONVERTER

Will

give

you outstanding

performance in operation
either as a converter or pre -

selector on the 27-33, 21.0-

21.5 and 14.0-144 mc/s bands
and additionally the 50-60

mc/s band when used as a

converter.
Electrical band spread tuning

by a single knob control.

ft High stability local oscillator,
4 mc/s I.F.

R.F.

Gain
Control fully
effective when in either Pre selector or Converter Service.

*Own built-in Power Supply
Unit.

FOR FULL DETAILS

WRITE NOW TO -

Labgear,
Phone

2494

.

WILLOW PLACE,
CAMBRIDGE, ENG.
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The advantages of using a versatile
valve - and an economical one at that
- should not be overlooked by the

SEPTEMBER 1947

change necessary when you get your 150

watt licence will be in the P.A. stage.
There is sufficient power available from
each stage of the Band Switched Exciter
to drive a QY2-100 (813) using high Q
doubler circuits. It is advised, however,
that the original 25 -watt transmitter be

" 25-watter ". Take the Mullard QV04-7
for example.

In a 25 -watt transmitter this valve can
be used in every stage except the modulator.

So instead of carrying several spares, one

used as the exciter which would have

- or at the most two - are all you need.
Another advantage is in the power
pack. The QVO4-7 (anode dissipation

O25 -watt transmitter immediately

the following advantages:

available on all bands including

7.5 W, cathode current 50 mA) only
requires 300 volts H.T. That's real

5 metres.

economy.

Low Q wide band doubler circuits
are permissible since ample power
is available from 2xQVO4-7 in pushpull to drive one or two QY2-100's as
the P.A.

When it comes to performance, the
efficiency of the valve is well maintained

up to 150 Mc/s.

And although two

QVO4-7's in push-pull will give you all

you need as a " 25-watter ", the only

This diagram explains it all
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

CLASS A

OSC.

UNTUNED

BAND SWITCHED EXCITER

CLASS A
UNTUNED

3.5

-0QV04.7

QV04.7

FIRST
DOUBLER

0VO4-7

OR
TREBLER

QV

-J

SECOND 1
DOUBLER

QV04.7

THIRD
DOUBLER

DOUBLER

FOURTH

QV04-7

oVO4-7

004-7

L

7 Molt

141.1MS.

261.406.

OR 21 Mots.

5suq
1

ti
MODULATOR

MIC.

-

0

COMMON POWER AMPUFIER

EL37
EF 37

2 X QV04 -7 IN PUSH-PULL

ECC32

(OR ONE Q52-100 FOR "ISO NATTERS)

EL37 I
1

L-

A note to the address below will bring you complete
data on the versatile Q VO4-7. If you are interested,
please also ask for folder MV784 which gives details and
prices of the complete Mullard Amateur Range.

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE

MEET US AT RADIOLYMPIA--STAND NO's 71, 112 & 214
MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD., TRANSMITTING AND
INDUSTRIAL VALVE DEPT., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C2
IHE

MVP. 210
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There is a G.E.C. electronic device to meet
everycommercial, industrial or scientific need.The

particular receiving types illustrated above are
ZI4, X6I M, KT6I, U52, KT66 and PX25. Although

OSRAM valves are still

in

very short supply,

technical data will gladly be supplied on request.

COsram
PHOTO CELLS

.9de

CATHODE RAY TUBES

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd.. Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Osram
VALVES
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EDITORIAL

Achievement
In Amateur Radio, as in so many other branches of
human endeavour, there is ample scope for the competitive element. To some, competition is as the breath

of life, and many strive almost to breaking point to
achieve that pre-eminence that puts them-or seems to
put them-above their fellows.

In our particular sphere of activity, this process of
" competitive selection " finds its expression in DX work-

ing. But as the best of its exponents will always agree,
DX is not in itself the only thing that matters in Amateur

Radio. There are other aspects of the game that are

equally interesting and quite as important, all of which

make their contribution to the fabric of the whole-

design and construction, the overcoming of particular

difficulties, the making of new friendships, the operating
angle ; these are only a few of those other sides of
Amateur Radio which are in themselves absorbing to so
many not particularly interested in DX for its own sake.

The newcomer may feel a little bewildered about it all
in that he may be led to suppose that it is to successful
DX working that all operators aspire. Not so ; there

are many doing much in Amateur Radio who never
work any DX and indeed are seldom heard on the air
at all.

Thus, there is plenty of scope in all the various branches
of Amateur Radio activity, and each individual should

develop in the direction which he may find most
interesting.

Though communication is the life -blood of Amateur
Radio and DX is its expression, there is so much wrapped

round the achieving of communication, over any
distance, that much can be learnt and huge enjoyment
derived from it even if no DX is ever worked.
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T9x Franklin Driver
Stability, Accuracy and Good RF Output
with Crystal Characteristics
By W. JOHNSON (G2IN) and J. R. FENNESSY,

(G5ZI)

(The VFO in careless, inexperienced or irresponsible hands can be a fearful thing on the
amateur bands as they are to -day. But it is also true that a good VFO, correctly operated
and used with discretion, is a valuable asset to any amateur station and should be part of
the equipment of all. The design described here is an effective instrument. Let it be
employed with due consideration for others.-Ed.)

SINCE the war, many articles have

appeared in the Short Wave
Magazine, and in American journals

and handbooks, describing various

forms of variable frequency oscillator
designed for amateur communications

Most of these have proved
excellent in practice, though some fall
use.

short of modern requirements,

especially when it is remembered that
precise frequency pin -pointing and

stability are of paramount importance

under modern conditions. In fact,
accurate oscillator equipment for the
amateur transmitter is every bit as

necessary as to a commercial user.
The Franklin variable frequency
oscillator described has been built for

use on the 160- and 80 -metre bands.
It will be seen that the oscillator, conventional in form, is followed by an
untuned buffer stage which provides a
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HT+300v

§RFC
C6
R3

=.

R6

C3

C8

,if
Output

VI

C4

R

HT

Circuit of the "T9x " Franklin Oscillator and Buffer.

T9x driving signal adequate for con-

Table of Values

trolling any transmitter of modern
design.

Franklin Oscillator

The band is set by Cl, to either 1.7
or 3.5 mc, and is spread by C2. The
grid condenser C4 and the feed -back
condenser C3 are midget air -spaced

variables with a maximum capacity of
4 muF, which enables a correct setting of

the capacities to maintain oscillation.
The two valves used in this part of the
circuit are 6J5G or 6J5GT triodes.

T9x Franklin Oscillator

CI = -00025 /IF, receiving type
C2, C8
-0001 tiF, receiving type
C3, C4 = Small neutralising type
air -spaced variable, 4,upF
C5
-0001 4uF, mica
C6, C7 = -01 uF, mica
R1, R2 = 100,000 ohms, 1 -watt

R3, R4, R5 = 25,000 ohms, 3 -watt
R6
50,000 ohms, 1 watt
RFC = Standard S/W RF choke
Valves

6SJ7 metal (one)
Coil = 40 turns close -wound 20

SWG enamelled on 1

Untuned Buffer

The Franklin oscillator is followed
by an untuned buffer stage employing
a 6SJ7 valve. This stage is exceedingly
simple and its arrangement self-evident

from an examination of the circuit
diagram. It does, however, perform a

very important function despite its
simplicity in that it gives complete
isolation

of the oscillator, an

= 6J5GT or 6J5G (two) ;

all-

in. diameter former

Other Parts Required : Chassis 8+ -in. x
x
21 -in. ; metal cabinet ; slow-motion dial ; brass or
aluminium screening box, with lid ; former of distrene

or similar material, 3f -in. long by 11 -in. diameter ;

closed-circuit jack ; three octal valve -holders ; 5 -pin
power connector or terminal block ; co -axial connector ; flexible coupler ; pointer knob ; rubber
grommets, terminals.

important requirement in the search
for T9x reports.

there is no "pull" on the preceding

Output
The output is taken from the plate of
the 6SJ7 buffer stage, through a
variable capacity, which allows correct

250-300 volts with a current capacity
of at the most 30mA. The heater
loading will be 6.3 volts at .9 amps.
The chassis consists of a cast
aluminium base 81. in. x 5i in. x 21 in.,

adjustment of drive, and ensures that

stage.

The power supply requires only

402
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which was preferred because of its
rigidity, although a 16 -gauge aluminium

chassis will serve the purpose

admirably. On this, as is shown in the
photographs, is mounted a sheet brass
or aluminium box, complete with base
and lid. It is emphasized that this box
must be completely rigid, and wi h this
in view corner pieces were sweated into

the angles, as can be seen from the
photographs.
Constructional Details
The band -setting condenser is visible

mounted at right angles to the front,
complete with pointer knob. It will be
appreciated that to make any adjust-

ment of this condenser, when the
chassis is mounted in its cabinet, it will
be necessary to lift the lid ; this
prevents alteration of the setting, which
might occur if band -setting adjustment
were possible from the front or outside
the cabinet.
The band -spread condenser is seen

mounted centrally on the chassis, and

SEPTEMBER 1947

supported by the screening box. As

the rotors of both variable condensers
are at earth potential, all that is
required is to bore the screening box
and fit. The band -spread condenser
is coupled to the full -vision dial by a
flexible coupler. The grid coil is wound
on a 3i -in. length of 1/ -in. diameter
solid distrene, which is tapped and

bolted to the base, giving very rigid
mounting. Any other suitable mate-

rial will serve equally well.
On viewing the photograph showing
the instrument mounted in the cabinet,
the grid condensers and feed -back
condensers C3 and C4 respectively are in

sight mounted on the sides of the

screening box.
In the photograph showing the

underside of the chassis, a 100 it,uF

ceramic condenser can be clearly seen.

This was incorporated in the original
as the variable output condenser was
found to be too small, but naturally
can be removed if the 0001 ,uF
variable condenser

as

Under -chassis view of the Oscillator Buffer unit. showing wiring detail.

specified is
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General layout above the deck for the " T9x " Franklin VFO.

incorporated. The two 6J5GT valves

are nearest to the front edge of the
chassis, with the 6SJ7 at the rear.

The layout is not critical, but as

shown gives the shortest possible leads.

anodes the current reading should be
16 mA. The signal may now be
monitored by the station receiver.
Using the tank circuit specified and
with the band -spread condenser set at

It is emphasised that all wiring must

zero, the 160 -metre band will be found

be rigid, and with this object 16 -gauge
wiring was used throughout.
Assembly and wiring is very simple,

enmeshed.

and if the golden rules of rigidity and
short leads are adhered to no trouble
should be experienced.

Operating Procedure

with the band setter about two-thirds
Using the .0001 tiF band -spreading

condenser, the 160 -metre band occupies approximately 55 degrees of
the dial. Increased band -spread may
be obtained by suitably padding the

To operate the VFO, the heater

spread condenser.
The 80 -metre band is located in the

minutes before the set is required in

denser approximately quarter -mesh.

voltage should be applied a few

same way but with the setting con-

order to give the cathodes time to
settle down. After a few minutes'

Should it be desired to use the 80 metre band only, it is recommended
that the spreading condenser be re-

warming up the anode voltage may be

applied and the meter reading in the

cathode circuits of the two 6G5 valves
which comprise the oscillator should

be noted.

With 300 volts on the

duced to a maximum of 40 AuF.

The jack in the cathode circuit is
provided for break-in use and meter
readings only, as keying should be
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carried out in a following stage of the
transmitter for best results. The VFO
will be found extremely simple in use,
as with the main transmitter switched
off (during reception), the VFO control
may be rotated until its beat is heard
to heterodyne the transmission being
received. This will enable very accurate

"netting" to be accomplished. It is
recommended that a frequency substandard be employed for maintaining
calibration of the receiver when using
this or any other VFO.

The stability of the unit may be

quite accurately checked by finding
its harmonic on the 10- or 20 -metre
bands, and producing a heterodyne
which can then easily be observed for
frequency creep.
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which can be used in lengths up to

5 or 6 feet to the driven stage with no
apparent loss.

For some time the VFO has been
employed on 1.7 and 3.5 mc, driving
a 6V6 buffer, followed by a further
6V6, which is driven to the licensed
input on 160, and fully driven to its
rated capacity on 80 metres. Using
the VFO followed by a 6V6 an 807
has also been fully driven to its rated
capacity on 3.5 mc. It will therefore
be appreciated that the combination
of the "T9x" Franklin Oscillator with
following 6V6 is admirable as a
frequency control unit and driver for

the higher power valves using low
grid excitation, in addition to its other

valuable attributes as a stable and
accurate oscillator.

Results

The oscillator gives a clean T9x
note and can be used to drive into any
suitable grid circuit using a valve of
the 6V6, 6L6, 807, or 42 variety-in
fact any type of valve operable with
low drive. The coupling lead to transfer the drive is 72 ohm co -axial cable,

In conclusion, here is a Variable

Frequency Oscillator providing adequate drive, together with a high

quality RF output. Reports are con-

sistently T9 with a high percentage of
T9x which, coming from such a

highly critical body as one's fellow
amateurs, is praise indeed I

Five -Metre Beams
Choke, Feeder Considerations, Design, Constructional Details and Tuning -up Procedure

By HILTON O'HEFFERNAN (G5BY)

(This is a practical article which will be of considerable value to all interested in beam
aerials for the 58 mc band. Our contributor, one of the leading exponents of VHF technique,

and a most successful 58 mc operator, has had years of experience with the problem of
radiating effective signals on five metres.-Ed.)
PRACTICALLY every Amateur Radio
handbook devotes some space to the
design of three- and four -element

beams, but this is mainly taken up with
the

best arrangement for use on the

regular communication frequencies, and

any mention of their use on the 58 mc
band is usually confined to suggesting a
proportionate reduction of the given
dimensions or by reference to the standard
formulas.

The writer has now constructed and
tested so many different types of beam

aerials, on the 58 mc band, that it is felt
that much of the data thus obtained would
prove of assistance to others, particularly

to those in isolated (in the 58 mc sense)
parts of the country where their own is
the first station in that district to attempt
serious operation on 58 mc.

General Considerations

The outstanding type of beam has
undoubtedly proved to be some form of
half -wave radiating element, with up to
three parasitically excited elements, the
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whole being used in a

horizontal plane and
capable of being rotated at will from the
operating position.

First, a decision

must be made as to

whether wide or close

spacing of the elements

be adapted. There is

no doubt that wide

spacing does give
somewhat increase d
gain and, in conjunc-

tion with a folded
dipole as the radiating

element, enables that
gain to be maintained
over the whole of the
58.5 to 60 mc band.
On the other hand, the

close -spaced version is
capable of excellent

Close up of 4 -element wide -spaced 58 mc beam at G5BY, carried on a 12 ft. mast
during alignment tests.

results-needs a boom

length of only 7 ft. 6 ins., as against
the 11 ft. required for the wide -spaced job
-and, if cut for 58'8 mc, will cover the
range from 58'5 to 59'2 mc (where most
of the general activity is concentrated)
with good efficiency.

Next comes the question as to whether
an open wire 2 in. spaced line or co -axial
cable be employed. Unless local conditions make the use of co -axial imperative, it is strongly advised that 14 SWG
enamelled copper wire, with 2 in. perspex

spreaders spaced about 3 ft. apart, be
used for the feeder system, since this
reduces losses to the minimum.

Having now decided on the element

spacing and feeder system to be employed,
we next come to the problem of matching
the 450/500 ohm feeder impedance to that

existing at the centre of the radiating
element. There are three very satisfactory
systems, namely :
Folded Dipole

A highly efficient method, the broad

band characteristics of which can, however,
only be utilised to the utmost when
employed with wide -spaced elements. Calls

for a certain amount of mechanical skill
and time in its construction ; once designed

and made, the centre impedance cannot
be varied to cope with different element
spacing. Use 4 -to -1 conductor ratio for
300-450 ohm feeder line and wide -spaced
elements.
Delta Match

One of the best methods of feeding the
radiating element in a close -spaced system ;
simple, robust and efficient. Use 31 -in.

top and 34k -in. sides for the delta when
used with close -spaced elements and 2 -in.
open wire line (14 SWG).
T -match

Quite successful and particularly useful
when experimenting with wide variations

of element spacing, since a reasonable
feeder match can always be obtained by
readjustment of the T arms.

Summing up, the writer recommends
the folded dipole method with a wide spaced beam, and the delta match when
using close -spaced elements.
Constructional Details
Boom

A satisfactory boom consists of two

2 in. x 1 in. side members (each 7 ft. 6 ins.
long for close -spaced elements, 11 ft. long
for wide spacing) held apart, like a ladder,

by six 6 in. rungs of 2 in. x 2 i i. batten.

Four battens, each 4 ft. long, of 2 m. x 1 in.,

are used, with a stand-off beehive type
insulator at each end, to hold the elements.
Elements

These can be of dural, copper, brass or
aluminium. External diameter of not less
than I in. is recommended (f in. in
wide -spaced systems to maintain broadband characteristics) to avoid undue whip
in strong winds. If the popular f in.

diameter dural tubes be used, then the
supporting battens should be increased
to 6 ft. It is recommended that with .1 in.
diameter (or larger) elements a clearance
hole be drilled right through the element

to take the 2 BA fixing screw of the

stand-off insulator ; with smaller diameter
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elements it is best to secure these with a
band of metal round the tube, clamping

both ends of the band to the stand-off
insulator. Be sure to use lock nuts
throughout.
When using delta -match

feeding and copper or brass elements the
14 SWG wire feeder can be wound
twice round the tube, twisted together and
soldered to the element. If no blowlamp
is handy, use an upturned electric fire to
heat the joint !
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Close spacing

Length of elements : Reflector=99 ins.,
Aerial -96 ins., 1st Director =91 ins., 2nd
Director =90 ins. Spacing of elements :

Reflector to Aerial =25 ins., Aerial to

1st Director =30 ins., 1st Director to 2nd
Director =30 ins.
Wide spacing

Lengths : Reflector=100 ins., Aerial -ins., 1st Director=90f ins., 2nd
Director=89 ins. Spacing : Reflector to
96

aerial=391 ins., Aerial to 1st Director --

Dimensions

Whilst a small sliding section at both
ends of each element is useful for tuning
up the beam, in conjunction with a field -

strength meter, the following measurements have been found to give excellent
results.

3n ins., 1st Director to 2nd Director
=49 ins.

Mounting on Mast

No attempt should be made to drill any
fixing holes in the boom until everything
has been completely assembled, including

Balance point

Balance point

A

A

4

2" x 2"
rung

Boom

3
I

Clearance holes for
1" coach bolts (81"
long each bolt)

Boom

Each

8"x 8"x I"
2"

Fig.

Fig. 4

I

small stand off

Boom

3" x Y mast-..
Fixed arm

I" x I"

Distance pieces

x 3" mast

between boom & mast

Small wedge here
(between arm & mast

4" x 3" x about II"

Perspex

spreaders

swinging arm
(also hinged)

I" x I"
Fig. 2

3"x"

Fig. 5

coach bolt

Balance point
Flanges -to

suit mast
small stand-

1W

off
Fixed

arm

Boom

A

4

Each piece

8"x rx l"
Fig. 3

.*- Steel mast

swinging arm
(also hinged)

Fig. 6

Perspex
spreaders

AO..
.671

ICU
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elements, and then the centre balance

about 9 to
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high, and that the

10 ft.

point can be found. Mounted at this point
(which is not the centre of the boom) the
beam will have no tendency to tilt up or
down due to unequal weight distribution.

field -strength meter pick-up be mounted

then a satisfactory method of mounting is

when the operator stands on a small pair
of steps. It is frequently more effective

If fixing is to be to a 3 in. X 3 in. mast,

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. For use with
tubular masts, employ that shown in Figs.
3 and 4.
Swinging Feeder Support

The writer usually rotates the whole
mast and the very simple method, illustrated at Figs. 5 and 6, allows for about

330° rotation without twisting the feeder.
Tuning Up the Beam

It is suggested that the beam be erected,

for tuning -up purposes, on a short mast

parallel and at exactly the same height,

being as far away as local conditions
permit.

The

to "tune up" a beam by varying the spacing

between elements rather than by altering

their length and a convenient way of doing
this is shown in Fig. 7. By slackening off

the long centre wood screw the element
can be slid along the boom to the desired
position.

If you intend to start from scratch and

go through the entire tuning -up procedure
then the beam should be put up, initially,

with only the radiating element in place.

46"

46"
D2

Element

3"

Ar __I

47"

4,

DI

screws removed

t

Aerial

Normal fixing

47"

30"

96"

Boom

12" long x 2 x 1"

and

length

element

spacing can then be altered by hand

25"

51"
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Ref
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PLAN

Fig. 10

Fig. 7
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I

I
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Fig. 8
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Couple up the feeder coil (2-3 turns, same
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reading is obtained on the field -strength

off to almost nil off the ends, rising to
about 25 per cent. of normal when being
received off the back. The final test of
the beam under adjustment can well be to

be maintained at each stage.

described.

diameter as that of plate coil) to the
transmitter

until

a

barely

detectable

indicator. Note the transmitter input,
this is now the reference input which must

Add the

reflector and adjust spacing and/or length
for maximum f.s.m. deflection. Next

adjust coupling at transmitter until the
reference input is obtained. Add 1st
director and repeat above procedure,
finishing by readjusting length/spacing of
reflector.

Add final director and go

through drill again, readjusting finally the

length/spacing of the reflector and
director.

1st

By the time the final adjustments have
been completed and all four elements are
in place a tremendous increase-over the
original reading-should be indicated on
the field -strength meter.
Remember,
though, that this increase is not solely due
to the forward gain obtained by adding
the extra elements, but is augmented

considerably by the now proper matching

of the feeder to the radiating element,
which was, of course, designed for the
impedance

existing

on

the

radiating

element when all four elements are in
operation ; a large mis-match must exist
when the initial tuning up starts with only
the single element in place.

It is important that the aerial of the

f.s.m. be parallel to the beam and at the
same height. If lower, as is sometimes
the case, the effect of sharpening up the
vertical angle of radiation from the beam,
when directors are added, can sometimes

cause a drop at the f.s.m., which proves
very misleading.

Back/Front Ratio

It will be noted that no attempt has
been made, throughout these tests, to

check the front -to -back ratio by swinging
the beam round and adjusting the reflector

for minimum f.s.m. deflection. This is
intentional, because the adjustment for
optimum front -to -back ratio is never the
same as the condition under which
maximum forward gain can be obtained.
Except possibly in crowded areas, a poor

front -to -back ratio is a distinct advantage,

since it enables stations to be detected
from two directions, whilst the absolute
maximum gain is being obtained in the
favoured direction.

A beam, adjusted for such results, is
quite broad in the forward direction,
having a useful coverage of about 25°
each side of the beam centre. Signals drop

swing it round and note if the f.s.m.
readings check with the pattern just
To those who have neither the time nor

the space to carry out such tuning -up
procedure the writer advises them to go
right ahead and put up a four -element
beam, using the lengths and spacings given

earlier in this article-they will never go
back to their long wire or dipole ! Tune
up the beam, by all means, if you canyou will have the satisfaction of knowing

it is giving the best possible results and

you will have learnt a lot-but do not
worry if you cannot.

Variations on the Four -Element Beam
Two 4 -element Beams Stacked

To lower the vertical angle of radiation

two identical 4 -element beams can be
mounted, one above the other, on the
same mast and with exactly a half -wave
separation between them. They must, of
course, be fed in phase. This arrangement

has proved one of the author's most
successful beams for both GDX and
sporadic -E operation, despite the fact that
the top element is only 27 ft. above ground.
Six Elements

Beams have been tried with three
reflectors, radiator, and two directors, as
in Fig. 8 ; and with extra directors, as in
Fig. 9.

Four Elements, Condenser Tuned

Parasitic elements split in the centre and
tuned by a 100 ,auF variable condenser, as

in Fig. 10.
All variations worked well-the reference standard being a contact with G6LK
at 164 miles during the winter months.
Each was tried out in comparison with the
regular 4 -element beam, so changing conditions introduced no error in these tests.

An interesting way of tuning up a beam
was that in which the writer, standing on
the flat roof of the house and wearing a
pair of headphones, listened to a B.B.C.

harmonic on 59 me (which originated
about 70 miles away) and adjusted the

element lengths and spacing for the loudest
signal ! This has also been done whilst
receiving G6LK !
A Fixed Bi-Directional System
Now how about those unfortunate

persons who cannot find space enough to

erect a four -element beam but who possess
two masts (one usually on the house -top)
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used for the 67

ft.

top of the Zepp,

Windom, or what have you ? Must they
put up with a long wire or simple dipole ?
No, definitely not, for our old friend, the
Sterba curtain, is the answer to their
problem. The author erected one of

these last autumn (Fig. 11) and tested it
against the regular 4 -element beam. Local

conditions prevented the average height
of the curtain from being more than 12 ft.
above ground and, under these conditions,

signals were about 50 per cent. weaker

than those received on the 4 -element beam
at 30 ft. More recently, the writer's latest
beam-a 4 -element wide -spaced affair,
with 1 in. diameter elements-was given
its initial tuning -up tests at that same 12 ft.
above ground and, at that height, it
produced signals about 40 per cent.
weaker than those of the normal 4 -element.

Yet, erected on a 45 -ft. rotatable mast, it
now outperforms all the other beams, so
if the Sterba curtain gains proportionately
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with increased height above ground, it
should offer a very good alternative to a

4 -element beam.
It is, of course, bi-directional (broadside)
and if fed at one corner, a most convenient

method, can be connected directly to a
2 in. spaced 14 SWG line with only a
slight mis-match. Extreme lightness of
construction is important to avoid loss of
height, due to sag, when slung between
It is suggested that 2 in. long
masts.
perspex spreaders be used to insulate the
sections (Fig. 12) as well as for line
separation. Very small egg insulators

were actually used in the writer's curtain,

but if the perspex has sufficient mechanical

strength it should make a lunch more

satisfactory job.
In conclusion, the author would
appreciate hearing about the results

obtained, should anyone, as a result of
these notes, put up a Sterba curtain for
use on the 58 mc band.

New Amateur Frequency Allocations
Proposals for the European and American Regions
By The Editor
IT has now been possible to study the

detailed frequency allocation proposals
as put forward by the appropriate
Working Committee for the consideration
of the International Telecommunications
Conference, still in full session at Atlantic
City.

While these proposals have yet to be

finally agreed and ratified, it is reasonable
to regard them as the basis for agreement,

and so we can begin to see the broad

picture of what to expect for the amateur
bands of the future.
Before detailing the suggested amateur
allocations, it is as well that it should be
made quite clear that all the business of

the Conference was public and that no
secrecy attaches to any of the official
documents issued in connection with it.
Indeed, a curious feature of many of the
main meetings was the sudden appearance
of casual onlookers from the street, some
of whom even came up from the beach in
bathing costumes to hear what was
going on !

The agreements for the European and
American Regions so far achieved by the

Working Committee concerned with

Frequency Allocations are, in respect of

amateurs, shown in detail in the table
herewith. In the official papers there is a

third heading "Other Areas" with which

for the moment we need not be concerned.
The only points for immediate comment
on these allocations are that it is difficult
to see how a good deal of Amateur/Non-

Amateur interference can be avoided in

the 3.5, 7 and 14 mc bands if the Americans

do in fact obtain the full widths. For us,
the 1.7 mc allocation can be regarded as

fair, 3.5 mc better than it might have been,
but 7 mc is quite pitiable. The 14 mc band

calls for no remark at present, since its
exact width has not yet been decided-but
a heavy cut must be expected. The new
21 mc band is a most satisfactory allocation that makes up for much else, and
about 28 mc we can also be quite happy.
VHF-Above 30 mc

The first point to make is that there is, as
yet, no agreed frequency limit above which

"optical transmssion" can be deemed to

be the only factor that need be considered,
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i.e., is the

lower frequency limit for

line -of -sight range to be 30, 60 or 90 mcor what ? In view of the services established or to be established in the 30-100 mc
region, this is a very interesting as well as
a most important point. It is only
necessary to reflect upon recent DX
results in the 50-60 mc band, as reported

"Five Metres" in the Short Wave
Magazine, to appreciate what disruption
could be caused to local -area services in
this range under sporadic -E and good
in

ducting conditions.

The VHF bands under discussion for
possible amateur allocation in either or
both Regions are (in mc) 50-54, 70-72.8,
144-148, 166-170, 22)-225, 240-260, 385412, 450-460, 1060-1295, 2500-2700, and
10,000-10,500 mc. These are suggestions

Only by various parties and obviously

could not all be granted to us.
Moreover, the very first amateur VHF
band above 30 mc on which there is any
measure of agreement does not come till

2300-2400 mc. There are objections of

factor for all other services ; since by
most countries HF or long-range broad-

casting is regarded

as an important
propaganda weapon, urgent demands for
frequencies by HF broadcast organisations
were backed to the limit and at the highest
levels.

The great strength and influence of the
amateur organisation, the
ARRL, was convincingly demonstrated ;
as at past conferences of a like nature, the
American official delegation led the way
American

on amateur proposals, and it would
probably not be an exaggeration to say

50-54, 144-148 and 220-225 mc for the W's.

1.7 me
3.5 mc

there are at present identical proposals for
amateurs (by all delegations unreservedly)
is 10,000-10,500 mc !

There is no agreement yet on which

bands, amateur or otherwise, pulse types
of transmission are to be permitted.

Taking the normal communications
band area 2.85-25.0 mc as a whole, we
the original British official

delegate proposal for amateurs was a
total of 900 kc of exclusive frequencies.

The Working Committee's proposals,
as summarised in our table here, have

boiled them out to 550 kc exclusive plus
350 kc shared plus anything we may yet
get on 14 mc-on the face of it, not at all

a bad bargain, particularly when it
remembered

that

3500-3800

kc.

shared

with certain other

Nil
3500-4000 kc,
exclusive.

7 mc

7000-7100 kc, exclusive

to amateurs.
7100-7150

kc,

with S/W BC.
14 mc

shared

7000-7300 kc.
exclusive.

Agreement has not so far been reached
regarding this band. America holds out

for the full 14000-14400 kc exclusively for

aniateurs, but there may be a cut of anything from 50 to 300 kc in favour of S/W
BC.

This may apply to the European

Region only.
21 mc

21000-21450 kc

21000-21450 kc

28 mc

28000-29700 kc

28000-29700 kc

that they did not dare accept any cutting
of the American amateur bands.

Unhappily, strong opposition to

amateurs came from France, supported
by the unstable and suspicious

Frequency Summary
find that

ke shared.
with 10 -watt power limit.
1800-2000

services.

one of the British pulse navigational aids
is already well established. As explained
in the June issue of the Magazine, on the

present showing there appears to be no
room for G's anywhere in the 30-100 mc
area. The sole VHF band upon which

REGIONS
EUROPEAN
AMERICAN

BAND

one sort or another to all the others. But
already, the Americans have mapped out

The only firm amateur proposal for the
European Region is 70-72.8 mc-where
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many

is

non -amateur

services have been cut heavily on their
original demands. To these figures must
of course be added the 1,700 kc clear in
the 28 mc band.
Points of Interest

As forecast in our June Editorial, HF
Broadcasting proved to be the menacing

little

Balkan states. Russia was surprisingly

co-operative, no doubt because Soviet

amateurs-of whom there are an enormous
number-provide an organised communication network within their own country.

China was helpful, and the Dominions

gave valuable support.
Our own GPO delegation, headed by Sir
Stanley Angwin, lately Engineer -in -Chief
of the GPO and chairman of the Frequency
Allocations Committee, played very well

for amateurs within their terms of refer-

ence as agreed in advance of the Conference.

Though it is now headed for its final
stages, the Conference is not yet overtill it is, none of the bands proposed can
be regarded as definite. But the foregoing discussion is a full summary of the
position on the latest available evidence.
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Twenty -Metre DX Forecast

COMPARISON be-

Predictions for September
By I. D. McDERMID, A.R.T.C. (GM3ANV)

published last month
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The No -Cost Five
Simple CW/'Phone Transmitter for the LF Bands

By J. HUM (G5UM)
(This design derives its title from the fact that it was built entirely from spare parts of the
kind that most experimenters will have readily available. Nevertheless, it is not a junk -box
job as regards performance and it incorporates practically every feature worth while in an
orthodox design. As such, even if not built exactly as specified, it can form the basis for a
thoroughly sound transmitter suitable either for the beginner or for stand-by or mobile
operation.-Ed.)
NEW licences continue to be issued at

a rate of 120 to 150 per month.
Many of these recruits to the ranks
of Amateur Radio will already have

formulated their own ideas on the type of
equipment they will want to use when they
get on the air. Many others, however, will

seek guidance and direction from the

pages of the Short Wave Magazine; and
from the wealth of material presented to
them each month they may not be quite
certain what to select.
Proficiency and Pounds
Two fundamental considerations usually
govern an amateur's thinking along these
lines: they can be tersely and alliteratively
summed up as "Proficiency and Pounds."

An amateur well versed technically and
with few financial restrictions will obviously be able to provide for himself a
station far superior to that which can be

built by the man with only a little practical

knowledge and even less pounds in his
pocket.

But these types of amateur represent,
perhaps, two extremes; between them,
lies the large mass of what might be called

"average amateurs," who want to build
themselves simple and effective apparatus

which will give them good results at a
reasonable cost. Of course, much of the
available cash earmarked for radio can
be swallowed up by the purchase of an
expensive, factory -built receiver-unless
the experimenter is enthusiastic enough to

build his own receiver to some such
design as the G6FW superhet or the

writer's own "All EF50 TRF Receiver"
(valued, one notices from a recent small
advertisement in the Magazine, at £8which should not make much of a hole
in the average amateur's budget !).
Generally, a receiver does run away
with a good deal of surplus cash, leaving

less available for the transmitter. For this
reason-but for the further equally
practical reason that most newcomers are

restricted to 25 watts input for the first

year-transmitters tend to keep to the
well-worn 6L6 plus 807 route ; and a deservedly popular route it is. Newly

licensed readers could do worse than
adopt that highly effective design, using
these valves, which was described by
GW3ALE in the January Magazine.
Nevertheless, even the expenditure on
a simple 6L6-807 25 -watt transmitter can
be a not inconsiderable item to the new,
often young, members of the transmitting

fraternity, and it occurred to the writer
that such amateurs would welcome an
even simpler and cheaper design of transmitter which would give a good account
of itself for low cost in power and pence

(yes, we have discarded pounds and are
now talking in terms of pence, for reasons
which will become apparent in due
course !).

The writer therefore sought to build

himself a small transmitter which would

employ as far as possible parts which

were already available in the junk box or
which could be acquired by a process of
barter from other amateurs. When he
reports that the resultant "No -Cost Five"
transmitter (which will be described below)

cost him precisely nothing, that is perhaps not a fair statement. For many of
the items which were dug from the junk
box must obviously have cost something

at some time in the past, and should
therefore be charged to the cost of the

present transmitter. Against that it might
be argued that some of them were so old
that their value had depreciated to a low
amount (even crystals and 6L6 valves !).

Be that as it may, the fact is that this

transmitter did not cost the writer a penny,
and others who build it will probably not
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HT switch

S3

HT 4-

§

T

ol'
S2

'Phone/CW

From modulator anode

C

R4
131

R4

RFC

C2

C2

6V6 or 6L6

11

6V6 or 6L6

From VFO output
Fig. 1. Circuit of the RF portion of a simple CO/PA., with provision for modulation.

be more than a pound or two out of

Table of Values

pocket-depending, of course, on the
contents of the junk box !

The Specification
The specification of the "No -Cost Five
was governed by the following considerations :

It must be thoroughly flexible, using
operating on 160 and 80

fixed coils,

metres only.

It must be light and small and supplementary to the main transmitter. Because
much of the writer's work is done on the
1.7 me band its input would be confined
to the 10 watts allowed on that band. It

can be pushed up a little higher on 80
metres, but that is not important (if a

Fig. I. RF Section of "No -Cost Five"
R1, CO grid return = 50,000 to 250,000 ohms, # watt

R2. CO bias
R3, PA bias

to I

RFC, broadcast band RF choke, or 200 turns wound
either scramble -wise or solenoid -wound on small
former

LI. CO tank coil

= 40 turns on 1} -inch former

L2, PA tank coil

= 26 turns on a 3 -inch ribbed

enamelled

QRK by only one S -point !).

SI

mains exist, that is, from a car accumulator

S2

the writer's particular case this was
because it would be required for portable

S3
31

and dry batteries or vibrator supply. In
and mobile use ; but he does happen to

bolted beneath chassis,
22 SWG

former fixed to upper side of
chassis as shown in photograph. Aerial coupling : 22
turns wound at "cold" end of
same former. 16 to 20 SWG

25 -watt signal will "get there" a 10 -watt
signal will do so ; in fact, a reduction of

50 per cent in input generally lowers
It must be capable of use where no

= 200 to 500 ohms. 5 watt
= 200 to 500 ohms, 5 watt

R4. screen dropper = 10,000 to 40,000 ohms. 5 watt
R5, PA grid -leak
= 5.000 to 30,000 ohms, 1 watt
R6 key thump filter =1,000 to 10,000 ohms, I watt
Cl, RF by-pass
= .001 to .05 jaF
C2. anode stoppers = .0005 to .001 p.F
C3, C6, tank tuners = 350 p.p,F variable
C4, aerial tuner
= 500 p.p.,F variable
CS, key thump filter = experiment for best value .001

J2
J3

= Yaxley or similar type multi -position switch,
bringing into use separate crystals or VFO
= 'Phone/CW switch. Should be well -insulated,

when open will have to stand full audio

output. Heavy duty Bulgin
= HT main switch. Heavy duty Bulgin

= Jack for VFO input

= Key Jack (will also meter CO cathode current)

- Metering lack for PA input
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know that even to -day there are many
amateurs "out in the blue" who still have
to do without the AC mains with which
most people are assumed to be blessed,
and to whom an economical non -mains
operated transmitter has a decided appeal.
Therefore, the RF section of the present
design can employ either a 6V6G-6V6G

line-up where economy is desired, or a
6L6 -6L6 arrangement where power consumption is less important. The 6V6G
takes only 3 amp heater current compared
with .9 amp for the 6L6, and it is correspondingly light on HT. To enable the set
to be operated from a 12 -volt car accumulator these two 6 -volt heaters are wired

in series. The writer happens to have a

12 -volt AC winding on his power pack,
which makes series heater connection no

inconvenience when the set is used at
home on the usual AC mains. The actual
economy effected in heater current is

shown by the following contrasting facts :

Two 6V6G series heaters consume 3

amp at 12 volts.

Two 6L6 paralleled heaters consume
1.8 amp at 6 volts.
Another requirement for the "No Cost

Five" was that it should be capable of

telephony operation-hence the "five" in
its title. Certainly, this facility will be of
no interest to the majority of newcomers
for the first year of their activity, but it
can be usefully incorporated while the
transmitter is being built-and so simply
that most constructors will take it in their
stride, as will be shown. The provision of
telephony for the no -mains man is
generally a superfluity ; he will probably

prefer to omit it. For this reason the
description of this transmitter is divided
into two parts-the RF section and the

modulator section, since the former is of
interest to all concerned, while the latter
is not.
MECHANICAL DESIGN

A mild steel chassis -and -front -panel are
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The RF Section

The circuit of the RF section is as

shown in Fig. 1. It is a perfectly orthodox
2 -stage line-up designed to work either as
CO -PA or CO -FD on 160 or 80 metres,
but including a number of detail features.

First of all, readers will observe that

parallel feed is used in both stages.
This permits both tank condensers to be
mounted directly on the metal panel. The
aerial tuning condenser is also similarly
at earth potential, but its "hot" end goes

to a heavy gauge wandering lead terminated in a crocodile clip that can be
taken either to point E on the aerial coil
for series tuning (as with a 134 feet end -on

aerial on 160 metres) or to point A for

parallel tuning (again according to length
of aerial).
In the grid circuit of the CO is a multi way Yaxley switch for selecting any

desired crystal. The last position on the
switch brings in the output from the
variable frequency oscillator, if one is in
use at the station. The output lead from

the VFO is preferably screened right from

the point where it leaves the oscillator,
through the jack and up to the switch
contact.

Details of the remaining parts in the

circuit are given in the Table of Values.
Practically every component can be of
the receiving type, though the constructor
will naturally take care to ensure that all
of them are rated well above the maximum

HT voltage is it proposed to use. Apart
from this, none of the values shown is at
all critical.

A further word of warning should be

given : in view of the writer's advocacy of

the use of "left -over" parts from the

spares box, it is important to remember
that certain components deteriorate with
time. Every one should therefore be
checked for "goodness" before use.

Condensers especially should be checked
for leakage, by using a voltmeter in series

with the HT supply and the condenser.
Do not use a milliammeter ; if a con-

employed to carry the complete transmitter, compactness being a prime consideration, not only for those occasions

denser is poor it may pass so much

but also because space in most stations is

damaged.

by lavishly sprawling designs. Mild steel
is easily drilled by means of an ordinary

Biasing

when the transmitter is used "mobile"

at a premium and can rarely be wasted
hand -drill and the metal -work presents no
difficulties.

Illustrations of the actual chassis are
given. They show the manner in which
the RF section is confined to the left-hand
side (viewed from the front) and the audio
section to the right-hand side.

current that the milliammeter will be

It will be observed that in the CO stage
a combination of cathode and grid -leak
biassing is employed ; the only point to
bear in mind here is that the higher the

value of the cathode bias resistor the
lower will be the anode current-and the
lower the RF output.

In the PA a similar arrangement is
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A

C3
IF

Phone
hone

.1
C4

AC/HL
R12

T2 C)

To PA anode

U-

PX4 DOX4
R 12

RIO

RIO

CI

C

R4

RII

C2

MIC

HT -

Mic.

0

4 volts AC

0

Fig. 2. A three -stage modulator for the CO/PA. The input circuit is arranged for either a carbon or a moving -coil
microphone ; the input leads should be shielded. For " DOX4 " above read D024.

Table of Values
Fig. 2. Audio Section of "No Cost Five"
RI, These comprise the potential divider to furnish
R2 excitation voltage for carbon microphone. Their

value will depend on HT supply available, and
should be selected to give 4 to 6 volts at point

X when microphone is in circuit and whole transmitter drawing current ; use high resistance
voltmeter or false reading will be obtained. With
400 volt HT supply, R1 can be 30,000 ohms and
R2 2,000 ohms, both 2-5 watt.
R3

= Top -cut control, 50,000 to 500,000 ohms

R4
R5
R6
R7

= Cathode biasing 900 ohms, 2 watt
= Anode load, 10.000 to 30,000, 2 watt
= Anode decoupling : 10,000 to 75,000 ohms.
2 watt
= Audio gain : 100,000 to 500,000 ohms

R8
R9

= Cathode bias : 320 ohms, 2 watt for 41 MP
= Grid return : 100,000 to 500,000 ohms,

R10

variable

variable

watt
= Filament -to -earth return : 50 ohms carbon
or wire -wound

R11

R12

Cl
C2
C3

C4

Cathode bias : 950 ohms for PX4. 5 watt or
larger.
540 ohms for 13024. 5 watt or larger
= Grid stoppers 1,000 to 10,000 ohms, watt
= Audio by-pass : 25 to 50 p.F, 25 volt working
= Top -cut : .01 to 0.5 µF

= Audio decoupling :

2 to 16 µF, 500 volt

working
Audio coupling : .05 to 0.5 p.F, 500 volt
working (higher value will give greater bass
response)

= HT audio decoupling : 2 to 16 µF. 500 volt
working, for incorporation only if
instability or high hum level experienced
HT RF decoupling : '0005 to .01 p.F, 500
C6
volt working
TI
= Microphone transformer. Any small type
ratio 25 : 1 or 50 : 1
T2
Modulator transformer (See text)
Also required :
1 jack for microphone
C5

1 toggle switch for "carbon" or "moving coil"
microphone positions.

employed but with the addition of con-

The PA can then be easily biassed to

reasonable enough when done by ex-

and no spurious oscillations will cause
trouble. If by any chance spurious
oscillation does occur-denoted generally
by the picking up of rough notes in an

ventional battery bias. Many constructors
object to the "messiness" of battery bias
and prefer to confine themselves to automatic biassing arrangements. This is
perienced hands ; for

the newcomer,

however, battery bias is recommended.

cut-off as shown on the plate milliammeter,

adjacent receiver even when no crystal is
in oscillation in the transmitter-a 50 -ohm
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carbon resistor connected to the grid pin
of the PA will effect a cure.
Keying

As Fig. 2 indicates, cathode keying of
the CO is employed. This permits the use

of full break-in facilities-an important
provision in the interests of efficient CW

operation. The key thump filter R6/C5
should be connected across

the key

terminals as close to the key as possible.
The best values to use should be found by
experiment. A broadcast receiver should

be operated in the same room as the
transmitter and should be tuned to a
distant station-not the local one-and
the values of R6/C5 adjusted until minimum thump occurs in the speaker.
Thump will probably not be entirely
eradicated, but this seldom matters in a
immediately adjacent
transmitter.
receiver

to the

Other Details
Inductances. Fixed coils are used, so

arranged that with the parallel capacity
shown (the condensers came from an old
R.A.F. GP set, 1082/1083, incidentally !)
they tune to 1.7 mc with full capacity and
3.8 mc with minimum capacity.
Metering.

No meters whatever are

built into the transmitter. Many amateurs,

while greatly impressed by the rows of
meters frequently seen in station photographs, find emulation financially im-

possible ; one or two good "loose" meters

are all they can afford. In consequence
the present design provides merely a
self -closing jack in the PA anode feed so
that a milliammeter terminated in a
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standard plug may be inserted for
measuring DC input in accordance with

GPO regulations. To ascertain that the
CO is functioning the meter may be

plugged into the cathode -keying jack. A

kick will occur in the cathode current
reading when the crystal oscillates.

Crystal Selection. It is a good plan to
include crystal holders for various sizes
of crystal mount. The writer happens to
have several

of the

old -type

Q.C.C.

mounts with wide spacing of pins as well

as several of the modern type with i-in.
spacing.

Sockets for both types were

therefore incorporated in the design.
When wiring up to the first position of
the crystal switch the constructor should
paint "No. 1" against the crystal holder
to which it is connected. The next holder

should be indicated "No. 2" and connected to the second position on the

crystal switch. Identical numbers can be

painted on the front panel at the appropriate position' of the crystal switch.

It is a good plan to number the crystal

positions in ascending order of frequency;
the last position should be labelled

"VFO" and connected to the VFO jack
on the front panel.
Power

Supply.

No power supply

details are given. With two 6V6G valves
the transmitter could be quite conveniently

operated from a receiving -type power
pack. Whether these valves or the larger
6L6 are used, a 400 -volt power pack
delivering 100 milliamperes will comfortably operate the entire transmitter on
telephony at 10 watts input. With a 500
volt pack the transmitter will run at 25
watts input on CW (on 3.5 mc only, of
course !).
Operation

Now here are complete tuning -up
details for setting the transmitter into
operation on 1.7 mc fundamental and on
the 3.5 mc harmonics.
Turn the crystal switch to Position No.
1, making sure that a crystal for the 1.7
mc band is plugged into Socket No. 1.
Insert a milliammeter into the cathode -

keying jack. If it does not read current check

with a high reading voltmeter that voltage
exists at the anode and screen pins of the
CO valve.

"4 ---Panel

Rotate C3 from the fully -meshed to

Deck

ID,

IIlhIIIIIf if 1118 IIIIINnh,,,,,,,

F9 -way

outlet socket

about half -mesh position. This more than

covers the whole of the 1.7 mc band

frequency range. A kick should occur on
the cathode current meter, indicating
oscillation.

Fig. 3. Chassis -panel dimensions as used by G5UM for

this transmitter.

Next, transfer the milliammeter to the

HT feed jack in the PA anode circuit.
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As has already been said, the PA should

occurs. This reduces the strain on the

anode current. When oscillation occurs

keying is employed.

first be adjusted for zero-or cut-off-

crystal-an important point when CO
For fundamental operation on the
80 -metre band the CO condenser position

in the CO, drive will be applied to the PA
grid, and the PA anode current will rise.
Rotate C6 near the fully -meshed position

will be nearly fully unmeshed. The PA

until the anode current drops almost to

condenser position will be as for harmonic
operation, or near enough.

zero. Rotate C4, with aerial connected up.

The anode current will rise as aerial

THE AUDIO SECTION

loading is imposed. With 10 watts input
and a 134 ft. aerial connected against
ground approximately 3 amp should
show in the aerial current meter.

So much for the RF section. The audio

For harmonic operation rotate C6

section will be considered next. Most
constructors will know that 5 watts of
audio are required to modulate fully a

in the milliammeter will occur as the

in the modulation transformer (and in
the general interests of "having a bit in

almost to the full -out position, with the
aerial condenser off -tune. A further dip

10 -watt carrier, though to allow for losses

condenser passes through the harmonic.

hand") it is a good plan to budget for an
extra watt or so of audio. An audio output of 5 to 6 watts is readily obtainable
from many large receiving output valves,

condenser towards
resonance and adjust coupling until
anode current rises to the desired value
Bring

the

aerial

with the aerial condenser "dead on the
nose," i.e. in resonance. With a 134 ft.
end -on aerial only a slight indication of
aerial current may be expected.

A key may now be plugged into the

CO keying jack, and the character of the
note should be checked by listening on
an adjacent monitor (which may consist
simply of a 1 -valve reacting detector in a
well -screened box). It is desirable to back
off the CO tuning condenser a little from
the point at which maximum output

suitably driven by one or two earlier
stages.

The modern tendency seems to be to
use, say, a 6C5 driving a 6J5 and finally
a 6L6 as the modulator valve. If these
valves happen to be available they may
usefully be employed. But the writer's

object was to use that which was "in
stock," and these valves were not. From

the remoter depths of the junk box he
unearthed instead a couple of Mazda
AC/HL triodes, a Mullard D024 and an

Feed through

sur

lir..PA

tuning

Aerial tuning

CO tuning

_-

2 BA hole

Crystal switch
Chassis deck level

Tone control

Microphone jack

O
PA anode
feed jack

'Phone/CW switch

Carbon-M/C

Audio gain

(30

VFO jack

HT switch

Key jack
Fig. 4. Suggested panel layout for the CO/PA transmitter and m)dulator.

Microphone
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Osram PX4, all good pre-war types. It
was

accordingly decided to build a
simple 3 -stage modulator employing AC/

HL-AC/HL-D024, with the PX4 as a

spare (to be used only in emergency, for
it gives lower output than the D024 and
its cathode biassing resistor needs to be
increased in value).
While this line-up functioned reasonably

well, the second AC/HL was found to be
too small to handle the audio passed to it
by the first AC/HL when using a carbon
microphone. A "small power triode" was
then sought, and a Cossor 41MP proved
to be the answer. The 3 -stage AC/HL41MP-D024 line-up will be found to

give remarkably pleasing quality, with
none of that peakiness characteristic of
uncorrected tetrodes and pentodes. The
simple circuit

shown will, of course,

function equally well if valves of other

types, near equivalents to those specified,
are used. The only point to watch is that
bias resistor values are correct for whichever valve happens to be available. Each

stage can be checked by plugging the

microphone into its jack and connecting
a pair of phones in series with a 05 ti,F
fixed condenser between each anode in
turn and earth. The fact that the micro-

phone is "live" and that each stage is

working will be evident when the microphone is gently tapped. If the resultant
noise is not heard in the 'phones something

is wrong and the usual checks of HT and
LT currents and voltages should then be
made.

Here are some detail points which will

be apparent from a study of the circuit
diagram.
Alternative Microphone Switch.
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a top -cut potentiometer in the grid circuit
of the first valve (very useful for counteracting any harshness produced by carbon
microphones), and the gain control in the
grid circuit of the second valve.
Hum Bucking. Two low -value resistors
are connected across the heater line, their

common connection grounded through

the cathode bias resistor of the modulator
valve. This is the only satisfactory method
of providing automatic bias to a directly
heated output stage. If desired the hum bucking resistors can take the form of a
100 -ohm potentiometer, whose slider
should be adjusted for minimum hum on
an aural check.
The Output Transformer. This item can

quite easily be the most expensive in

the whole modulator. The writer sought
to ensure that it would not be ! First of
all,

he employed an old mains trans-

former, secondary used as primary and
its primary employed as the output
winding.

It functioned excellently.

Not every amateur will have a mains
transformer to spare for this duty, and it

must be admitted that its use is rather

extravagant, since it will handle far more
audio than the amplifier will give. While
the set was under construction a Ferranti
OPMIC
happened to
become available. This is rather smaller

than the average mains transformer but
is very well -constructed and will take a
great deal of audio punishment. It has
push-pull

input and output

windings,

which are an advantage in ensuring that
the modulator is correctly matched to the
PA stage. But matching-so often held

A

up before amateurs as an esoteric rite-

will-but because only one jack is provided
(in the interests of symmetry and compactness) the constructor must ensure that the
correct type is plugged in when the switch

will modulate the PA satisfactorily. Any
slight mis-matches might be calculable ;

change -over switch on the front panel
allows the use of either a carbon microphone or a moving -coil microphone at

is in the appropriate position. Because a
moving -coil

microphone furnishes less

output than a carbon the overall gain of

the modulator will need to be increased by
applying higher HT, say, 400 volts. In

these circumstances the carbon microphone when used will be found to give
more than adequate gain to modulate a
10 -watt carrier. The common microphone

transformer can be any small audio type

normally used for matching an output
stage to a speaker and having a ratio of
between 20- and 50 -to -1.
Variable Controls. Only two variable

controls are provided on this modulator,

is no trouble at all with the present design,
The modulator, being operated Class -A,
is extremely docile, and almost any audio
transformer with a 1 -to -1 ratio (or even
varying as much as 1 -to -1.5 or 1 .5 -to -1)

but they are not evident in the transmitted signal. The OPM1C connections

have had the changes rung on them "all
ways round," but still the D024 goes on
blithely modulating the 6V6G as if it had
not a care in the world ! This cannot be

said of the tetrode modulators, which
require far more care in matching if they
are not to produce literally "screeching"
results-and very little efficiency.
If no suitable transformer is available
a centre tapped choke can be used with
little drop in efficiency. Study of the cir-

cuit diagram will show that T2 is effectively a tapped choke.
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RF and audio sections can be accommodated together on the chassis -panel assembly. The three valves in line in the
foreground are ACHL-4IMP-D024 for the speech amplifier/modulator, with the PA just behind and the CO to the
right rear.

Decoupling. In attempting to be economical the writer endeavoured to keep the

values of the decoupling condensers shown
at C3 to a low value. Motor -boating

ensued and nothing less than 4pF proved
satisfactory.

If no

deleterious effects

result through using 2µF then the writer's
advice is Use it. But it is desirable to
have a few spare 2pF condensers on hand
:

to add if stability is not obtained. The
condensers C5 and C6 are respectively
audio decoupling and RF decoupling of
the HT line.

Construction. Practically all the fixed
condensers and resistors in the audio
section were wired on to one long tag
board running from front to back under-

neath the chassis. This makes for neatness

of construction and ease of tracing out.
Long leads matter less in audio construction than in RF unit construction,
and no trouble need be anticipated in this

respect provided that the grid stoppers
R12 are mounted right at the grid pins

and that the lead carrying the microphone
input is shielded-and its shielding
earthed.

Modulation Conditions.

As has been

said, this amplifier will deliver more than
enough output to modulate a 10 -watt PA
stage. While it is more desirable to
modulate a straight -through PA stage it

is quite feasible to modulate the second
6V6G when it is functioning as a doubler,

though the modulation percentage will
be reduced and care will be needed to
ensure that only the harmonic and not
the unwanted fundamental is modulated.
CONCLUSION

Constructors who essay the design of
the "No -Cost Five" (or merely the "No Cost Two" section of it) will find it an
extremely economical and docile trans-

mitter capable of putting a CW signal

into most parts of Europe after dark and
across the Atlantic on 80 metres during
the winter, given reasonable conditions
and a good aerial. It does not conform to
stereotyped design, and in its use of "parts

you have by you" (or if you do not have
them by you, which are obtainable at low
cost from Short Wave Magazine advertisers) it should have a strong appeal
during these days of continued austerity.

Dy
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COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd

Judging by the way the pot keeps on the
boil, most of the active DX operators have
hardly noticed that (a) conditions have not

been quite so good lately, or that (b)

the weather has tended towards being a
little warm. No, through heat and cold,
hell and high water, they scrutinise each
degree on that dial, and they do not retire
to their couches without having carved
another notch on it to indicate the capture
of yet another new country.
Once again the appearance of the WAZ
List has been substantially changed ; as

we prophesied, G6ZO (London, N.20)
was not content to remain among the
39-ers, and now appears with 40 to his
credit. But he didn't have to winkle out a
new one-he discovered, belatedly, that

By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6CAB)
eight stations in Chile post-war, without
having a single card back, in spite of air
mails and all
!

Super -DX on 14 me
Here are some of the unusual ones being

bandied round : G6ZO has been chasing
W8WEA/Truk (Caroline Islands), J9SIR
(Marshall Islands), MIA (Republic of
San
Marino),
KM6AA
(Midway),
KX6USN (Bikini Atoll), YA1AB (Afghan-

he worked his 40th on April 30, thus

istan) and AC4BR (somewhat doubtful 0
'ZO has worked LU1ZA, who gives his
QTH as "South Orkey Island" [sic], in the
"Antarctic Zone of Argentina". Actually

on the Zone Map ; so when G6ZO worked

regard that one.*
We have heard other mysterious ones,
including several people calling AR1OM
and AR I YL ; whatever their status may

day, he was capturing his 40th and not his
39th, as he imagined at the time. G2WW

Then there is W6YAW/J8 in Korea, who
has recently been signing W6YAW/AK ;

pipping G5BJ by a couple of days. On
April 29, he contacted C6TW, who is in
Sian, the principal town of Shensi. Now,
although Shensi does not appear in the
lists for Zone 23, there is no doubt that
the town of Sian is in Zone 23, as shown

the South Orkney Islands are in the
Falklands Dependency, and a British
possession, so we don't know how to

UAOKQA (Zone 19) on the following

be, AR8AB is very active on 'phone.

(Penzance) has also joined the Roaring
Forties, having worked a KL7 at last
We hope that this Chinese province
business will be sorted out in the near

but Korea is no novelty-we have had a
card from W20AA/J8 on the wall for a

from C1CH you will have a map of the

time to remind everyone that call -signs
will not remain in the list indefinitely ; if
anyone has not reported after a lapse of
three months, he will be deleted until we

!

future ; if you happen to have had a card

Chinese prefix -districts, and careful com-

parison with an atlas and with the Zone
Map will show that certain parts of both
the 6th and 7th districts are in Zone 23.
Cards, by the way, are arriving from China

year !

Some of the chasers lower down the

WAZ list are coming along nicely-we see
new names every month. But it is the right

hear from him again. We should also men-

now-we have seen them from CI AN,
CI CH, C I DK, C6HH, C6YZ and C7HY.
Will C8YR do his stuff, we wonder?
UAOKQA, the only Zone 19 station
worked by the great majority of G's,

tion again that though we are crediting

Of course, the QSL factor is most peculiar

awarding the figure 40 until the cards are
sent in, but we feel that as our WAZ roll
is merely a list of claims, those who claim
their 40 may as well do so for all the world

doesn't seem to have sent any along yet.

-we have a tirade on the subject from

G2PL (Wallington), who says it is quite
inexplicable. He and G6ZO have raced
between them for most of the DX, and in
some cases Peter has had a card and Jim
has not ; in other cases the reverse
applies. Your commentator has worked

those who claim 40 Zones with the figure
"40", they do not qualify for the supreme
distinction of "WAZ" until the QSL cards

have been sent us for checking-see the
note in this space last month. CQ is at
present holding everyone at 39, and not

(This must mean that Argentina claims the "South
Orkeys"! We had better tell the Foreign
Office 1-Ed.)
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Operating position at VK2NO. Sydney, N.S.W., with OM Don Knock himself in the chair. To the right is the 28/50 mc
converter, used with the Philips R163 to its left. The Rx on tune is an Australian Army No. 4 set, and above is a bandswitched pre -selector for 3 1. 7,, 14 and 28 mc. VK2NO will be remembered in this country as G6XG of the earl, days.

to see. If it cannot be substantiated when

the time comes to show cards, we'll soon
put some of them on a charge !
The MD Prefixes
Here is some welcome news on the MD
prefixes, as forecast last month by
LI2CL. G3CO (Plumstead) worked the
latter who told him that the following are

now in operation : MDI, Cyrenaica ;

Tripolitania ; MD3, Eritrea ;
MD4, Somalia ; MD5, Suez Canal Zone.
To these we can add MD6, Iraq ; and
MD2,

G4RX (Barnet) tells us that he worked
MD7RH, who gave his QTH as "RAF

Nicosia, Cyprus." LI2CL is now MD1D ;
MD1E and MD1F are also active, all three
being at El Adem.
G4NU (Liverpool) has worked HVIAD

(Vatican City) on 14 mc 'phone, and re-

ceived his QSL direct. HV always used to
count as a separate "country," but it doesn't

yet appear in the post-war lists, so we
don't know what to say to his obvious
query on the subject.* G8VR (London,
S.E.2) in sending in his first WAZ claim,

adds a P.S. that warms our ancient heart :
"All station home-made, including han d wound transformers!" This gives us the

idea that we must think up a contest for
amateur -built stations ; trouble is, where
shall we draw the line ? Do we allow these
new-fangled ready-made variable condensers, or do we have to go back to 1923

and buy the plates and spindles in Lisle

Street ? (No, we're not being sarcasticwe like home-brew).

Spivs and Other Pests
Complaints about ill-mannered use of
VFO's continue to be the most numerous
of all, but some pointed paragraphs in a
long letter from G5CV (London, W.C.1)
are worth quoting. He says, "Why not have

a crack at these 7 mc 'phone merchants
working duplex ? Last week -end I listened

to one (S9) for 33 minutes and even then
he had not once given his call -sign. He
was working 'Stan' (funny call -sign !)

(The Vatican City is an independent State and
should certainly count as a separate country.-Ed.)
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doleful voice was also
audible. There were at least six babies and
children, each given the mike in turn, and
a gaggle of giggling women who kept up a
constant background of 'oo-ers' and
whose rather

sniggles, backed up by two continually

squawking babies. Practically every child
in the street was brought in, and his or her

intimate family history given by the op.
Much of the dialogue was in very bad
taste. At the end of 33 minutes I gave up,

having finished soldering the job I was

'Phone and CW

GSYV
G6QB

GSBJ
G8KP
G3DO
G2CDI
D2KW
G2AJ
G3FJ
G5RV
GSWM
G6BS
G3AAK
GSM
G8RL

ON4JW
G3QD
G3ZI

G2VD
G5CI
GW3AX
G4CP

G6PJ
G2CNN
GSMR
G3TK
G8QX
G2AO
J4AAK

G8IP
G2LC
GW4CX
G8FF
G8RC
G3VA

GSOQ
G3BDQ
G6XX
G8VR
G2VV

G5101
G6BB

39
39
39
39
39

39
39
39
39
39
38
38
38
38
38
37
37
37
36
36
35
35
34
34
34
34
33
33
33
32
32
31
31
31
30
30
30
30
30

169
168
144
143
141
137

126
135
132
132
131
131
127

126
120
117
114
123
115
110
109
107
118
113

110
101

66
109
76
99
99
84
66
88
85
78
78
69
101
78

64
80
78
74
67
64

40
40

176
185

?

?

40
40
40
40
39
39
39

143
152
159
159
159
145
132

39
39
39

131
131
130

?

?

39
39
39
40
38

120
138
114
146
132

?

?

38
38
38
37
37
37
36
35
36
39
34
38
34
36
38
33
33
32
31
33
31
31

110
115
126
114
114
110
117
109
88

32

101
99

116
66
103
104
78
87
72
102
104
64
87
91
91

32
38
31

107

36
37
36

115
118
113

81

'Phone only
G300

G6WX
GM2UU

36
36
35

104
99
91

celled.

On the subject of the spivs and their
VFO's, we had better quote our friend
Arabackle Oblifork, who says, "It all
middle of a QSO are probably the kind
who never let anyone get out a complete
sentence without butting into the con-

Post-war Post-war All-time All-time
Zones Countries Zones Countri
Worked Worked Worked Worked
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

these, we can foresee tempers getting
. . and a few tickets being can-

warm .

These types who insert a VFO in the

Maximum Possible 40
Total Prefixes Listed 217

G6ZO
G2PL
G5DQ
G2WW

doing." What can we say about this sort
of thing ? There's only one answer, and
that is to record the whole lot and send it
to the G.P.O. But that would mean waiting for the call -sign, which might be too
much even for good-tempered old birds
like us ! When the 7 mc DX boys have
only 100 kc to share with characters like

depends on what you mean by manners.

WORKED ALL ZONES

Station

SEPTEMBER 1947

versation."
More DX

After the powder, some more jam. To
return to pleasant subjects, we hear from
G3BFC (Femdown, Dorset) that he has
been working the W's on 7 mc in the early
mornings, and has collected 19 States and
all Districts except 6 and 7. On 14 mc, he
has rolled in South and Central Americans
to the extent of CE, LU, HK, CP, KV4,

PZ1, CM, PY, KZ5 and NY4, which
sounds pretty good going to us.
GSHH (Reading), sending in his first

DX report, says that he thought he had
lost the urge, but back it came again !
So he has entered in the log such good
things as J3AAD, VP3LF, ZK I AB,

KL7UM, all on 14 mc, and a PY on 7 mc.
'HH says that so many criticisms have been

made of the DX -chasers that he would
like to add that the DX end of the line is
not always perfect either. He heard a
KG6 call CQ and add "No replies on my
freq," but then he came straight back to
an ON who called him dead on it! And a
W7/C, after saying "QRT," plunged into
the sea of VFO's and extracted another
one after all. This sort of thing is not
going to tidy up the bands.

G3CO (Plumstead) also has a little

grouse at the "DX end" ; he says his pet
aversion is the DX station who is the sole
representative of his country on the air,
and restricts himself to 'phone operation

(Something in that, 'CO, but the CW boys

get most of the cake ; we must let the
'phone -hounds beat us to it now and

then !) G3CO also says he strongly favours

VFO as against crystal-his country total
leapt up as soon as his own was ready,
and he says it was achieved without any
"Spiv tactics."
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G2VV (Hampton) has been working
DX regularly on 14 mc, with NY4CM,
FQ3AT,

UA9CA,

CE3BA,

KZ5AZ,

KZ5DX and sundry W's and PY's. He
also worked VK2NO, pictured here, who
told him this was his thirty-sixth year in
Amateur Radio. 'VV practically reached
for his feeding -bottle after that. He has
acquired a little 10 -watt portable rig for

3.5 and 7 mc, and hopes to operate

G2VV/P from his car later on. 'VV called
a queer one-"TR2O" on 14 mc the other
day ; but a vacuum cleaner came on and
he doesn't know whether he got a reply or

not. Can anyone elucidate ?
G5RV (Chelmsford) sends a nice list of
It includes
DX without comment.
KS4AE,

VS6AY,

VP4TAD,

CI AN,

UL7BS and .154AL (all 14 mc CW), and
XE I CQ, TG9JK, KAI AI, HK3DD,

YV5AB, YS3PL, TI2OA, TG9RV and
AR8AB (all 14 mc 'phone). He has got
up to 126C and is still going strong.
G5VQ (Westcliff) sends a list of the stuff
worked in the past few weeks ; too
numerous to mention, but bristling with
VK, W6 and 7, VE7 and 8, KL7 and ZS,
with quite a few rarer pieces. 'VQ uses
150 watts to push-pull PTI5's and a 1-V-2

receiver ; his aerial system comprises a

66 -ft. top and a 33 -ft. counterpoise-a
rare combination nowadays but one with
which we used to have a lot of fun.

GSZT (Plymouth) has been keeping the
28 mc flag flying, with VU2AV, 2BF and
2LR, VK5KG and 30P, ZEI JO, PKIMF
and OQ5BQ, all on 'phone. G4RX

(Barnet) has also been on 28 mc mostly
and says he hopes the autumn conditions
will induce some of the "fancy DX" to shift

G6WY is now VE3BWY of Toronto. Canada. Here he
is (on right) visiting W2NZH at Buffalo, N.Y., looking very well and much fatter than when we saw him last!

prevalent during August, and also has a
grouse about the commercials occupying
the LF end. Two of his three crystals fell

right in the middle of some racket or
other ! (We know how it feels, 'BCS ; we

to that band out of the QRM.

want to go right out with a teeny-weeny
bomb when we hear some of that dental -

a new QTH with a "curly" Windom and

drill stuff going.)

G3BDQ (Hastings) has just started up at

VS1AA tap, and seems to have been
working stacks of DX on it. G2BCX
London, E.18) is a devotee of the old
"W3EDP" aerial, on which, with his 25
watts, he has knocked up 22Z and 50C.
One 14 mc he uses the aerial (83 ft. long)
with a 7 ft. counterpoise. He says, "The

Spivs are a dead loss, and so's the DX
after they've messed it up."
G3BCS (Wednesbury) sends in an
impressive list of 14 mc DX, all done with

an 807 and 400 volts.

He says he has

proved a point which all the big DX -men

have already found out-that the aerial

is not just half the battle, but 90 per cent.
of it. And he would like to see more detail
given on aerial systems used, including

height above ground and method of
feeding. He comments on the trying

"short -skip" conditions that have been

G5OQ (Tunbridge Wells) has always

been a Windom enthusiast, and he now has
three of them up, all fed VS1AA-fashion.
With a maximum power of 50 watts he has
worked VU7BR, CR7AD CR4AA,
CR9AG, VS6AC, HH3L, KZ5AW,

VQ8AD, PKITC and loads of others (all
on 28 mc). G3TK (Leigh) uses two crystals (14072 and 14124) only, and has

worked up a very nice total of DX on
them. He reports the glad news that lots
of DX stations seem to listen as far as

40 kc off their own frequency nowadays !
'TK has worked all the Russian prefixes

except UF6 and UM8-has anyone ever

heard either of those ?
GM2UU (Stranraer) admits that he is a

'phone addict, and pleads for a separate

WAZ listing for 'phone only. As CQ does

this with its own list, we are doing the
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DX QTH'S
AIDIAB

EK1AS

EP2BU
ET3Z

HZ2HV

P.O. Box 293, Beyrouth,
Lebanon.
RCA Telecommunications, Tangier International Zone.
P.O. Box 7, Schiras, Persia.
Box 1636, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.
Box 14, Medina, Saudi Arabia,
or via ARRL.

I4LL

P.O. Box 83N, Cagliari, Sar-

MD1D
MD1 E

c/o Signals, RAF El Adem,
Cyrenaica, MEF 7.

dinia.

MDIF

V. H. Thomas, 2050
(Maur) Co., R.P.C., MELF.

MDSAK

Capt.

MD6DS

No. 6 Forces Broadcasting Unit,
Basra, British Forces in Iraq.

NY4ZQ

Navy 115, c/o F.P.O., N.Y.C.,

OX3GE

APO 859, c/o P.M., N.Y.C.,

PK2RK

Radio P.T.T., Solo, Java.
Box 637, Paramaribo, Surinam.

PZ10Y
SV1AH
SV1TA

TI2JE
UJIIAD
VP4TT
VK9BW

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Box 255, Athens, Greece.

59 Anakreontos Street, Kalli-

thea, Athens.
Box 454, San Jose, Costa Rica.
Box 88, Moscow.
73 AACS Group, APO 869, P.M
Miami, Fla., U.S.A.
W. Holland, Kokopo, via
Rabaul, New Guinea.

VQ2DH

D. C. Hilton, Box 93, Living-

V Q4KTH
VOSWCP

W. C. Puttick, P. & T. Dept.,

stone, N. Rhodesia.
Box 4013, Nairobi, Kenya.
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DX working. And, by the way, we shall
be glad to accept WAZ claims from overseas readers, signing any prefix except
W and K.
G2HLF (Heathfield, Sussex), who has

not long been operating on 14 mc, sends in

a list of such good things as VE6AO,
VE7AAD,

7G1,

7MH,

7VO,

must be running his country total up
nicely since the 7 mc days!
From Overseas
A letter from ZD2K (S. G. Kitchen, now

in this country) tells us that after he left
Nigeria another ZD2K, giving his QTH

as RAF Lagos, turned up. (We know-

we worked him !) The original ZD2K
accuses this second gentleman of being,
well, a pirate, but as the latter has since
changed his call to ZD2KC, we imagine
that all is well.
J4AAK/G4LV (Miho, Japan) says con-

ditions have not been good, and the

humid weather plus millions of mosquitoes
have not been conducive to DX but he

worked VK9BW (QTH in list), MX3BG
.
and KA6AB (Panay island). He also
sends a short list of G Calls Heard.

A most amusing letter from F3HIC.

(Louveciennes) asks what all this "WAZ"
business is about, and says, "We French
boys have been drinking too much water
lately, since we are expected to swallow the

crazy notion that the output of our old

vines has fallen to nil. So we have to turn

to Amateur Radio and without a list of

Kampala, Uganda.
Capt. L. K. Ayre, Engineer
Branch, GHQ, SEALF, GPO,
Singapore.
205 Sqdn., RAF Ceylon.
VS7DR
W6WCN/KG6 Naval Air Station, Kobler,
Navy 957, c/o Fleet P.O.,
VS1AQ

San Francisco. (Station on

XAMC

Saipan Island.)
Box 5485, Dallas,
(Station in Trieste.)

XZ2AG

64th Brigade Sigs., Maymyo,

same

Texas.

Burma.

from this

month.

So

please,

you DX 'phone operators, send in your
claims separately. This is the right place

to mention, by the way, that slight mis-

understandings with C(2 have been cleared

up, and that henceforth our own WAZ
listing will automatically appear in CQ's
WAZ Roll, beginning with their September issue. This will enable a direct

comparison to be made between G and W

7ZM,

KP4DV, FT4AN and lots more, which

Atirsern.
be quite brief about the rig here....
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An occasion in Sheffield. Reading from left to right. G3FA, G2MF, Dorothy Hall W2IXY, G2HQ. G4JW and ZC6MF

prefixes and Zones nothing can be done,
since the last time R.E.F. published any

was in 1789, and they have got a bit
obsolete." So, of course, we sent him a

28 mc opening up, and sends a little list
of Calls Heard. He receives both G's and
VK's at 0700 GMT, and can usually hear

Zone. Map !
VQ3WCP, late of Tanganyika, asks us

both ends of a QSO between them.
21 mc and All That

28160 kc at 1630 daily, and hopes to have a

shall have a 450 kc band at 21 mc one of
these days-and very nice, too. For
the present there's not much one can do
about it except try to squeeze a little more
third harmonic out of that 7 mc CO, and
ruminate on the subject of aerial systems.
We all know the polar diagrams of halfwave, full -wave and two -wave aerials by
heart, but how many are equally conversant with three half -waves ? A 67 -ft. top

to state that his call is now obsolete, and
he will shortly be on the air as VQSWCP
in Uganda (full QTH in list).
VQ2DH (QTH also in list) is up on
14028 kc at 1900 GMT every day, and
wants G's to look for him. He is also on

rotary 8JK firing before long. He will be
glad to act as a QSL Bureau for the VQ2
boys, as he is at the GPO there and has a
complete list of them !
G3BFV has by now arrived in Simonstown, South Africa, and hopes to have a
ZS1 call very shortly. We will publish it
when we know, because he is naturally
anxious to work G's as soon as he ean.
ZD4AM (Tafo, Gold Coast) is trying to

keep off his receiver so as to get his
transmitter built with the minimum of
delay, but we note that his excellent and

most useful list of G Calls Heard appears to
be as long as ever !- He will be on soon,

using his 220 -volt DC mains as power
supply.

VQ3ALT (Dodoma, Tanganyika) finds

There is no reason to doubt that we

will be quite a nice thing to have (provided

it runs in the right direction).
One thing we have decided upon-that
with a clean start on a new band like this
we must have a WAZ/Countries Worked
Marathon on 21 mc only, right from the

first day the new band is open. It should be
a big help in reducing the QRM on 14 mc,

if nothing else ! To the first scorer of the

century on 21 mc we bequeath our last 807

(the one with the loose base), complete
with full set of parasitics. As for the first to

WAZ on the new band-if it happens
before 1949 we just shan't believe him.
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What End In View ?

the more leisurely and friendly side of it the satisfaction of turning out a good job

A long and thoughtful letter from

in the workshop, the pleasure of a rag -

G8DV (Farnham) puts forward the sound

opinion that too much DX -chasing

The general theme of G8DV's
little homily is "Keep the competitive
chew.

is

rather pointless these days in view of the
relative ease of achieving results, compared with the pre-war days. 'DV says
"All that is required is (a) a moderately
efficient aerial, (b) 100-150 watts, (c) a
VFO, good, bad or indifferent, (d) a good
commercial receiver (no good DX -chaser

could ever spare the time off the air to

build one himself), and (e) patience, concentrating on the end in view, whatever
that may be."
Using all this, G8DV has knocked off
38Z and 102C in three months, so he concludes that the pastime is overrated and
gets us nowhere. He says that DX for its
own sake is not the best thing in the world

for our hobby, as we may tend to forget

spirit more for contests, where it belongs."
We agree that there is a danger of making

Amateur Radio one enormous competition, which would not be the best thing for

its future. DX is, of course, only one

aspect of the game, and many operators
whose callsigns never appear in any DX
list make just as big a contribution to the
art as anyone else. We still like a nice
cosy chat with a W6, or even a WI -or
even another G !
Nothing now remains except to give
next month's date, which is September 12,
first post. Please send those WAZ claims

on post -cards, and don't forget to make

separate 'phone claims if you are interested.

Until then, Good Hunting.

CALLS HEARD
Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given here, in

28 mc
VQ3ALT, Dodoma, Tanganyika.

G2FPP, 4IN, 4MT, 5RF, 6TD
6WN. (0700-0745 GMT.)

numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets under
appropriate headings, with calisign and address on each sheet.
GM3RL (44). GW3ZV (578), 8UH

14 mc
ZD4AM,

West

African

Cacao

Research Institute, Tafo, Gold
Coast Colony.

CW : EI6G (55). 70 (44). 9P (33).
G2ABC (566). 2ACZ (33). 2AKQ
(55), 2AYZ (44), 2BCX (46), 2BJF
(32), 2BUY (45), 2CBA (44), 2CCD
(55), 2CIW (44), 2CNN (44). 2DZT

(44), 2FDC (568). 2FDF (44). 2FK
(55), 2FPO (44). 2FSP (338), 2FSR
(44) 2FXQ (55). 2GK (33). 2HAX

(45). 2HLN (33). 2LU (57), 2MZ
(56), 2NS (558), 2SB (558). 2UA
(44). 2UT (568). 2YY (44). 3ABV
(44). 3ACC (55), 3AGR (338), 3ARE
(44). 3ATT (43). 3AUZ (44), 3AVK
(448), 3AWK (44). 3AZ (44), 3B01

(566). (July 1 -July 30. RS in
brackets. T9 unless otherwise stated.
Receiver : 0-V-1.)

J4AAK, B.C. Air Station, Mibo,
B.C.O.F., Japan

G2BOZ, 3BI. 41-U, 4IF, 5VB, 5VQ,

6GN, 8GP, 8JJ, 8KU, GW3ZV
GM6IS.

G6ZO in Ankara, Turkey.

G2AAU. 2AHP, 2CHI,

2CIX,
2CIW, 2CJH, 2CNN, 2DH, 2DHR,

2DU, 2FDC, 2FK, 2FMC, 2FXQ,
211NC, 2HNO, 2HPE, 2IM, 2KG,
2KU, 2LU, 20C, 20S. 2PL, 200.
2S0. 2TT, 2UV, 2VK, 2YY, 3ABH.

(33), 3BQ (568), 3BU (33). 3CDG
(55), 3FM (44). 3FS (44), 3GF (55),

3ADP. 3AGN, 3AM0, 3ATK,
3ATM, 3AZ, 3AZE, 3131. 3BIN,
3CFN, 3DM, 3FM, 3GY, 3KP,

3VN (33), 3XD (33). 3YC (34). 3YF
(34). 3YT (44), 4FB (33). 4IC (558).

5CV. 5DQ, 5DV, 5FN, 5JU, 5L1.
SLY. 5NL, 50B. 500. 5RK, 5UX,

5HH (558). 51P (33), 5JU (55). 500
(45), 5RS (55), 5RZ (44). 5V0(557),
5VU (44). 5WM (448). 5XW (56).

8FC. 8FW. 811, 8JR, 8KG, 8KP,
8MZ, 8PP, 80Y. 8RF, 8RC. 8RL,

3GX (44). 33W (55). 3LB (448).
3NW (558), 3SN (54). 3SR (44),

3MZ, 3QQ, 3QV, 35R. 3WS, 3YH.
4CP, 4DH, 4FN, 4IC, 4MU, 5BZ,

4MU (568), 5B3 (558). 5BZ (57).

5XW. 5YV, 6BB, 6GN, 6NV, 6TC,
6UT, 6V0, 6XT, 8AX, 8BM, 8DD,

650 (55), 6CJ (44). 6GM (558).

8UK, 8VV, GD2FRV. GI5HU,

(557). 6RC (55), 6TT (56), 6UP (448).

8 and 9.)

6GN (57), 6IC (558), 6KP (45), 60Y

6UT (55), 6W0 (56), 6XX (558).

6ZA (55), 6ZQ (44), 8AL (55), 8DD
(44), 8FC (57), 8FL (44), 8G0 (448),

8JJ (55), 8JR (44), 8NF (567), 8PP
(44). 8RC (447), 8TR (448), 8TV
(568). 8VV (55). GI5UR (44),
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GM2LQ, 20Y. GW8UH. (July 7.

7 mc

FIVE METRES
SWL, Arundel, Knighcott, Banwell

Somerset.
F3HL, G2AAW, 21)WI, 2ZG, 3AST.

3AWP, 3BM, 3HW/P, 3KX, 3YH,
4LU, 5BY, 5JU, 6BW, 6LQ, 6T0,

8QX/P, 8TU, GW3VL, 4FW,
HB9CD, 11 DA. 1IRA.
(Rx :
R.1147Bmodified. Aerial: Rotatable
5 -metre Windom.)

HB9BZ,
Uster,
Switzerland.

Nr.

Zurich,

Worked : G2BMZ, 3ABA, 3YH,
5BY, 6LK, GM6WL, GW2AVV,
60K, SM5AL SFS. 5S1. ZB1E.

Heard: F8YZ, FA8IH, G2AK.

2WS, 2XC, 2YL, 3DA, 3IS, 4LU,
5CP, 05L3, 5MA, 5MQ, 503, 5ZT,

6XM, GM8AH, 8MJ, OZ7XU,

SM5GQ, SPE. ZB1AB,
(Period July 16 -August 6.)

1AC.

G3WW, North House, Wimblington,

Nr. March, Cambs.
Worked : G3BK, 3BXE, 5BD, 5IG,
5MA, 6DH.
Heard : G2FKZ. 2M V, 2NH, 2XS,
MAT. 4IG. 4LU, 5BS, SWF, 6VX.
6XM, 6YS, 6YU, 8QM, 8QX. 8UZ.
G6MN, Castlemount,
Notts.

Worksop,

Worked: F8MG, 9BG, G2XC.

5BY, 5 VM, 6BX, 6LC, 830, HB9CD,

G6OZ in Ankara, Turkey.

I1IRA.

G3ABN, 3ACI, 3BTA, 3BUE, 613K.
(July 7.)

Heard : HB9BZ, ON4IF.
26 -August 14.)

(July
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With no less than twenty-one new
has now passed the 50 -mark on total

ably improved, in terms of mere numbers,

members registered this month, the F.O.C.

by relaxing the high standard which the

active membership to date, in a period of
nine months since the rebirth of the Club
in November of last year.
Though this is a most gratifying indica-

for the sake of numbers. On the other
hand, transmitters of any age, either sex

F.O.C. sets. But it never was the intention
to encourage a large membership simply

tion of the real interest there is in the ideals

and irrespective of callsign status are very
welcome as new members if they can meet
these standards.

good and considerate operating and a code
of behaviour on the air as prerequisites of
membership -it is still barely one per cent.

Open Contest
With reference to the open contest

and standards of the Club -demanding

of the total of transmitting licences now
issued in this country.
No doubt this figure could be consider-

announced in the August issue of the
Magazine, it should be noted that the
three sections score separately and will be

F8SN, 9BG, DAY, IDA, IXW,

G2BRR, 10 HllIcrest Road. South
Woodford, London, E.18.
F3HL, 3HN, 8NW, 851, 8ZF, 9BG,

rotary.)

2QY, 3BTC, 3BWS, 3CO/A, 3ID,
3PW, 4DN, 4ID, SPY, 5RD, 5RP.
6DH, 6LK, 6LX, 6NF, 6VX, 8SK,

SWL, 122 St. Andrew's Road,
Coulsdon, Surrey.

OK3ID, 4IDT, ZBIAC, 1E, ZB2A.
(Period July 22 -August 16. Rx
Aerial : 4 -El.
Modified HRO.

G3BW. 53 Hill Top Road, Arrow-

thwaite, Wbitehaven, Cumbs.
Worked t F3HL, 8CT, 8MG, 9BG,

G3Dak, 3BY, 3TN/P, 4BI (160),
5MZ. 5TH, 6LC, 6SQ, GM3BDA,
30L, GW5YB, HB9C13, I1IRA,
PAOHA.

F3DN, 9FT, G2BXL,
5BD (559), 5MQ, 6TL, 6MN/A
(559). 6VX (339). DAY, 1MAS.

Heard

(Distances
brackets.)

or RST of GDX in

8SM, 8NV, Il DA, ON4ZA, SM5IH,
SGQ. (Reception only, period July
26 -August 2. Receiver : S.20R with
converter.)

G3ABA, 41 Manor Road. Rugby.
Warks.

F3HL, 8SN, 8XT, 9BG, G2AIH,
2AJ, 2AK, 2ATK, 2BJY, 2BKZ,

210, 2MR. 2MV, 2NI-1, 201, 2RI,
2XC, 3APY, 3BJQ, 3BXE, 3DA,
315, 3PD, 3WD, 3ZK, 4B1, 4IG.
4LU, 5BD, 5BY, 5JU, 5LJ, 5MA,
5MQ, SWF'. 6CW, 6DH, 6GF, 6HY,

Wen. Ardmillan
Lane, Oswestry, Salop.

G2ADZ.

G2AJ, 2KF, 2MN, 2MR, 2NH,

Lloft

F3HL, 8CT, 8SN, 87(B, 9BG, 9B171,

HB9BZ, 9CD, 9CE, 11AS, lAY,
1DB, lER, LIRA, IJG, 1MH, IXJ,
IXW, OK1RY, 3ID, 31T, 4IDT,

ZB2A.
Over 50 miles : G2ATK, 2BJY, 210,

2R1. 3BY, 3PZ, 4BI, 5BK. 5BM,
5IQ, 5JU. 5LJ, 5VM, 5XV, 6MN/A,

60S, 6YU, 8QX, 8WL.
Over 150 miles : G2MR, 2NH,

2XC, 3AAT, 3BXE, 4AP, 4DN,
4IG. 5BY, SPY, 5RP, 5WP, 6DH.
6F0, 6LK, 6NB, 6NF. 60H, 6VX.
67(M, 8LY, 8NV, 8SM. (Reception
only, period July 26 -August 13.
Receiver : 0-V-1.)

G2KF, Havencroft, Eden Bridge.
Kent.

6VD, 6VX, 6XM, 6YU, 8JV, 80X.

8QY, 8SM, 8UZ, 8VN, 8WL,
HB9BZ, DAY, IDA, 1JG, 1MH,
1PP, 1XW. (Heard or worked
during month.)

G3YH, 24 Hall Street. Bristol. 3.
Worked : F9BG, G2KF, 2NH, 2.7(C,

3AAIC, 4AP, 5BM, 5MA, 5XV,
6LK, 60H, 6VX, 6XM, HB9BZ,
9CD. 9CE, I1DA, OZ7G, ZB2A.
Heard : F3DN, 3HL, 8SN, 913G.
G2ZG, 3BXE, 5BY, 5MP, 5VM,

6D11, 6NB, HB9C13, DAY, 1BR.
IRA. 1MAS, 17(A. I XM. 1XW,
OK3IT. (Period July 22 -August 7).
SWL, 6 GuIldhtll Road. Southbouroe,

Bournemouth. Hants.
CW : G2AJ, 2BMZ, 2KF, 2MR.
2MV, 2NH, 2QT. 2QY, 2WS, 2XC,

3BXE, 3YH, 4DN, 4DW, 4IG,

Worked F82F, G2AJ, 2BMZ
2F KZ, 2FZ12., 2QT, 2QY, 3BTC,
3BWS, 3BXE, 3Y1-1, 5JU, 5MQ

4MR, 5BY, 5MQ, 50J, 5PY, 5VM,
5WP. 5XB, 6DH, 6LK, 60H, 6RB,
6VX, 6XM, 8GX, 81(Z, 8SM, 8TS,

5RP, 5WP, 6D11, 6JJ, ON4IF.
Heard: F3HL, 31B, G8 WL, I1XW
ZB1A. (Month ending August 18.)

Phone : G2BMZ, 5MA. 6YU,
OK41DT (All July 23).
G2AJ,

8UZ, 8WL. (All July 23 -August 15.)

2BMZ, 2NH, 4KD, 50J, SPY,

5RD, 5WP, 8NV, 8QX (All July 24 August 4). G5BY, SM5FS. 5GQ

(All August 6). G2BMZ, 4J0, 50J,

6LK, 8TS, 8KZ ,(All August 7).
HB9CD (August 8). G2A1C, 213MZ,

2CUA, 2HN, 3AAT, 4J0. 5MA,
50J, 5VM, 6LK, 6VX, 6XM,
8KZ, 8TS (August 9-15). Receiver :

Byworth,
G8TS,
Stoneyland,
Crandell Lane, Farnham, Surrey.

Worked : G2LC, 2NH/P, 2QY,
2XC, 3APY/P, 3BTC, 3CRO/P,
4AP/P, 4LU, 4MR, 4NT/P, 5IG/P,
50J, 5PY/P, 5RP/P, 6CW/P, 6LK,
6NB/P, 60H/P, 8GX, 8NV/P,
8SM/P.

Heard : G2AK/P, 2IQ, 5JU/P,

5MQ. 8SK/P. (All when operating
G8TS/P on July 20.)
Worked : F8NW, 8ZF, 9BG,

G2BMZ, 2KF, 2QT. 3BLP, 4AP,

5BY, 5MR, 5VB, 6DH. 6JJ, DAY.
Heard : F3IR, 300, 8XP, FA8BG.
G2AK, 4LUIC, 5BM, 60T, ON4IF,
ZBIAB, 1E. (Fixed working July
24 -August 16.)

G4LU, Avalon, Pant. Nr. Oswestry,
Shropshire.

Worked: F3HL, G2AK/P, 2ATK,
2ATK/P, 2BJY, 2CUA/P, 2MR,

2NH, 2NH/P, 2NV, 201,

2R1,

3ABA, 3AHX, 3APY/P, 3BXE,
3DA, 3NR, 3PZ/P, 3ZK, 3IS. 4AP,

4AP/P, 4BI, 4NT/P, 5AS, 5BK,
5BM, 5BY, 51G/P, 5LJ, 5MA.
5MA/P, 5RP, 5RP/P, 6CW/P, 6HY,
6LK, 6MN/A, 6TL, 6VX, 67(M,
8DM, 8GX. 8JV, 8KL, 8LY,
8QM/A, 8QS, 8QX, 8QX/P. 8RS,
8TS/P, 8UZ, 8WL, 8WV, HB9CD,
OK3ID, 3IT, 4IDT.
Heard: G2AJ, 2BKZ, 2NN, 3AAT,

3MY/P, 5BD, 6DH, 6F0, 6GF,
6NB/P, 60S, 6Y0, 8KZ, 8SM/P,
I1BR, 1IRA, 1JG, ZB2A.
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judged individually as sections, in each of
which prizes will be awarded.
Letter Budget
With the big increase in membership,
plans have had to be made to sub -divide
the monthly L/B on a group basis, so as to
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work break-in on at least two amateur

bands is a condition of membership, and
what was the annual subscription of 3s.
has become an entry fee of that amount,
since it is not proposed to levy any fixed
annual subscription (Rules 3b and 8 refer).

ensure circulation within a reasonable

Election Notice

Club Periods

Club, the following have been elected to
active membership of the F.O.C. :

By vote of the membership, these are
now on Wednesdays 2000-2200 and on

J. Lees, G2I0 (Sherwood. Notts.) ; R. Mitchell,
G5LH (Horbury. Yorks.) ; J. P. Hawker, G3VA

time. All letters for the Budget should be
in to G5JP by the 15th of each month.

In accordance with the Rules of the

Sundays 1200-1330, clock time. The Club
wave remains the 3500-3635 kc section of
the 80 -metre band, and during these
periods all members sign "FOC" after the
call. Club periods are not only meetings,

(Minehead, Som.) ; J. F. Moseley. G2CIW (Brentwood,
Essex) ; H. F. Briggs, G4GF (Norwich) ; J. Davis.

members to make contact with the F.O.C.
over the air.
Will all concerned please note, however,
that there will be no meeting on Sunday
September 21 nor on Wednesday
September 24 in order to avoid unnecessary
interference with a contest which will be
taking place at those times.
There have been two slight alterations

OZ7T (Hellerup. Denmark) ; J. Gouck, GM3NH
(Dundee) : H. Nicholas, G3BQB (Dudley, Worcs.) ;

but are intended to enable prospective

to the Club rules (obtainable on request
from the Honorary Secretary) Ability to

G5XY (Havant, Hants.) ; P. C. Scheller, OZ4FT
(Gentofte. Denmark)
W. H. Maycock, G5SK
(Coventry) ; P. W. Gammon, G3VB (Haslemere) ;
Mrs. M. Mills, G3ACC (East Dulwich) J. D. Kaye,
G3AAB (Bournemouth) ; A. L. Clare. G6AX

(Rochdale) ; R. F. Weston, G6PZ (Cranwell, Lincs.) ;
T. F. Higgins, GUI (Birmingham) ; S. H. Hasselbalch,

E. G. Houldsworth. G6NM (Wilmslow, Ches.) ; H. C.
Spencer, G6NA (Guildford) ; R. Ramsey. G3ARM
(Guildford) and T. C. R. Littlemore, GSAX (Dereham,
Norfolk).

Applications for membership and all

correspondence regarding

the

F.O.C.

should be addressed to the Honorary

Secretary, Capt. A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC,
89 West Street, Farnham, Surrey. (Tel. ;
Farnham Surrey 6067).

CARDS IN THE BOX

If your call appears in the following
list, it is because we have not got your
full address. We want it for there are

cards waiting for you in our QSL

Bureau.

Please send a stamped
addressed envelope of a suitable size,

with your name and callsign, to
BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1. The cards
will

be forwarded on the next G

clearance.

HB's WAC'd

We see from USKA's journal Old Man
that 46 HB's have made WAC on CW and
9 have achieved it on 'phone. In the main,

the HB's do not use high power and the
cost of equipment in Switzerland is very
high.

BEAM AERIAL COMPONENTS

It is now possible to obtain, in the range

G2ADL, 2AFM, 2AQN, 2AXA,

of "Q5R9" products, all the materials

2FZK, 2GBZ, 2HIL, 3AAP, 3ABN,

58 mc rotary beams. These include not
only elements and frames in various

2AYZ, 2BTU, 2CFK, 2CWW, 2DHM,

3ACY, 3AGF, 3AGG, 3AKO, 3ALK,
3AMH, 3AMO, 3AMW, 3ANX, 3APP,

3ASX, 3ATZ, 3AUP, 3AUR, 3AWK,
3AXT, 3AZP, 3BAN, 3BBY, 3BBZ,
3BCU, 3BET, 3BGN, 3BHS, 3BHW,

3BIP, 3BUR, 3BUU, 3BVL,
3BYF, 3CAJ, 3CAV, 3CBA, 3CDQ,
3131E,

3JV, 3LM, 3TP, 3YV, 4BI, 4DH,
4DP, 4FG, 5JL, 5MN, 5NB, 5WL, 6FJ,
6GA, 6HK, 611, 60Y, 6S1, 8DG, 8FC,
8SS,

3JP, 6FB, GM2FQG, 3ALZ,

3BGA, 3BQO, 4AA, 8MA, GW2ANT,
3ALV, 3AZQ, 3BHA, 3BYZ, 5BX.

required for the construction of 14, 28 and

materials, but also rotating mechanisms,
remote indicators, and masts, fittings and
all the associated ironmongery.
Write Messrs. Emdo, Ltd., Ace Works,
Moor Lane, Staines, Middlesex.
GOING UHF

We see from current American publica-

tions that their war disposal advertisers
are now offering the 3J31 magnetron for
the equivalent of £5. This is the 1 -cm.
job, for frequencies around 30,000 mc.
How have the mighty fallen !
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The Radio Exhibition

The, first post-war Radio Show takes

place at Olympia, London, during the
period October 1-11. As befits the advances

in the art and the new dignity accorded to
radio as a potent factor in winning the war,
the 1947 Exhibition will be much more than
a display of broadcast receivers. The Show

is also to cover transmitting and studio

equipment for broadcasting and television,

communications apparatus, the components trade, radar and navigational aid

equipment, and electronic applications to
industrial processes.
In a sense, therefore, Radiolympia
reverts to the more interesting and useful
type of exhibition of the mid -1920's, when
the show was always well worth a visit of
several days. By the late 1930's, however,
it had degenerated into a mere display of
standardised BC receivers in not -very tasteful "cabinets", with practically
nothing to interest the technician. But we
may look forward to something of much
greater worth this year.
For the first time, Radiolympia is
sponsored by the Radio Industry Council,

which co-ordinates the activities of the

four manufacturing organisations-the
British Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association (BREMA), Radio Communication and Electronic Engineering Association (RCEEA), British Radio Valve
Manufacturers' Association (BRVMA)
and the Radio Component Manufacturers

Federation (RC MF) - representing

between them 170 firms, or 95 per cent. of
the whole British radio industry.

With the object of attracting overseas
interest in the Exhibition and stimulating
export sales, the RIC is issuing to overseas

buyers a well -produced booklet called
"British Radio for the World."
Comment on some of the products at

Radiolympia of interest in the short-wave
field will appear in forthcoming issues of
the Short Wave Magazine.

Zone Map Reprint

The first printing of our Zone Map

having unexpectedly become exhausted
before the new DX season has got fairly

under way, a reprint has been put in hand,
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and copies will be available very shortly.
It is without doubt essential to everyone
interested in rpc operation.

The Zone areas are delineated in red,
and the Zone List complete is printed

down the sides of the Map. It also gives
magnetic (beam) bearing, distance and
time in GMT of every part of the world
relative to London-which, for this purpose, can be regarded as applicable to the
British Isles. A reproduction of the Map
appeared in our issue of May last.
The Short Wave Magazine Great Circle
In two colours, size 21 -in. by
35 -in., on heavy paper for wall mounting,
Zone Map :

price 3s. 9d. post free. Order from the
Circulation Manager, The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd.,
London, S.W.1.
invited.

Victoria Street,
Trade enquiries are
49

New QTH's

As during the last few months the

number of readers requiring publication of

a new callsign or a change of address in
our "New QTH" feature has been rather
larger than could be carried in the space
available, we are printing a two -page list
(approximately 120 QTH's) in the current
issue in order to clear off the arrears. In
general, however, only one page can be
allotted for this service, and readers may
be assured that all insertions are made in
strict rotation.
Crystal Exchange
This month's offers are :

G3ADS, Barr Cottage, Runfold, Farnham. Surrey
Has 7214 kc crystal for one anywhere in 1.7 me
band.
G3BICU, 19 Bernard Avenue, London, W.13.
Has 3519 kc in standard holder. Wants 7010 kc.
or anywhere 7030-7050 kc.
G3BNI, 9 Morden Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Has 1733 kc with holder. Wants 7060 kc or near
in holder.

Month with the Clubs

Due to heavy pressure on space and

there being less than twenty Club reports
this time, it has been decided to hold them
over. Will secretaries please note that the
closing date for October is September 12
and for November it is October 15.
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NEW QTH's
This space Is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new callsigns, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are automatically included in the quarterly issue of the Call
Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.
G3AZY

R. Cornish, Garth Cottage, Combwich,

G2AUM

J. A. Rouse (ex-VU2AD), 3 Betchworth
Avenue, Earley, Reading, Berks.
A. G. Beckett, 13 Central Road,
Arrowthwaite, Whitehaven, Cumberland. (Tel.: Whitehaven 712.)

G3BAB

F/L A. S. D. Burke, Officers' Mess, HQ

G2BBP
G2BCB

P. Elms, 23 Bearton Green, Hitchin, Herts.
E. A. L. Barran,. 26 Capel Road,
Colchester, Essex.

GW3BAZ

J. Evans, 5 Llantarnam Road, Gabalfa,

G3BCI

31a Christchurch Road, Bournemouth,

G2BYF

W. H. Fox, 76 Broadway, Sheerness,

G3BCP

L. S. Dixon,

G2AHL

G2CKK

Kent.
P. King, 4 Broadmead Road, Folkestone,
Kent.

GW2CUT

L. Carter, 13 Letchworth Road, Ebbw

G2DFX

T. J. Evan s, 5 North Parade Terrace,

G2DLX

A. J.

G2DOM

Vale, Mon.

Monmouth.

Mitchell, 167 Southbury Road,
Enfield, Middx.
W. Holland, 10 Raphael Avenue, Tilbury.
Essex.

G3BDQ

G3BFZ

Bridgwater, Somerset.

46 Group, RAF, Bushey Hall, Watford,
Herts.
Cardiff, S. Wales.
Hants.

18

Silver Birch Road,

Erdington, Birmingham 24.
J. D. Heys, c/o G3BRD, 35 Church Road,
St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex.
Willesden Radio Club, 51 Dudden Hill
Lane, Willesden, London, N.W.10.

G3BHD

R. H. Whitley, 100 Fulbridge Road,

G3BIA

J.

G3BIN

Sgt. A. Bosten, No. 10 W.T.S.. Royal

Peterborough, Northants.
H. Lord, 377 Chertsey
Twickenham, Middx.

Road.

Garais Heu, Woodhouse,
Loughborough, Leics.
Signals,

GM2DRD

J. J. Thompson, Jeanfield, Dundee Road,
Forfar, Angus.

G2DTD

L. W. Lamb, 93 Wymondley Road,

G3BIO

J. E. Anderson, 11 Congreve Terrace,
Aycliffe, Darlington, Co. Durham.

G2HBS

E. M. Shepherd,

G3BLG

E.

G2HCO
G2HGI

W. J. Paterson, 43 Roundwood Road'

G3BLW/A
G3BMW

F. H. Gilbert, 17 Sybil Road, Leicester.
A. A. Griffard, West Mill Kennels, West
Mill, Ware, Herts.

G3BNB

N. E. Barker, Holmlea, 118 Hawley Road,
Cove, Farnborough, Hants.
Ashton-under-Lyne and District Amateur
Radio
Society,
Astral
House,

Hitchin, Herts.

5 Cleveland Road,
Ealing, London, W.13.
E. Shields, Renishaw, Sheffield,

G2HKW

Ipswich, Suffolk.
R. Uphill, 6 Elmhurst. Bedonwell Road,
Belvedere, Kent.

G2OK

E. A. C. Jones, 6 Gatcombe Road,

G2XS

G3AAQ

Tufnell Park, London, N.19.
H. W. Sadler, Burnham House, Nelson
Street, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
S. L. Jacobs, 6 Blakebrook, Kidderminster, Worcs. (Tel. : Kidderminster
2033.)

G3AAZ

GM3AJZ
G3AKW

G3ALF
G3ANW

Capt. G. G.

Gibbs, Garthland,
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Codicote Road, Welwyn, Herts.
N. McKeclufie, 4 South Union Street.
Cupar, Fife.
H. J. Hurst, 8 Carnsdale Road, Moreton,
Wirral, Cheshire.

R. J. S. Scotto, OmbersleY, Barming
Woods, Maidstone, Kent. (Tel.:
Barming 86278).
C. Paxton, 112 Riverside Drive, Mitcham,
Surrey.

G3BND

J. Chatfield, Woodland Lodge,
Worcester Road, Great Malvern,
Worcs.

G3BNQ

Thompson Cross, Stalybridge, Ches.
A. Whitelock, No. 8 Railway Cottages,
Alne, York.
N. L. Carpenter, 19 Chelworth Close.

G3BNY

W.

G3BNM

G3BPR

Moredon, Swindon, Wilts.
T. Horn, 186 Darley Avenue,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester 21.
H. J. Virgo (ex-VO4HJV), 94 Mangrove
Green, Luton, Beds.
J. C. Devlin. 7 Chiltern Road, Wendover

G3BUK

W. J.

GI3BVB

D. R. J. Adair. Cosy Lodge, Cultnore

G3BPL

Bucks.

Kelsey,

15 Elm Grove Road,

Littlehampton, Sussex.

Road, Londonderry, N.I.

Little Diamond

G3APY

. Spragg, Wendover, Frederick Avenue
Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts.

GI3BVR

T. B. Crosson,

G3ARD

F. V. Bellamy, 60 Wygate Road, Spalding,
Lincs.
H. Buckett (ex-VQ4HJB), Radio Service,

G 3BVX

M. H. Pilkington, Firwood, Woodhill
Road, Portishead, Som.
Capt. A. L. Fayerman, Hestercombe
The Ridgeway, Tonbridge, Kent.
Capt. A. L. Fayerman, Royal Signals
HQ Mess, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

G3ARL

G3AYM
G3AYY

Queen Bower, Sandown, I.O.W.
G. Reily, Myrescroft, Princess Road,
Bournemouth West, Hants.
L. Fletcher, 36 Scholes Lane. Prestwich,
Lancs. (Tel.: Preston 1297.)

G3BWX
G3BWXIA

GI3BXG

15

Londonderry, N.I.

A. C. Deeny, Clarendon Street, Londonderry. N.I.
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G3BXS

A. G. Stacey, Green Lodge, Ridge Way.
High Wycombe, Bucks.

G3BYP

G. W. Arnold. 24 Walsall Road, West

G3BYV

Lt. J. Crerar, Blair Park, Crown Road.
Sittingbourne, Kent. (Tel. : Sitting -

Bromwich. Staffs.

G3BZC

bourne 16.)
J. Bradshaw, 5 Elton Avenue. Manchester
19.

G3CAO
G3CAZ

G3CBH

G. S. Powell, Gaywood, 137 Trelowarren
Street, Camborne, Cornwall.
J. J. Springate, 130 Grange Road,
Gillingham. Kent.

B. Horton, Prescott, Haven Avenue,
Bridgend, Stonehouse. Glos. (Tel.:

G3RZ

Dr. T. A. Appleby, 8 Clifton Crescent,

G3RZ/A

Lt. T. A. Appleby, R.A.M.C., Military
Hospital. Liverpool Road. Chester

GW3VL

P.

G3WH/A
GW3ZV
G4FC
G4GN

Stonehouse 220.)

Wheatley

Hills, Doncaster, Yorks.
(Tel. : Doncaster 4877.)

(Tel. : Chester 1142.)
R. Jenkins. 100a Manor Way,
Whitchurch, Cardiff.
Capt. J. P. Edwards, R/Sigs., War Office
Buildings, Droitwich Spa, Worcs.
J. Banner, M.B.E., Cartref, Neath Road.
Hirwaun, Near Aberdare, South Wales.
F. Clarke, 646 Hanworth Road,
Hounslow, Middx.

W. Fletcher Cooper, M.I.E.E., Ravenswood, Weston Road, Gloucester.
E. Roberts, 73
Merseyton Road,
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.

G3CCZ

E. L. Devereux, Wireless Wing, Barford
Camp, Barnard Castle, Co. Durham.

G4OR

GI3CDF

L. M. Lyske, 63 Church Street, Portadown,

G4PO

Rev.

G3CDG

D.

G4QK

J.

G3CDK

H. Bearcroft, Buxton Cottage,
Lingtield, Surrey.
R. I. Clews, 1 Hurstcourt Road, Sutton.

G3CEG

B. King, 5 Byron Road,

G3CEI

C.

Co. Armagh, N.I.

Surrey.

Cheltenham, Glos.

St. Marks,

W. Brown, 25 Belltrees
Streatham, London. S.W.16.

Grove,

G3CEM

N. F.

GW3CEN

South Shields 1266.)
R. S. Craig (ex-VU2AP), 91 New Road,
Llanelly,
Carmarthenshire,
South
Wales. (Tel. : Llanelly 848.)

G3CFJ

A. Munton, 15 Hillcrest Road. Yeovil,

J. Schembri, 43 Laygate Lane,
South Shields, Co. Durham. (Tel.:

Som.

G3CFK

P. Harrison, 63 Southdown Road, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk.

G3CFW

N. Burton, 81 Harlington Road West,
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T. G. Geddes, The Vicarage,
Mattishall, Dereham, Norfolk.

B. Roscoe. 39 Manor Way, South

Croydon, Surrey.
5323.)

(Tel.: CROydon

G5CU/P

W. Crook, 31
Sefton Road,
Addiscombe, Croydon, Surrey.
J. Cuthebrtson, Box 68, GPO. Warrington,

GSHS

P. G. Hesten, 19 Southern Road, Theme.

G5MF

F.

GSQK

M. Geddes, The Chalet, Woodside, Leigh on -Sea, Essex.

G5QP

J. V. Parsons, 24 Upper Holland Road,
Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham.
B. M. Scudamore, The Plot, 52 Manton
Drive, Luton, Beds, (Tel.: Luton

G5BT

C.

Lancs.

G6BS

Oxon.
A. King,

Edzell,

Eastwood. Essex.

Tudor Road,

3804.)

G6DV

C. Noke, 33 Mill Lane, Ashton-under-

G3CFZ

Feltham, Middx.
F/O R. Aird, 166 Mill Lane. Newcastle -

G6HL

Lyne, Lancs.
S/L I. E. Hill, Woodminto, Shepperton,

G3CGB

R. H. Eaton -Williams, B.Sc., 95 Green -

G6JJ

W. N. Craig, Red Roofs, 34 Blossom

GI3CGO

A. Whyte, Bellspark, Urney, Strabane.
Co. Tyrone, N.I.
H. S. Sayer, 35 Marlborough Gardens,
Whetstone, London, N.20.
F. W. Tyler, 94 Alexandra Avenue,

G6OM

I.

G6SQ

J. W. Nuttall, 76 Longacre, Southport,

G6SY

Mersham,
Ashford, Kent.
Lynton House, Black Halve Lane,
Wednesfield, Wolverhampton.
T. F. Rendall, 2 Kings Avenue, Seaburn,
Sunderland, Co. Durham.
J. W. Kyle. 199 Wilton Street, Glasgow
N.W.
22 Arundel Road, Kingston -on -Thames,
Surrey.
Miss Constance Hall,
Restawhile,
Clanwilliam Road, Lee -on -the -Solent.
Hants.

on -Tyne 4.

croft Gardens, Hampstead, London.
N.W.6.

G3CGP
G3CGQ
G3CGY

G3CIF

G3CIH

G3CJ
G3DI
G3FN

Luton, Beds.

B. H. Gay, 22 Claremont Road, St.

Margarets, East Twickenham, Middx.
J. F. Rogers, West View, 35 Oak Road,
Caterham, Surrey.
J. Osborne (ex-L12B0), 46 Howard Road,
Braintree, Essex.

E. H. Jones, 37 Canterbury Road, Farnborough, Hants.
R. C. Fishlock, 51-53 Albert Street,

Rugby.
A. H. B. Cross, Fourways, 490 Richmond

030Y

Road, Sheffield. 9.
31 School Street, Moldgreen, Huddersfield, Yorks.

G3PZ

R. R. Waite, 254 Cheltenham Road.
Gloucester.

Middx. (Tel. : Walton -on -Thames 559.)

G6TC

G6TR

GM6WL
G8LX

G8LY

Way. Hillingdon, Middx.
D. Auchterlonie, 4 Stand Close,
Ringley Road, Whitefield. Manchester.

Lancs.
J. F. Stanley, The Frith,

08SW

R. R. Rogers, 122 Hawley Road, Cove,
Farnborough, Hants.
R. S. Hennig, 7 Francis Road, Pinner,

G8WS

F. E. Stallworthy, 8 Beechwood Road,

G8RR

Middx.

Sanderstead, Surrey.
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FIVE METRES
By A. J. DEVON
BY and large, it has been another very
successful month, with plenty of
EDX and GDX for the regular opera-

tors and many new contacts made. The
level of interest and activity, both in this
country and abroad, now stands higher

than ever before in the history of five

metres.

In Europe, this happy state of affairswhich augurs so well for the future development of amateur VHF operation on
still higher frequencies-is directly attri-

butable to those pioneering G's whose
own results (in every case the reward of
patience and hard work) have stimulated
and maintained that interest. There can
be no doubt that without the present regu-

lar operation of so many British stations
there would be very little European
activity, and so the opportunities for

proving the potentialities of 58 me would
have been few and far between, as was the
case in pre-war days.
It is also true, of course, that we are now
approaching the peak of conditions so far
as the expected incidence of sporadic -E
in the 11 -year sunspot cycle is concerned,
i.e., next year may be even better than this,
whereas before the war the spor-E

openings were not so frequent-or were

they ? Anyway, in those days we had not
got the necessary European co-operation

to find out.
Taking the country as a whole, the best

Conditions Hold Up Well
The Relay Contest
European Summary
Activity Reports
will become fewer and of shorter duration

at the autumn comes on.
GDX Conditions

As regards the incidence of ducting, the
long period of warm, settled weather made
GDX and near -European working possible
almost every evening, with best conditions

obtaining after midnight and in the early
hours of the morning-but here again the
level of activity at such times becomes a
factor ! Nevertheless, several operators
have found the early mornings extremely

good and while this weather lasts a session

round about 7.0-8.0 a.m. is well worth

trying.
Best days for GDX were July 22, 23, 25,
27, August 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17

18, 19 and 20, with the latter dates out FIVE -METRE

COUNTRIES WORKED LIST
Starting Figure, 3
Worked

Station

12

GSBY (F. FA, G, GW, HB, I,

11

G6LK (F. FA. G. GW, HB, I,
OK, ON, PA. SM, ZB1)
G6XM (F. FA, G, GW, HB, I,
OK, ON, PA. SM, ZB2)
G2XC (F. FA. G. HB, I. ON.

OK, OZ, PA, SM, ZB1, ZB2)

10

dates for spor-E this month have been

OK, PA, ZB1, ZB2)

GSBD (F. FA. G, GW, I. OK,
ON, PA. SM. ZB2)

July 23, 25, 26, 27, August 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 and
15 ;

as indicated in the Summary of

European Activity herewith, July 26 and

August 3 were the best days in terms of the
number of contacts made. But these were
both week -end dates, and therefore it
would be unwise to assume that the open-

ings on other days would not have given
results as good. The degree of activity at
any given period is obviously a vital factor ; though the average activity index
must be much higher this year than in any

previous one, the peaks of activity are

necessarily outside normal working hours,
since most of us have to work for a living
and get some sleep occasionally.
In general, spor-E openings occurred for
irregular periods at any time between noon
and sundown. It can be expected that they

SEPTEMBER 1947

9

G2NH (F. FA, G, GW. HB.

OK, ON, PA, ZB1)
GSMA (F, FA, G, GW, HB, I,
OK, ON, PA)
8

GSMQ (F. FA. G, GM, GW.
HB, I, OK)
G6DH (F, FA. G, I, OK, ON.

7

G3BW (F. G. GM. GW, HB, I.

PA. SM)
PA)

G3YH (F, G. GW, HB, I, OZ.
ZB2)

6
5

4
3

G2MR (F, FA. G. I. ON, PA)
G3DA (F, G. GM. OW. HB. I)
G2KF (F. FA, G. ON. PA)
G510 (F. FA G, ON, PA)
G3BXE (F, G, ON, PA)
G6MN (F, G. HB, I)
GSBM (FA, G, I)
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standing. On the evenings

of August

19

and 20,

conditions were markedly
good north -south, and

many stations from the

Lancashire and Yorkshire
areas not normally heard
in the Home Counties
were getting down to the
far south with strong

workable signals, steady
over several hours.

Conditions Approaching
On the present showing,

we can expect good GDX
and near -European contacts on ducting for about

another two months,

though this can only be a
guess'. But more important than that, we are now

getting towards the ex-

ceedingly interesting

period when there are
good prospects of longrange F -layer working in
the north -south line ; con-

HB9CD has a nice driver unit for his P/P T55 RF amplifier. This end of the
lob is what he uses on 58 mc.

tacts with 25 may be
possible and the reception of W's on 50 mc

is a reasonable probability. This was dis-

cussed in some detail here last month,

when on American predictions the period
November 10 to December 5, is suggested
as being the most likely for Tran s-

Atlantics, round about 1530-1730 BST

a 5 -metre contest, a simple system of rules
that gives everyone an equal chance, since
the factor of geography plays such a large

part in determining who is to have an
advantage.
This was the first Relay Contest as such

daily. The N -S path may open about the
beginning of October.

ever to be staged in this country on any
band. Nevertheless, it was a complete

the trend of conditions.

an egregious error was in allowing all 12

The Relay Contest

was done in the expectation that GDX

The support for this strikes a sombre
note in what is otherwise a bright and

link were unlikely to hold up enough to

So much for the general summary on

cheerful story this month. There were only
eight entrants ! By some who did not take
part it was held (a) that the rules were too
complicated. Others thought (b) that
spor-E working should have been covered,
and a few more are understood to be of the

opinion (c) that by the rules the DX

stations held such an overwhelming advan-

tage that it was not worth entering anyway. All this may be true, and no doubt
holidays also had something to do with it.

But our quick answers are (a) that the

rules were in fact dead easy once the basic
procedure had been grasped, and (b) that
the Europeans could not easily have been

brought into it without considerable preliminary work and with no certainty that

spor-E would materialise during the period.
And as for (c) it is impossible to devise, for

flop ! Where your abashed A. J. D. made

messages to be cleared to one station ; this

conditions on any particular long-distance

make it possible to pass more than two or
three messages. In the event, most stations

participating had no trouble at all in

clearing all their originators to a good DX
contact.
Well, we live and learn ! But apologies
are due to the following for our having to
declare the Contest void, with only
A. J. D.'s thanks for their enthusiastic support, their encouraging comments on. the
Contest, and their great trouble in sending

in score data :
G5BY (8,061 points) ; G5MQ (4,280
points) ; G3DA (1,134 points) ; G8LY
(1,044 points) ; G5BD (840 points) ;
G2KF (432 points) ; G5JU (432 points) ;
and G3BW (86 points).

We gather that they at least enjoyed

themselves and got something out of it.

.
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SUMMARY OF EUROPEAN FIVE -METRE ACTIVITY
July 22 -August 17

July 22

G2NH worked PAOPN. GM3PB heard F9FT,
ON4IF. PAOTG. G2XC worked ZB2A. GM6WL

heard ON4IF, PAOPN. SWL L. C. Blanchard heard

August 2

G2ADZ heard F9BG, IlDB. G3YH heard ZB2A.
G5BD worked LIMAS. G6XM heard F9BG, OZ7G.
G5BY worked HB9CD, I1PB.

ON4KN. PAOPN, ZB2A.

August 3

July 23

HB9BZ worked SM5AI for first HB/SM contact.
and heard OZ7G, SM5GQ. L.C.B. heard ON4DJ,
ON4IF, OK3ID, OK4IDT. G5ZT worked OK3ID.
OK4ID. G3DA heard OK3113. G3YH heard OZ7G.
G2NH worked OK4IDT.
July 24

G2NH worked ON4DJ, PAOPN. L.C.B. heard
F8NW, ON4DJ, ON5G, PAOPN. G5BD heard
F3JB, ON4DJ.
July 25

G2XC worked ZB1AC and heard ZB1E, ZB2A.

G5BD worked ZB2A. G2NH worked ON5G, PAOPN,
ZBIAC. G6XM worked ON4KN, PAOPN, ZB2A and

heard ON4IF and ZB1Aa

July 26
HB9BZ worked G2BMZ, G3ABA, G3YH, G5BY,
and heard G2WS, G2XC, G3IS, G5CP, G5MQ, G5ZT,

GM8MJ. G3ABA worked I1XW and heard F3HL,

G2XC worked F3HL, HB9CD, I1BR. G2NH
worked ON5G. G2ADZ heard HB9CD, HAS, I1ER,
JURA, OK1RY. HB9BZ worked GW2AVV. G6LK,

GW60K, GM6WL, SM5AI, SM5FS, SM5SI and
heard G2XC, G3DA, G4LU, GM8AH. OK-RP2610

heard G5BY, HB9CO, I1IRA. GM6WL worked
HB9BZ and heard F3HL, F9BG, F9FT, HB9CD,
HB9CE, ON4T. OK2BYX heard G2BC?, G3YH,
OZ5XY and several G's not identifiable. G3DA
worked HB9CD. G3YH heard or worked F3DN,
F9BG, F9FT, HB9BZ, HB9CB, HB9CD, II BR,
I1IRA, I1MAS. OZ5XY worked 01(3113. OK2MV
heard G5BY, D4, ON4 and OZ stations. GM3PB
worked F9FT and heard HB9CD, IIDA. GM8AH
worked ON4T for first GM/ON contact, and also
unknown F station signing PIP. G5BD worked
F3DN, F3HL, F8CT, F9BG, HAD, I1ALD(?), I1DA
and heard HB9CD, HB9FT. G6XM worked HB9CD.

I1BR, IHRA, ON5G.

August 4

G5BY heard FA8BG.

F8SN, F8XT, F9BG, HAY, I1DA, I1JG, IIMH.

G2NH worked F8ZF.

I1XW. GM3PB worked II DA and heard F8MG. F8SN,

August 6

OKIVW heard G3YH. G2ADZ heard F3HL, F8CT,
F8SN, F8XB, F9BG, F9BN, IIAY, IIJG, I1MH, IIXJ,

F8ZE, F9BG, HB9CD, PAOXN. G5ZT worked

OKI FF. G3DA worked F9BG and HAY. L.C.B. heard

F8NW, F8SN, F9BG, HAY, IIDA, I1XW, ON4IF,
ON5G, PAOPN. GM8AH worked F300 and heard
F8SN, F8MG, F9BG. G3YH heard or worked F3HL,
F8SN, F9BG, HB9BZ. HB9CD, HB9CE, HAY, IIDA,
I1XA, I1XW. GM8MJ worked F9BG. G6XM worked

HAY, I1XW, and heard ON5G. GM6WL heard
F8SN, F9BG, HAY, RDA. G5BD worked F3HL,
F8MG, F8ZE, IIDA and heard F8SN, F8XP, F9BG,
HB9BG, HB9BZ, HAY. G2NH worked ON5G.
G5BY worked HB1GU, HB9BZ, HB9CD, HB9CE,
IIDA, I1PZ and heard F8MG, F9AQ, F9BG.
July 27

G5BD worked PAODX. G5ZT heard ZB2A.
G6XM worked ON5G and heard PAODX. L.C.B.
heard HAY, PAOPN. G5BY worked ZB2A for first
ZB2/G two-way 'phone contact.

July 28
G3DA heard ZB2A.

G5BY worked HB9CD,

HB9DC, HAS, I1BR, MG, 1100. OK 1 RY, PAOGN.
Many G's were heard in OK but could not be identified.

G5BD heard ON4DJ.

G5BY worked SM5FS, SM5GQ, SM7CT and heard
SM7CW. G5BD worked ON4DJ.
August 7

G5BD worked ON4IF and heard ON4DJ.
August 8

GM6WL heard 11AS, HAY, IIDA. G3DA worked
IIDA. G3YH heard HAY. IIRL. L.C.B heard IIDA.

G5BD worked F3HL and heard F9BG, ON4IF.
G2NH worked ON4DJ. G5BY worked HAY and
heard I1AS.
August 9

G6XM worked F8NW and F8ZF. G5BY heard

PAOPN.

August 10

G2NH worked F8ZF.
August 12

July 29

G2NH worked F8NW, F8ZF, ON5G.

G2ADZ heard OK3ID. G5BD heard HAY.
August 14

July 30
GM6WL worked LIDA. G2ADZ heard OK3ID.
July 31

G2NH worked F8NW.
August 1

G5BY worked SM5AI, SM5GQ and SM5KD.

G6XM worked SM5AI and OK3IT, hearing SM5SI.

G2NH worked ON5G, PAOHQ. G2ADZ heard
01(31120, OK3IT, OK4IDT and ZB2A. G2XC worked
OK3IT, OK4IDT. G3YH heard OK3IT. G5BD
heard OK41BC(71)

G5BD worked PAODX, PAOPN.
August 15

G2NH worked F8ZF. G5BY worked SM5FS.
G6XM received several OZ's and SM's.
August 16

G2NH worked F8ZF.
August 17

G6UH worked F8ZF. G6XM heard F8GH and

F8NW, worked F8ZF.
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Who Did What

some of them have done very well with the

G3BW (Whitehaven, Cumbs.) one of

the outpost stations of our 5 -metre empire,

is anxious to give anyone who needs it a
new county-he wants a few himself, too !

G3BW is on five only, is there every even-

ing with CW on 58.8 mc and has heard
G6VX. To get even ten counties he must

make contacts of 100-150 miles or more,
which is tough going. But as the result
of this note he hopes to be attacked from
all sides ! Schedules will be welcomed.
G5BY (Bolt Tail, S. Devon) as at August

19 had made a total of 53 spor-E EDX
contacts for this summer. He has heard
G6OS (Hull) and PAESPN (400 miles)
on ducting, a meteor reflection peaking the

PA to S6. Hilton's QSO's with ZB lE
(Malta) and ZB2A (Gibraltar) were the

first two -ways on 'phone between G and

those places. In general, G5BY has not
found GDX too good down there this
month, though he has worked G6MN and
G8UZ.
G3DA (Handworth, Ches.) is getting out
well and has been one of the EDX workers

-see Summary of Activity.
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He gets

G3BW quite consistently and on July 27
tried to connect him with G5BY, which

would have been a new GDX record.
by G3DA are G3ABA

EDX-see Summary-and GM3PB has
had reception reports from Austria and
Czechoslovakia. SWL J. M. Graham
(Glasgow) is our informant on these
activities.

G2ADZ (Oswestry) continues to do
amazing things with his 0-V-1-see Summary and Calls Heard-and is now on the
air. He was working stuff to the south on
the evening of August 20, so has made a
good start with the Tx.
G3ABA (Rugby), in a badly screened
location, makes yet another who began
on 5 metres and has been on the band for
over a year. He had very little luck to start
with, but having rebuilt the converter and
aerial system several times is now knock-

ing them off with the best. Though
G3ABA is still working hard for his 14C,
he has at last achieved regular schedule keeping with G4LU (Oswestry) on an early
morning session at 0700 BST. It will be
interesting to see how long it can be maintained under the changing conditions.
GSJU (Birmingham) has brought in a
number of new stations and has heard for
the first time G2AOK, G3AAT, G3BW,
G3DA, G4KV, G5AS, GSRS, G6DH,

G6LC, G8QM and G8WV. On August 13,
G5JU/P was out and among others worked
G2RI (Leicester), G3ASC (Oswestry, with

(Rugby), G3BXE (West Wratting), G4BI
(Loughborough), G5YV (Leeds), G8TR
(Padgate), with G2RI (Leicester) heard.

his i-watt " Walkie-talkie ") G5BY and
G6OH. The portable gear comprises

and has no difficulty in working them most

in the car with a 2 -element beam and

G2NH (New Malden) finds the near
F's, ON's and PA's are like locals now

EP5O-EF5O-QVO4/7 with 14 mc crystal
for Tx, and a TRF straight Rx, all fixed up

He thinks, and we agree, that

vertical whip aerial.
G3ASC (Oswestry) has been getting
quite extraordinary results with the

evenings.

the past month has been the best yet
experienced on the band for consistent
results. The northerners still on at that
time were coming in exceptionally well at

G2NH between midnight and 1.0 a.m.

August 15-19, and he has also found con-

ditions good between 0700-0930 BST.

Ernest never sleeps !

G2XC (Portsmouth) has been away

most of the month, but up to August 4 had

worked a lot of EDX and some good

GDX ; the schedule with G6DH keeps up
well.

Up North

The GM's are very active and are still
hoping for G contacts to the far south.

G6XM (Farnborough) heard GM6WL on
August 3, for confirmed reception. The

Scots on every evening are GM's 2DI,
3PB, 5VG, 6WL, 8AH and 8MJ, with
several others about not so regularly.

They are all particularly anxious that the
G's should know that they do beam south ;

4t-ri-tr"
This station is now QRT.
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famous

" walkie-talkie "
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job,

from 1900 most evenings and would like

that can make this sort of thing possible,
to get R5 S5/6 on 'phone from Italy with
a Tx of that kind is astounding. Other
Continentals were heard that day on the

fourth element to the beam and is getting

very much better results thereby.

and work them.

elements ; 72 -ohm feeder ; directors, both

TBY-8

actually working II IRA on August 4.
While one knows that it is only spor-E

TBY-8 receiver, but unfortunately G3ASC
had to QRT before getting a chance to try

FIVE -METRE FIRSTS
France :
G2FA/F8NW,
March 29, 1936.
Italy :
G5MQ/I1IRA,
July 2, 1938.
Holland :
G2A0/13A0PN,
August 17, 1939.
North Africa : G5BY/FA8B,
June 24, 1946.
Switzerland :
G5BY/HB9CD,
August 22, 1946
Sweden :
G5TH/SM5FS,
May 24, 1947.
Denmark :
GM8MJ/OZ7G,
May 24, 1947.
Belgium :
G6DH/ON4KN,
May 25, 1947.
Czechoslovakia : G5BY/OK2MV,
June 22, 1947.
Malta :
G6LK/ZB I AB,
June 30, 1947.
Gibraltar :
G2XCJZB2A,
July 22, 1947.
G8TS (Farnham) has put up a 3 -element
beam with greatly improved results ; the

Tx is 6AG7 tripler-VT501 doubler -807
PA, the receiver being EF54-EF50-6J5-2

IF 1.6 me into a 6SN7 detector -amplifier,
with noise limiter. He is up most evenings
between 2200-2300 BST and is particularly
anxious to work north, in which direction
there is an immediate hill.
G3WW (Wimblington, Cambs.) reports

for the first time with the " usual story-"
much trying, no results, then suddenly off
he went ; see Calls Heard. G3BK and
G5IG helped with comparative tests on

the G3WW converter, which is now giving
results, but not strictly as laid down by the
book. However the wheels are turning and
with his Type 37 oscillator/832 PA G3WW
should be making himself heard. He
remarks that the 5 -metre Sunday morning

'phone sessions in the Home Counties

area would be more useful and interesting

to him if the operators would give their

callsigns intelligibly ! G3WW also listens

schedules.

G2ATK (Birmingham) has added a

The
spacings are : Reflector, 29} in. ; 1st and
2nd directors, 18 f in. ; Dimensions :
Reflector, 102 in. ; aerial, folded dipole,

94 in. long with 2 in. spacing between

90 in. long. Elements, f in. diam. thin
wall dural tube. This aerial brings him in
all the South London regulars with good
contact both ways, and G4LU in the other
direction is also a consistent signal
G2ATK has found that CQ at odd times

can give unexpected results-he raised
G3ZK (Halifax) and G2FKZ (Dulwich)

on week -end mornings. He also passes on

a good tip for nearby BCI trouble-a
10,000 ohm grid stopper in the DD triode

input, since much BCI is due to direct
pick-up on the LF stages ; test for this by

varying the receiver tuning and volume
control. If the QRM persists under these
conditions, the grid stopper may be the
cure.

G2KF (Eden Bridge, Kent) has at last
got into the Midlands with a good contact
with G5JU and has also worked G3BXE,
both diffiadt QSO's from his location. To

the south, he is now running a regular
schedule with F8ZF (Boulogne) at 2300
nightly, with 'phone working both ways.
F8NW is also interested in these tests, by
which F8ZF is attempting to prove that

they are by extended ground -wave and not
due to ducting or other random effects.

On the evening of August 24, G2KF
worked G2TK (Scarborough), which
represents an excellent GDX contact.
G2TK also QSO'd F8ZF.
G6XM (Farnborough) is out to burn the

leaves off the trees with a new stacked

array ; he is doing extremely well with the
existing beam, as the Summary and panels
show.

G4AP (Swindon) has got the Rx right

at last and is using 6AK5-955-EF50 at the

front into a home -built super.

He has

discarded the long-wire aerial in favour of

a beam, which was lined up outside and

then had to be re -trimmed when mounted

in the rotating position. G4AP is now
hearing stuff he never got before and is
anxious for contacts north.
Panels-and Geography
When we remarked in May that there

would be border -line cases in connection
with this Counties Worked business, we
hardly knew how right we were !
G8QM/A, whose postal address is Suffolk,
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FIVE -METRE

joins the other six stations who have

COUNTIES WORKED LIST
Starting Figure, 14

worked 26 counties. Then there is G3YH
of Bedminster, Bristol, worked by many
stations. He must count for Gloucester, as
Bedminster is in the administrative area of

Worked

Station

26

G6LK (208), G2XC (177),
G2NH (170), G6XM (121).
G5BY, G5MA, G6VX
G2MR (164)
G5BD
G5MQ, G6YU
G4LU
G5JU, G8SM
G2YL, G3BXE,
(1513M, G5IG,
G6OH (106), G4IG, G8UZ,
G6MN
G3DA, G3IS, G6CW
G2ICF, G2NM, G3AAK,
G4AP, G5PY, G8KZ

the " County of Bristol "-in order to

keep the thing on a reasonable basis, the
only county of this kind we recognise is

the County of London ; many of the
cities and large towns of England and
Wales are county boroughs, but for our

25

24

purpose are regarded as belonging to the
counties in which they are located. This
may not be strictly right by definition, but
it is fair for everyone, and prevents the
most appalling complication.
Counties yet to be worked by the seven
top -liners are Denbigh, Cumberland and

22
21

20
19
18

Durham, in which there are stations active.

G5BY goes to the top of Countries

17

There has been quite a change in the

15

Worked, though even at that he has scope
with GM and ON still to bring in.

16

and Countries panels this
month, and a number of additional call signs appear in both. There is also a slight
change in " Five -Metre Firsts " ; we
attributed the first OZ contact to GM6KH

14

Counties

G6F0
G2ATK, G2RI

Note: Figure in brackets after call is

total of different stations worked ;
starting figure, 100.

instead of to GM8MJ, now corrected ;
only a few minutes separated them, and
we were misinformed at the time.
Shorts

G6MN (Worksop) noticed the patchy
effect of spor-E on August 3 ; he was
working stations that could not be heard
in Darlington, 120 miles to the north . . . .
G3BXE (Wratting, Cambs.) now has his

P/E set installed but suffers from a chirp
due to generator drag. . . G8KZ (Ken.

singon, London) has worked all his 16C on

'phone, and very nice 'phone it is, too

. G2RI (Leicester) has been on about
a month and uses VFO drive to an 813,
. .

with an L/W aerial on the Tx and a

3 -element for the S.27. . . . The mysterious Frenchman PIP is interesting the
GM's ; he gave GM8AH a report in
proper form and then went into a gramophone programme.. . . G6SQ (Southport) is getting into GM.. . . G8QM
says he is going to settle with Suffolk by
going portable shortly in that county. . . .
GSBM (Gloucester) is thinking of sending

a missionary expedition over the border
to Wales ; he just doesn't hear the GW's !
. .

. .

SWL A. H. Bower (Hull) has

taken the whole thing to pieces and has

started again with the Rx ; having passed

his R.A.E., he will be on the air soongood luck with that Tx you've planned.

. . . . SWL's P. J. Towgood and L. C.
Blanchard come in with good reports

again, covered in Calls Heard and the Sum-

mary. .

.

. G3AAT wants it said that as

he does not QSL anybody at all, he would

rather not receive reports from listeners.
. . .
G4LX (Newcastle) wonders who it

was in the south who heard him 'way back
in May or early June ; he would like the

report, lost in a QSP on 7 mc.

.

.

.

G5MP (Hythe), cut off from the North, is
beginning to hear G's for the first time !
For years, his locals have been the F's . . .
GSZT (Plymouth) is thinking of putting
up fixed reflectors on the hills to the east
and north-west of his QTH, with the idea
of urging the GDX his way ; an ingen-

ious idea which might be worth trying.

. . All others reporting are covered either
in the Summary or in Calls Heard.
October Date
.

With but a few hours in hand for the

dead -line, your perspiring A. J. D. has time
only to say thanks again for the wonderful

mail, and please let us hear from you by
September 16 latest for the October issue
-A. J. Devon, c/o Short Wave Magazine,

49

Victoria Street, London,
(ABBey 2384). CU 1/10/47.

S.W.1.
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The

other
man's

station
G3SN

The photograph

gives a general impression of G3SN, operated
by R. P. Ellis at 7 Sid well Terrace, Longbrook

Street, Exeter, Devon.
With the exception of
the receiver, all the gear
is home -built.

The rack -panel all -band transmitter
assembly stands 6 ft. 8 in. high and the

sections, built up from the bottom,

The aerial in use at G3SN is that

described on page 174 of the May 1947

issue of the Short Wave Magazine.

contain the 1,000- and 600 -volt power
supplies, and switching circuits, the
100 -watt Class B modulator with a pair

This gives very excellent results and on

stage linked to two 6L6's in a switched
three -band exciter unit, an 807 buffer

could be heard on the band.
G3SN remarks that if a transmitter
be built with each unit entirely separate
and well screened, it can be very stable
and will give most satisfactory results

dividual coil -condenser assemblies for
each of the three bands used, and that

struction also makes for ease of
assembly and servicing, while it remains
sufficiently flexible to permit of changes
to be made on the various units without
disturbing the transmitter as a whole.

of 807's in Class AB2, the 6V6 CO

amplifier, and finally a pair of 4304
triodes in the push-pull PA.
Other points to mention are that in
the top deck of the rack there are in-

the CO stage incorporates 10 crystals

which can be selected by the rotary
ceramic switch on the front panel.

7 me an outstanding contact was with
ZS I FG, who reported G3SN's 'phone

at S9 at a time when no other G's

on all bands. Such a form of con-
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ACCURACY

An important section of the Cossor
Organisation is devoted to the production of
electronic indicating and recording equipment

of the highest calibre, designed to fulfil the
most critical of current scientific demands.
Enquiries relating to problems arising in
recording indicating and monitoring where
effects can be made available as a voltage,
should be addressed to: A. C. COSSOR LTD.,

Instrument Dept., Highbury, London, N.5.

A. C. COSStitt LTP
INSTRUMENTS DEPT
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G8OG

SEND US YOUR LIST
of requirements. We will let you
know BY RETURN which items-

BERT DOBSON
6 GRAND ARCADE, LEEDS, I

usually 99.5 per cent.-we can supply

FROM STOCK, and the prices.

WE HAVE IN STOCK THE FOLLOWING FOR
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH, C.O.D. OR C.W.O.

There is NO source of supply of Radio Material,
Test Equipment, Components, or Valves, with
such comprehensive stocks as ours. Constant
unavoidable changes in supplies and prices make
the production of a really worth -while Catalogue
exceedingly difficult at the moment, but remember, we DO have the GOODS! Send your

list TODAY-all enquiries dealt with the same
day; all goods despatched the same day. Please
enclose a 21d. stamp with enquiries, and PRINT
your name and address in block capitals.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
264-266 Old Christchurch Road,

BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.

Tel. 22175

WODEN UMI, UM2, UM3, DTMI4, DTMI6,
DTMI7, DTFI2, DTFI4, DTFI7, PCSI2, DCSI3,
DTI, DT2, DT3, ETC.
LABGEAR DOUBLE -ENDED P.A. COILS WITH
14 M/C
SWINGING LINK. 7 M/C COIL, 30/25/- ; 28 M/C, 20/- ; BASE, 20/-.
;

WE CAN NOW ACCEPT A FEW COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS FOR REALIGNMEN T
WE SPECIALISE IN SERVICING A.R.88, HRO
AND ALL HALLICRAFTER RECEIVERS.

G8OG

Careers in Electronics
i There is

vast scope for

ambitious men and women

in the new fields opened up by
Electronic Science. The Corre-

SERVICE

ENGINEERING
OPERATING

spondence and College Courses
provided by E.M.I. Institutes
which cover recognised diplomas
such as the City and Guilds, etc.,

DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT

are written and supervised by

TECHNICAL

E.M.I.* scientists who are
specialists in Electronic Science.

SALESMANSHIP

Here are some of the careers
for which you can be trained:

TEACHING

visit us on Stand No. 212,
National Hall'
Radiolympia

14/

i

TELEVISION and
RADIO.

COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING-Land,
RADAR.

Sea and Air.

NAVIGATIONALAIDS.
INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS.
MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT.

AUDIO FREQUENCY,
INCLUDING FILMS, &c.

Also Short Courses for Executives, Amateurs, Schoolboys, etc.
For full details apply to your ocal "H.M.V." Radio dealer or direct to:
Principal: PROFESSOR H. F. TREWMAN, M.A. (Cantab), M.I.E.E.,
M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD.
Dept. 14 , 43 GROVE PARK ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4

* The E.M.I. Group includes "H.M.V.", Marconiphone and other important electronic interests.

E.3a
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BECLINd'A ;LEE LTD
RE9UEsT THE PLEASURE
OF YOUR COMPANY
All THEIR STAND No.; 33
I

;

I

NATIONAL4 HALL

It_A'DIOLYM

\v \

PIA\

30th SEPTEMBER 1947

`),

.)

Cambridge Arterial
Road

ENFIELD

MIDDX

KINGSTON RADIO SERVICE
AND SUPPLIES

Meet us at

66 LONDON ROAD, KINGSTON,
SURREY

Phone : KIN 5919

LABGEAR Neutralising Condensers. No., I,
0.5 to 4.0 Pf, 10/6 ; No. 2, 1.0 to 10 Pf, 12/6.
DENCO CT3 Coil Turrets. Six ranges, from IS
to 42 Mc/s, incorporating an R.F. stage and band spread. 1.6 Mc/s I.F., £7.0.I0.
QSR9 Wavemeter and Phone Monitor. Coverage

RADIOLYMPIA
I -II
Stand No. 31
OCT.

on four amateur bands, 10, 20, 40 and 80. Remote

coupling to transmitter by means of coupling
loop. £1.12.6.
The following

for sale. Excellent
Sky
Champion,
Eddystone Battery
Superhet. Fuller details and price on request.
condition.

receivers

Hallicrafter

National HRO.AR77,

TECHNICAL BOOKS AVAILABLE.

Handbook, 3/6 ; Supplement, 2/6 ;
Service Valve Equivalents, 9d. ; Transmitting
Licence, 9d. ; Ultra Short Wave Handbook, 2/6 ;
Radio Constructor, 1/3 ; Radio Aerial Handbook,
2/6 ; Great Circle Maps, 319 ; Log Books, 7/6.
R.S.G.B.

Write for our full lists.
We carry large stocks of amateur equipment,

Lists
including rotary transmitting beams.
available against postage. Mail Order C.W.O. or
C.O.D. Carriage payable for orders under E3 in

S. BIRD & SONS. LTD

value or on goods of a weighty or bulky nature.

SYDNEY

Distributors for

CAMBRIDGE

HAMRAD-DENCO-LABGEAR-RADIOCRAFT-Q-MAX.-Q5R9

ARTERIAL RD.,

ENFIELD. MIDDX.

'Phone: ENField 2071-2
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SAMPSONS SURPLUS

THE FIRST ITEM in this advertisement is one
of the finest bargains we have ever been able
made

STORES

169-171 Edgware Road, London, W.2

Tel.: PAD 7851
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Postage Extra on all orders

to offer.

MICRO MOTORS. Beautifully

SEPTEMBER 1947

WONDERFUL OFFER : The following meters

pre-

all brand new and boxed by well-known makers: 0 -500 m/A M.C., 21" scale
0-300 m/A M.C.,
21" ; 0-150 m/A M.C., 2" ; 0-100 m/A M.C., 21"
0-4 amp. R.F. ; 0-250 v A.C., 21" ; 150-300 v A.C.,
21". All one price, 17/6 ea.

cision prototypes of big power motors to scale.
Weight only 10 ozs. ; 2" long by 1,1" dia. A.C./
D.C.
Ball bearings, laminated fields, totally
enclosed, fitted vee pulley. Centrifugal relay
speed governor on shaft, removable for second
shaft drive. Work off 3 dry cells, 41 volts each.

;

;

Weston 0-1 m/A M.G., 31", blank scale, 50/-.
Weston Micro -Ammeter, 20-0-20, edgewise
scale, res. 1,50013, 57/6. Weston Master Voltmeter, 150 v D.C., 6" scale, built-in bakelite

2I/- each.

TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. 200-230-250v. 50cy,

carrying case, 57/6. Power pack type 392, for the
145 oscillator, prim. 200/240 v A.C., sec. 625 v.
smoothed and rectified, L4/10/-.
Power pack
type, 390B, prim. 200/240, sec. 175 v 65 m/A,
6.3 v 3 A., complete with 5249, 55/-. Ex-R.A.F.
crystal monitors, Type 2, brand new, 10/-. Delco
brand new miniature fan motors, l2 -24v A.C.-D.C.,
22/6. Miniature blower fan to fit above motors,
2/6.
Miniature ceramic button bases, I Id. ea.
Miniature VI screen, 1/6 ea. Telephone hand
generators, 5/6. Twin mica padders, 500 P.F.,
each section 1/9. E.F.50 ceramic V/holder, 1/6 ea.
Ex -Army Morse Key, brand new, 1/11 ea. Ex Army No. 3 Transmitting Coils, 15/-, set of four.
No. 3 Receivers, brand new, complete with power
pack for 100/250 v A.G. and 6 v D.C.
Phones,
Morse key. Mains leads.
Spare Fuses, etc.
Freq. range, 15.2-3.1 meg., packed in metal cases,
£8/15/-. Ex -Army No. 109 Receivers for 6v D.C.
8 -valve super het., complete with spare valves and
vibrator, and self-contained speaker, freq. range
12.7 m/cs, Lf0/10/-. M.C. R.I. Communication
Receivers, complete with power pack, 90v250 A.C.-D.C., H.T./L.T. batteries, phones, coils,

input, 75 volts 6 amps, 15 taps and 2 volts 20 amps.
output. 81" x 9" x 6". Weight 60 lbs. 70/-.
Double wound transformer for models and

experimental work, 230v. 50cy. input, 4 volts C.T.
71 amps. output. 17/6, postage 1/6.
SWITCHES. Dewar key panel type, 7 -pole
C.O. flush fitting, with panel plate, S/- ; Yaxley
3 -pole, 3 -way, 3/6 ; I -pole, 8 -way, 3/6 ; D.P.C.O.
toggle switch, 250v. I amp, new, 3/- ; S.P.C.O.
2/- each ; 8 -way Lucas switchbox, 3/6 ; 6 -way, 3/-.

G.P.O. Connection Strips. Solder lag telephone
type, moulded base, 60 -way, 3/6. G.P.O. 4 -pin
telephone plug (as illus.), 1/- each. 10 -way R.A.F.
Connection Strips, 2/9.
MAGNETS. D.C. Electro Magnets. Weight
10 ozs., lift 4 lbs. on 6v., 3 lbs. on 4v., 11 lbs. on
2v. New supplies, 5/- Flat bar magnets, 21" x
I" x 4" 2/- pair. Horseshoe Magnets in various
sizes. VVrite for special leaflet.

ELECTRADI X RADIOS
214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.8

etc., f req. range, 20-3000 metres. £11/101-. Battery

Telephone MACaulay 2159

model as above, less power pack, E8/10/-.

Hundreds of Bargains for Callers

Lyons Radio
BRAND NEW EX -ARMY No. 19 SETS
(Mark 111)
We have particular pleasure this month in making
this exclusive offer.
These sets comprise a complete installation,giving
the following three separate services :-

" A " set.-Transmitter (C.W., M.C.W. and
R.T.) and receiver. 2 to 8 me/s. Output
10 watts C.W.

B " set.-Low power transmitter -receiver,
230 to 240 me/s.

Inter -corn. Amplifier
Input 12 volts D.C., making them ideal for
field use and for mobile or marine installations.
Full data and range of accessories available.

Enclose stamp for descriptive leaflet and prices.

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729
FREQUENTITE CERAMIC COIL FORMERS
21" dia. Ribbed and grooved for 26 turns
of up to 12 S.W.G. 14 holes provided for taps,
etc. May be mounted in numerous ways.
2/9 each (3 for 8/-). Postage 9d.
5"

RECEIVER, TYPE 109 (Ex -Army)
Frequency range 1.8 to 8.5 me/s. 8 valves. Fitted
moving coil loudspeaker. Operates from 6v act.
(approx. I amp.). Circuit diagram with each set.

Built-in vibropack for H.T.

Complete in case with valves and vibrator. In
fairly good condition but not guaranteed to be in
perfect working order.
Price E4.15.0 (Carriage, etc. 6/-)

MOTOR GENERATOR (Ex -Govt., Type J)
Input 12v D.C.

Outputs : 6v at 5A, 150v at 10 mA, 300v at 70 mA
(cont.), or up to 240 mA inc.
New and unused. Highest quality. Fitted R.F.
filter condensers.
Price 16/- (Carriage 2/6)
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FOR FREQUENCY SUB -STANDARDS
TYPE JCF/200, 100 Kc,'s
Available from stock adjusted to ±0-01%
Higher accuracies supplied to special order.
Prices en application.

FEATURES

it

Low temperature co -efficient - less than 2 in
10. per °C.
Patented nodal suspension.
Mounted in vacuum ; performance independent
of climatic conditions.
Exceptionally high Q value.
High stability.

Small size, r x r overall excluding pins.

Fits standard miniature deaf aid valve socket.

V Wire Moun ing
British Patent No. 578290

STAND No.75
RADIOLYMPIA

The type JCF/200 unit illustrated above is representative of the wide range
of vacuum type units available for low and medium frequencies.

C QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

I

II

For stable frequency generation

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS,

IrlephoPes

Ackfr,rs 6688 (6

1(66,1

SALFORD

7t,oe.(r1

3

(.6b (P,

" SPA Re

555. MANCHE:TEF

PROPRIETORS. THE GENERAL ELECTRIC C9 LTD. ENGLAND

Radio and Television

Components

are used by all leading set manufacturers

Points of low contact resistance in modern circuit design.

No. 3

Easy insertion of valve. Firmly retained. Easy withdrawal.
Standard fixing centres l Us". Hole diameter %".

Clix-type

B8 A Valveholders
BVA Standard Dimensions

Designed to meet the requirements of the new all -glass

type BSA Valves. Moulded body . . Plated saddle .
Screen . . and Sockets, ensuring extremely low contact
resistance. A valve -retaining latch specially suitable to
these new all -glass valves. A feature exclusive to Clix
88A Valveholders.

Clix Valveholders are adequately protected by British
and Foreign Patents.

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.
21

BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.1

Telephone : MAYfair 5543

SEE OUR STAND (NO. 127) AT RADIOLYMPIA
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-EX-GOVERNMENT BARGAIN OFFER

ADMIRALTY CELL TESTERS
Comprising 0-3 amp high grade Ammeter 41" scale.

0.80 ohm wire

OFFERED AT A

wound variable re-

FRACTION OF
THE COST OF

sistance.
2

Perspex

panels,

MANUFACTURE

size 5f" x 5f".
Housed in an excel-

PRICE

lently made oak case

with leather carry-

22/6 each

ing handle.

Carriage paid
C.W.O.

Size 64" x 61"x 8".

These were manufactured for the Admiralty by Messrs. Muirhead & Co., Ltd.

LIMITED SUPPLY ONLY-SEND NOW TO:-

GRAHAM MARTIN TRADING CO. LTD.,
57 ONTARIO STREET, LONDON,

S.E. I

U.S. ARMY GEAR
All will agree that the sets and arts made by

R.C.A. and other leading American companies
for the U.S. Army rank among the finest in the
world. We are pleased to be able to offer you the
following
BC342.-The standard U.S. Signal Corps
Communication Receiver made by R.C.A.

Continuous coverage 1.5 to 18 mc/s-six bands
and superfine drives allow for perfect station
logging-Crystal filter-Phasing control-Two
R.F. stages--Send/Receive relay-B.F.O.-Phone
and Speaker output jacks-Two IF. stages-Needs

only step-down transformer (110 volts) to work off
our 230 50 cycle mains. Tip-top condition.
PRICE £18 10 0, carriage and packing £2,
El returnable.
BC312. As BC342 above, except that this set is
fitted with a power pack for 6 volt D.C. instead of
110 volt A.C. PRICE and carriage as BC342.
AS81/GR. This is a directional Antenna System
designed to be used in conjunction with the 342
and other comm. receivers to prevent jamming.
With this, reception is possible from one direction
only. The instruments are brand new and include
Loops for working on the bands UP to 10 me/s.

Instruction book included.

PRICE £6 10

carriage 10/-.

0.

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS. Made by leading
American companies.
Tuning is by means of

silver plated tubes on porcelain formers, and the
instruments are also fitted with meters to show
aerial,current, suitable for use with any transmitter.
PRICE £8 10 0, carriage and packing El 10 0.
£1 returnable.

HAVE YOU HAD OUR SUMMER LIST ?

J. BULL'S " EX -GOVERNMENT " DEPOT
42-46 Windmill Hill. Ruislip. Middlesex

For the past 15 years we have devoted our
energies exclusively to the manufaCture of
Transformers and Chokes. Modern transformer technique is essentially the province
of a specialist. Our technical department will
be pleased to assist you in your transformer
problems. Illustrated above is one of our
varied range of styles shown in our catalogue
---Free on request.

Terephor.e:

Abbey2244

PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD

76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON. S.W.I
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SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
G5GX
Send for your Eddystone 640 Receiver, price
£51.0.7 inclusive.

94.040& 0/

Immediate delivery.

RECEIVER KITS
2 Valve O.V.I. Bandspread tuning, plug-in coils,
metres. Pentode
cabinet and batteries ...
9-200

output.

Price, less
E6.0.0

4 Valve
(Tuned). V.2.
Bandspread tuning
9-200 metres, black crackle steel cabinet. Price,
I

less batteries and speaker

...

£12.12.0

TRANSMITTER KITS
10 watt C.W. Tx with Xtal and coils for 160-8040-20

...

..

£11.0.0

25/50 watt C.W. Tx with standard panel, meter,
drilled chassis, Xtal and coils for one band, all
components and valves

£19.l0.0

Further particulars supplied on request.

SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO
30/32 Prince's Avenue,

HULL
Telephone 7168.

74,4p/ow* . WOOLWICH 1422
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH S.Ele

Ex -RAF AVOMINORS
(TYPE E)
Another purchase from the Ministry of Supply enables

us to offer these high grade testing instruments far
below normal cost.
Reads 2-20-200-1,000 volts D.C., 20-100-200 m/a, 2-20
amps, 0-10,000 ohms.
Supplied in REAL LEATHER CAMERA TYPE CASE as

illustrated, with Test Leads and Prods. ALL BRAND
NEW & UNUSED.
ONLY

5916

(Carriage 2/6d)

T 1154 TX OUTPUT UNITS as advertised last month

Still available at 24/6d (carriage 3/6d). This is the
"Right-hand panel" of the T 1154, and we have now
obtained a number of the "Left-hand panel" which we
are offering at the same price, plus carriage, or THE
PAIR AT 49/- carriage paid. Illustrated leaflet available on receipt of S.A.E.

U.E.I. CORP.

Now at The Radio Corner, 138, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.I.

Telephone : TERminus 7937.

Open Saturdays until

We are 2 mins. from High Holborn, and 5 mins. from King's Cross.

I

p.m.
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THE

ROBERTS
PORTABLE
VALVE AND CIRCUIT
ANALYSER
11 Ranges, 0-2.5
Tests Valves for Current, any Electrode, A/C and D/C.
Amps.
17 Ranges
Electrode,
A/C
and
D/C.
Tests Electrodes for Volts, any

0-1000 Volts.

Checks Resistance any Electrode.

lii

Valve to Valve or Chassis.

3 Ranges,

0-I meg.

Can be used as Universal Meter 2000 Ohms. per volt.
Invaluable for testing A/C-D/C Radio Receivers.

TESTING
NO NEED TO REMOVE CHASSIS FROM CABINET FOR

I

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY AND LOW COST
Guaranteed for 12 months. Dimensions:
Best materials and workmanship.Manufactured by :12x 12 x 6 ins., weight I I lbs.

LABORATORIES LTD.,
W.I

LONDON SOUND
40 South Molton Lane, Bond Street, London,

r

111161a

6
etas[

Sole Distributors for the U.K. only.

na

WARTON RD., Stratford, LONDON,

ODEON RADIO
G4HV

Everything for the Amateur
Appointed distributors fo Eddystone,
Labgear and Q -Max products.

Denco,

Eddystone " 640 " Communications Receiver.
Available for immediate delivery

...

£51.0.7

120 watt Modulators
Ex -Govt. modulators, overhauled and modified
by us to suit amateur requirements. Valve lineup 6517, 6.15, pp6J5, pp6L6 with neg. feedback,
ppTZ40. These are a really fine job and will give
a full 120 watts of undistorted audio. Built on
standard rack chassis and panel, finished grey
crackle. Price complete with valves E15.0.0, or

E.15. Andall Branches

1-I.A.C.
Short -Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ Two
"E"
43/ These

kits are completeivith all components,

accessories, and full instructions.
send stamped
envelope for descriptive catalogue.

Before ordering

addressed

Note new sole address :" H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. VIC.)

66 New Bond St., London, W.1

less valves £10.0.0.

Power pack for above, giving 1,000v at 350 ma,
7.5v, 7.5v, 6.3v, on rack chassis and panel, complete with GU50 rectifiers ...
£10.0.0

Both the above items are for callers only, and
supplies are limited.

American Valves
12/6 ; 9002, 9003, 6C4, 6AG5, I5/- ; EF50,
8/6 ; RL7, 8/6 ; RL 16, 8/6 ; 83, 15/ ; 956, 15/-.
35T, E2 ; 807, 15/- ; TZ40, 35/ ; 830B, 30/- ;
RK20A, 30/- ; 1625, 10/- ; 837, 10/- ; 866A/866,
27/6 ; GU50, 17/6.
9001

56 COLLEGE ROAD, HARROW
Telephone : Harrow 5778.

High and Low
Voltage Testing; 1/30
100/850 A.C. and D.C.
Send for interesting leaflet L34 on Electrical
and
Radio Testing, from all Dealers or direct.

RLINBAKENMANCHESTER.I

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
CLASSIFIED SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

VOLUME V

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount;

all charges payable with order. Insertions of Radio
interest only accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face
(Heavy Type).

COPPER Wire : Enamelled, Tinned, Cotton, Silk 16-46 SWG. Screws, nuts, washers,
covered ;

soldering tags, eyelets, rivets. Ebonite and laminated
Bakelite panels. Coil formers. Covered wires, flexes,
earphones, etc. List available. Trade supplied. -Post

Radio Supplies, 33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. APPROVED
10-1-4G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. ATKINSON
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.
A MATEURS only. New type coil winding giving

Qe-r

.4.a -improved performance.

Signal and I.F. coils wound

to your requirements. Quotations on request. -H. H.
Sharratt. 49 Harold View, Leeds, 6.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF ENGLISH
AND AMERICAN RADIO BOOKS IN THE
COUNTRY, INCLUDING MANY NOW OUT OF
PRINT. Write or call for List, Modern Book Co.,
19/23 Praed Street, (Dept V). London, W.2. Pad. 4185.

IT FRANKS, 58 New Oxford St., W.C.J. Tel. Mus.
.1-1..9594. Offers the following equipment to callers
only, comprising the following :-"Lorenz" Trans receivers 41.55

to 45.75 mc. AC mains driven

oscillators. Type 37, 22 to 70 mc, complete with 6

valves, 807 valve in output stage and milliammeter in
Output circuit ; receiving units, Type 69 ; C.R. units,
Type P1246; C.R. power units, Type 526; performance
meters, Type 53874 ; AC mains wavemeters, Type
W1252 ; battery wavemeters, Type W1095 ; receivers,
Type 1147; AC mains power packs for 1147. Receivers
3132 ; indicator modulators, auto transformers ; C.R.
units, Type 198 ; receivers, Type 76A ; battery driven
amplifiers, large assortment of volt, amp and mitliamrectifiers, relays, vibrator packs, inter -corn. sets, Bendix
H.F. dummy antennas and loading units, complete with
RF meters, 356 to 6,666 kc : signal generators, DC

to AC converters. Browns "A" type headphones ;
E.M.I. Cathode Ray Tubes ; 6 valve receivers incorporating "Klystron" unit. AC power units suitable for
1155 receiver. A quantity of "Lorenz" transmitting
gear ideal for conversion.
.EF6n'S tested, 7/-, Ceramic EF50 valveholders,

--11/3. List surplus and new goods, ld.-G8FJ

7 Kingshill Crescent, St. Albans.
DURALUMIN Tube. -1 in. 20 gauge, 9d. ft., 13 ft.,
9/-. 17 in. 16 gauge Aluminium Tube 6d. ft. max.
12 ft. lengths. Aluminium Chassis, 18 gauge, 10 x 8 in.
5/6, 12 x 9 in. 6/-, 16 r. 8 in. 6/6, 20 x 8 in. 81-, 22 X
10 in. 10/6. All 24 in. Depth.
Aluminium Sheet. 22 gauge 1/4, 20 gauge 1/9, 18 gauge
2/-, 16 gauge 3/- sq. ft. All Postage Extra. Also in stock
Aluminium Angle 1, 1, I, 1 in. Flat Strip, Moulding.
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MESSRS. M. & J. PEARSON, 263 Gallowgate,
Glasgow, make a real "Value for money" offer.

with Ex. W.D. 6 valve S'het. Short Wave Receiver, with

combined transmitter, and complete with Vibrapack,
to operate from 12 volt supply. These sets are new, in
sealed cartons, and their components include :-6 Octal
Base Valves, Iron -cored coils, iron -cored I.F. coils,
Midget 3 -gang condenser with air spaced trimmers. 2
Westectors, 25 Condensers, mostly Tubular and
resistors, etc. The Vibrapack contains, 12 volt Mallory
Vibrator, Transformer, 3 Electrolytics, 2 Full -wave
Rectifiers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter Chokes, etc. The

carton also contains, 3 Spare Octal Valves, Spare

Vibrator, Pilot Lamps, Fuses, 8 ft. Copper Rod Aerial,
with Fitments, and Book of complete instructions. The
Kit is complete, with the exception of 2 Cables. Price,
Inc. Car. £3 the Lot. Other attractive lines include ;1.5 M/M Sleeving. 12/- gr. yds. £2 per 4 gr. yds.

Moving Coil Microphone, Moving Coil, Ear Phone
Sets, new, in box, 12/6 set. 20 ft. Aerials, 6/- doz.
Current Transformers, 10/- each. All orders over £1
Car. Paid.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 51, payable with order'
vDDYSTONE 358X Receiver, 31 me -50 kc.

Noise

B.F.O. etc.. Condition as new, £22 (less
Power Pack). -Taylor, 75 Edgehill Road, Winton,
Bournemouth.

HALLICRAFTER S.29 (AC/DC/Battery 30 mc
1550 kc) Sky Traveller plus AC output stage £25.
H.M.V. Hypersensitive pick-up. Offers. Both perfect.
Buyer collects. -Deane, 79 Thornton Road, Cambridge.

WANTED. -Power supply pack for Transreceiver

B2. Price and details to BRS.14,484, 84 Barclay
Street, Bridgwater, Somerset.
CLEARING stations. Wavemeter, Valves, Comtoo numerous to mention. Inspection invited or S.A.E. for list.-G3BVI, Kilsby, Rugby.

Warwicks.

HAMMARLUND

HQI2OX

Communication

Receiver good condition. Recently overhauled.
110/230 AC with 8 in. P.M. Speaker. £45 or offer.G4QG. High View, Upperton, Nr. Petworth, Sussex.
SENIOR coil, 14-30 mc, new, £3 ;
HRO
Weston Thermocouple R.F. Ammeter 0-4
amps, £2.-G8UA, 406 Higher Brunshaw, Burnley,
Lancs.

NATIONAL 81X, Amateur bands 10-160, 10 valves,

AC/DC, crystal, variable selectivity, B.F.O. Fine
condition. Nearest £35.-15 Martindale, S.W.14.
FOR SALE. -(1) R.C.A. AR/88--Offers around £55.
(2) HALLICRAFTERS, S.29. 9 valve, portable AC/

DC or battery, 550 kc 30 mcs bandspread, B.F.O.,
A.F., R.F. controls, A.N.I,., A.V.C., and telescopic
aerial. Offers around £30. (3) B.C. 342 J. Signal
Corps receiver, 10 valves, 6 bands, geared tuning drive

Send S.A.E. for list of Aluminium etc.-Fanthorpe, 6

crystal phasing, B.F.O. with pitch control, and usual

ALUMINIUM chassis and panels to your own

Trophy 6. -£12. -Box No. 158.
P.C.R.1.-£20.
rr WO new unused 35rs 30/- each. I Four -Gang
.0005 in Screened Mounting. Perfect -15/-.-1 J.
MacDonald, 4 Denny Street, Inverness.

Hepworth Arcade, Hull.

E.A.D., 13 Bence Lane,
specification, from 3/9.
Darton, Barnsley.
OWNERS. -25 new spares for you, Coils,
I.F. Transformers, Output Transformers,

1155

Chokes etc., 25/. plus 1/6 postage.-V.E.S., Ruislip.

refinements.

Made by R.C.A.-£25. Also Philips,

WANTED. -Power Units Type 38 and/or 41 Supply

for Ex. A.M. TR.1148A.-J. H. Barrance, 49

Middlesex.
AT LAST! 10 METRE THREE -ELEMENT BEAMS

Swanage Road, Southend-on-Sea.
SALE. -Eddystone 5-10 Convertor,

ADJUSTABLE ELEMENTS, light cast alumin. head,

B.R.S. 3649, 6 Pendreth Place, Cleethorpes.
NEW HRO Receiver, complete with Power Pack,
Headphones. 48 to 30 mc coils. Crystal Gate.
" S " Meter. £60. -Box No. 159.
MAGNETIC WIRE RECORDER. U.S.A. Records
41p to 30 mins. Immediate play -back, erase at
will, superb lob, 6V6 audio output. 110/250 AC input.
Offers of good Rx and £50 considered.-G3BVD, 60
Henshall Road, West Bollington, Macclesfield.

ONLY £5 10s.

DURALUMIN BOOM AND

complete array few pounds only, extremely strong.
Kit assembled in few minutes and useful operation
instructions supplied. Designed specially for Hams.

Supply limited owing to metal shortage. Price £5 10s.
Carr.Paid.-Herbert Tee (G8DC), 469 Higher Brunshaw,
Burnley, Lancs.
NOTE NEW ADDRESS FOR YOUR REWINDS
SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS.-G6VS,
AND

CARLTON COILWINDING CO., 8 CHURCH
ROAD,

Hr.

'TRANMERE,

BIRKENHEAD. -

SPECIALISTS FOR HAMS' TRANSFORMERS.

complete.

Built-in power supply in metal cabinet. -Offers,

WANTED. -Gen. book or circuit of BC -348-Q.
Rx. ; also January 1947 " Q.S.T." Please help.
-16 Tansley Grove, Kingstanding, Birmingham.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.-continued.
READERS' --continued.

SALE-Ham Band Tobe in black ripple cabinet.

T1154 transmitter. R1155 receiver, latest type.
absolutely new. Offers over £10. £4, £12, respectively.

Carriage and packing extra. S.A.E. with enquiries,
please.-Box No. 160.
A MATEUR surplus.-Valves, 807 10/-, EF50 5/-,
CLEBC33 4/, etc. Transformers, Power Units and
other Ham gear too numerous to mention-oAE List.

Wanted Band Spread Coils for H.R.0.-G2FZ, 9

Anions Road, Pensby, Wirral.
7.14.28 mc phone Tx.PP35Ts,
150/200 WATT
Class B TZ 40s, £50 complete. Commercially made 20m. 3 element rotary beam, direction
indicator, £30. G2IQ's 5/10M. Rx, noise silencer, etc.
(see Feb. issue). £25. Taylor Universal meter, unused
since serviced by makers, £5. Buyers to collect Tx
and beam. -180 London Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex.
Tel. 2001.

HALLICRAFTERS.-SX25, £8.10.0, on overhaul,
new

BFO

valves

Xtal,

BS,

selectivity

6

Positions-speaker-phones ; buy now before luxury
sets become scarce, £40. Eddystone 504, as new,
BFO, Xtal. etc., £45.-Taylor, Shoemaker, 41 Main
Road, Lake, I.O.W.

FOR SALE.-Howard 438 Xtal, A.V.C., B.F.O.

Radiovision 5 and 10 Metre converter. New, £40
both or offers.-G. Bird, 118 Woodpecker Road, New
Cross, S.E.14.

(In WATT CW, 80 WATT PHONE TRANS1 VVMITTER FOR SALE-p.p. 807s P.A. 5 band
switchable exciter with three switchable xtals. p.p.
807s/AB2 Modulator. Speech amplifier with A.M.C.
Absolutely complete with separate V.F.O., mc mike,
key, xtals and four power supplies.
mounted. Black crackle panels.

Dural rack

Fuller details and
Best offer over £65.-G2A1S,

photos on request.

Milford, Loud water, Bucks.
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GW6AA going abroad is selling great quantity

superb American and British receiving and transmitting equipment, valves, crystals, components, etc.
Examples :-Canadian 1000/100/10 kc frequency
standard, with handbook, £9.10.0. National " One Ten " receiver, all coils, power supply, handbook,
£22.10.0. Six brand new HK -254 valves, £5 each.

National HRO Receiver, Naval Model RBI, rack
mounting, complete with table rack, power supply.
special rack mounting coil container, 9 coils, handbook, whole outfit brand new, in maker's original

cases, £70. Superb lob. Two Hallicrafters HT.11-A,
complete Radiotelephone transmitter -receivers (807
output), with power supplies, microphones, earphones, handbook, £25 each. Mullard B-100 Oscilloscope, £9.10.0. Recent National NC100-XA Receiver.
Perfect condition crystal filter, noise limiter, " S "
meter, speaker, handbook. Complete. £55. Marconi

CR-100 Receiver, perfect, in grey case (not Junked
model), £35. Two Canadian Type 58 Transmitter Receivers with power supplies, headphones, microphones, handbooks, new, £8.10.0 each complete.
Three TBY American Transmitter Receivers. 28-

80 mc continuous. Acorn tubes, aerials, headphones.
microphones, keys, handbook. £12.10.0 each (superbly
engineered instruments). International Marine IMR-20
Communication Receiver. 2 RF stages. Battery
operation. Just re -aligned by manufacturers. Complete with sneaker and handbook, £15. Nine brand
new HRO coils. £4 per unit. Hunts 1947 Resistance capacity Bridge, Type CRB. Brand new. Cost
£18.18.0 ; sell £14.10.0. Two brand new Mortley
Sprague generator sets. Motor 24v. DC. coupled on
bed -plate to generator ; variable output 400-1500 volts.
150 mA. Unused with original laboratory test
certificate. Cost £65 each ; accept £30 each. Superb
brand new Modulator. Class B 807's. Rack -

mounting, complete with two power supplies and
metal cabinets. Professionally made by N. E. Read
(G6US). Details. Much additional apparatus too
varied for advertisement.
Lists free.-GW6AA,
" Flagstaff," Colwyn Bay, Wales.

FOR SALE.-R.1155 complete with Power Pack
and 10 in. energised speaker in cabinet. 6F6
output, £26.10.0.-Boult, Bower Hill, Epping. Phone
2632 after 6 or week -ends.
RADIOVISION V55R Communication Receiver

RELAYS for
A.C. & D.C.

for sale, unused, as received from makers. AC
Mains. £25.-Box No. 161.
FOR SALE.-ABCDE Coils for Eddystone 358X.
One pin slightly datriaged on B Coil, but perfect

Multiple contact heavyduty Relays. Sensitive

working condition. Offers-G3BKV, 25 East Street,
Weymouth, Dorset.

measuring and
impulse Relays, mercury
switch Relays, time delay
Relays,
photo - electric
Relays,

AR.77E 540 kc-30.3 mc, crystal, S -meter, band spread. Offers. BC -348R. 2RF. 3IF. Crystal.
As new, with built-in power pack, £27.10.0. 9002's,
9003's,

new,

London, S.E.6.

10/-.

each. -107 Hazelbank Road,

HAMS, the Voltmeter you have been looking for.

Ferranti Electrostatic calibrated 0-2000 volts.
3} in. dial, ideal for the high power rig. Brand new,
boxed. Only 21/- each.-G6JQ, Oak Lodge, Wanlip
Road, Syston, Leicester.

MIDGET RELAY ML.

Relays.
Ask for leaflets

LONDEX:LTD.
MANUFACTURERS OF RELAYS

207

ANERLEY ROAD LONDON

S.E.20

RE/SW

6258-9

EDDYSTONE '640'
We are now booking orders for this first-class

communications receiver.
Demonstration model on view at our Show Room.

EDDYSTONE 504 in stock
52 -page Catalogue of Components and Accessories,
1/- Post Paid.

B. T. S.

BU LS

ca ms

Ex -Govt. BC342 Receivers 15-18 m/c. 6 Bands.
Crystal filter on HF stages. 2 IF stages. B.F.Q.

THE Radio Firm of the South

115v. 50-60 - Z18/10/- + £1 Carr. and packing
(returnable) also R 1155 available, £15/15/-.

63 London Road, Brighton I, Sussex

BULLS. 246 High Street. Harlesden, N.W.IO
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INSULATORS,
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3/-

insulator only 1/6
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* RI155 RECEIVERS, complete, but less valves

El
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* MCRI RECEIVERS, complete with power pack, phones, etc. New

El
rjra

* CANADIAN 58 " WALKIE TALKIE," complete trans -receiver

and unused, but less valves

with set of headphones and microphones and aerial but less valves,
new and unused.

L12

coverage 22-85 Mcs., less valves

.6

£I
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* CLASS D WAVEMETERS complete with Xtal, but less valves and
vibrators (Portable Heterodyne type)

£2. 12.6

OUR NEW CATALOGUE IS NOW READY
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* 1FF TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER UNITS complete with Motor

Generator, 12 v. or 24v. input, 480v. 40 ma output. Frequency

. 19

£6 .19 .6
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In response to many requests, we are offering, this month only, some
of our well-known receivers, etc., LESS VALVES, as detailed below:(Add carriage and packing charges)
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connecting terminals
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(As illustrated)
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I6 Pages, illustrated. Our comprehensive stock of Radio gear. Here

are some new items from it :-

* DUAL -GANGED VOLUME CONTROLS, Morgan, 50,000 ohms
per section 5/-. Same type but 4 gang 7/6.

* COSSOR SIGNAL LAMPS, red or white, panel mtg.

* FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. " Add-on " type. 6-3v. to 4v. and
vice versa

Fi-

ri
ri
Ei

21d. Stamp secures.
* FLUSH -MOUNTING FOUNDATION METER for Test Set.
21" round dial. Basic 0-1.5 m a. Calibrated volts, ohms, by QMC.
New and unused
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NO RADIO AMATEUR
SHOULD MISS
STAIN'34.
ALL -BRITISH HAND MADE
BY HAMS FOR HAMS

RAlil °LYN PIA
OCT. Ili

" Q -MA X " 134/40 TRANSMITTER
A Complete 40 watt Four Band
Transmitter for Phone or C.W.

*Four Bands 80-40-20-10 metres-single switch.
*Two Tuning Controls only.
*Built-in Modulator and Power Pack.

*High efficiency Four Band Tank Coil Turret.
*Instant Crystal changing from front of panel.
*Forty warts C.W. Thirty-five watts phone to
KT8C. Final.

*All essential circuits metered.
*Provision for Low Impedance input from a V.F.O.
*The whole completely housed in attractive black
crackle finished steel cabinet 19" x 10" x 9+'
external

Nothing

except

Microphone

and

Key

PRICE

£75

THESE UNITS ARE AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY
I. 4 -BAND TURRET INCL. COILS,

a/184
2. DRIVER AND POWER AMPLIFIER UNIT (Excl. Valves)

£6,6/-

MULTIPLIER CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR (excl. TTI I) E4/9/6

3. PIERCE

Q -MAX Q5/IO
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

SEE THE NEW

*5 -Band 10 -Valve Superhet for A.C. Mains.
*1 R.F., 2 I.F. Beat Oscillator and 2 Audio Stages.
*5 Amateur Bands completely spread on full vision S.M.

UNBREAKABLE
INSULATORS

" POLYMAX "

Dial.

*Iron Cored Air Trimmed Inductances on Polystyrene
Formers.

IMPROVED " Q -MAX "
CHASSIS CUTTERS

*Adjustable Noise Limiter.
*Variable Selectivity Audio Filter.
*Dual Purpose Audio Amplifier.

1", 14",

Ii"

*Built-in " S " Meter.
*Plug for External Battery Operation.
*Crystal Calibration Unit for Band

Edge Checking

(extra).

Available also with general coverage coil unit.

PRICE

£52 10 0

(plus Purchase Tax)

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL " Q -MAX " DEALER (nearest address and Cata-

logue on application) (Send S.A.E.)

Q-MAX (ELECTRONICS) LTD
10 -LITTLE TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, W.C.I
Printed by Lochend Printing Co., Ltd., London, S.W.9. and published by the Proprietors, The Short Wave
Printed in Great Britain.
Magazine, Ltd., 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. September, 1947.

